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Taoscopy
The I Ching comments made through consulting the I Ching.

Dominique Lorre,
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1 11 34 9 5 14 26 43

12 2 16 20 8 35 23 45

25 24 51 42 3 21 27 17

44 46 32 57 48 50 18 28

6 7 40 59 29 64 4 47

13 36 55 37 63 30 22 49

33 15 62 53 39 56 52 31

10 19 54 61 60 38 41 58
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1 - Evolution

Change to obtain quality work.

1.1 > 44 - Inexperience

One is still too weak to take decisive action.

1.2 > 13

One has a strong potential and educates oneself.

1.1.2 > 33 - Indecisiveness

One needs to listen before asking questions.
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1.3 > 10

After a sustained activity, one doubts their success.

1.1.3 > 6 - Expecting a solution

One prepares to stop to help.

1.2.3 > 25

Friends ask one to wait until the shock is dissipated before checking.

1.1.2.3 > 12 - Suffice to say

One wants to catch up so they don't answer the others.
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1.4 > 9

One can address the issues.

1.1.4 > 57 - Giving up wanting

One waits until the others abandon.

1.2.4 > 37 - Don't leave too fast

One checks before leaving that they have given their loved ones what they need.

1.1.2.4 > 53

One asks others to come back with other proposals because their reforms do not inspire confidence.
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1.3.4 > 61

One abandons their place with their loved ones.

1.1.3.4 > 59 - Abandoning those who do not correct
their mistakes

One stops because others do not hurry to find solutions to their mistakes.

1.2.3.4 > 42 - Worrying for their loved ones

One asks others to look at the difficulty of being able to rest while the weakest face danger.

1.1.2.3.4 > 20 - Accept the discussion

One explains to others that they have to come back to discuss because the rescue is delayed.
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1.5 > 14

One has understood the needs of their times.

1.1.5 > 50

One gives up working because they have sought too quickly instead of preparing.

1.2.5 > 30

One warns their relatives that they need to examine other proposals.

1.1.2.5 > 56

One gives up their place to help others find their friends.
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1.3.5 > 38 - Reject the dubious methods

One cannot teach others because they do not trust the new methods.

1.1.3.5 > 64

One explains to those who fear the difficulty that they have already passed it without help.

1.2.3.5 > 21

One checks before reforming that no problem needs to be solved.

1.1.2.3.5 > 35

One shows others that they need to stop their break to finish faster.
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1.4.5 > 26

To succeed, the reforms must not be too shocking.

1.1.4.5 > 18

Others do not want to share because they have not been shown the modesty of one's reserves.

1.2.4.5 > 22

It will be difficult to free oneself if one commits to answering all questions.

1.1.2.4.5 > 52

One wants to recover so they make no difficulties with others.
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1.3.4.5 > 41

One is not ready to give up the training of the youngest, so they check the methods.

1.1.3.4.5 > 4 - Paying attention before reforming

Before leaving, one wants to make sure that the others have finished cleaning up.

1.2.3.4.5 > 27 - Concealing one's difficulties so not to
disturb others

One does not want to return to those who complain.

1.1.2.3.4.5 > 23

One helps others to tidy up before asking them if they are willing to continue their hospitality.
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1.6 > 43 - Forgetting where ones strength comes from

One can blame oneself for not doing anything when others needed to be heard.

1.1.6 > 28 - Abandoning their disputes

One asks their opponents to seek an agreement.

1.2.6 > 49 - Helping one's relatives to recover

One leaves alone because they are in a hurry to free their place for those who are unable to rest.

1.1.2.6 > 31

The loved ones want to learn, so one hurries to finish their preparation without them.
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1.3.6 > 58

One lets a relative who no longer wants to be supported continue alone.

1.1.3.6 > 47

One lets the most able recover.

1.2.3.6 > 17

One is satisfied with what they have without concern for the others.

1.1.2.3.6 > 45 - No longer wanting to suffer

One does not return because they do not have the strength to endure such constraints anymore.
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1.4.6 > 5

One wants to know if they must continue to help others enduring the shocks.

1.1.4.6 > 48

One waits for other volunteers to replace those who have been lost.

1.2.4.6 > 63 - Staying away from a problem

One returns after a rupture, without replying to their close ones.

1.1.2.4.6 > 39

One stops blocking the review of reforms.
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1.3.4.6 > 60 - Abandoning loved ones

One neglects their relatives so they lose their certainties.

1.1.3.4.6 > 29

One needs to rest, but as the others do not trust, one shows them their difficulties.

1.2.3.4.6 > 3

One looks for what the others want before they notice the neglect.

1.1.2.3.4.6 > 8

One evades the questions of those who are erratic.
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1.5.6 > 34

One guides others toward the exit.

1.1.5.6 > 32

One hesitates to go see their entourage, because they notice that others are slow to get involved.

1.2.5.6 > 55 - Leaving without answering the
judgments

Others reject criticism because they need to calm down.

1.1.2.5.6 > 62

One asks others if they want to resume their work.
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1.3.5.6 > 54

When others don't want to accomodate the weakest, they are asked to wait aloof.

1.1.3.5.6 > 40 - Waiting for the pressure to drop before
completing the sharing

One asks their loved ones to be there to receive their gifts.

1.2.3.5.6 > 51 - Correcting their relatives

One organizes to respond to those who have not kept their promises.

1.1.2.3.5.6 > 16

One has to do more checks before they can restore order with others.
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1.4.5.6 > 11

One needs to finish preparing before pursuing.

1.1.4.5.6 > 46 - Giving informations to one's opponents

After deciding to reveal everything to others, one must forego their independence.

1.2.4.5.6 > 36

One receives a warning as an incentive to continue making progress.

1.1.2.4.5.6 > 15

One asks irrelevant questions for not obeying immediately.
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1.3.4.5.6 > 19

One reveals their ideas without waiting for others to speak.

1.1.3.4.5.6 > 7

When others do no want to calm down, one makes plans to bring them to their senses.

1.2.3.4.5.6 > 24

One does not return to claim what others have taken before they need it.

1.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 2 - Leaving the well-trodden paths

One wants to free themself from constraints so they leave with the others once again.
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2 - Obedience

Being able to help, without making decisions.

2.1 > 24

By crossing the limits, one takes distance.

2.2 > 7

One stops listening to the explanations because they are lost but will ask later.

2.1.2 > 19

One prefers telling the truth to others, so they can have confidence.
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2.3 > 15

One only takes what is necessary to carry out their task.

2.1.3 > 36 - Maturing one's thoughts before acting

One does not want to stop thinking.

2.2.3 > 46

One just listens to the demands of those who are in a hurry.

2.1.2.3 > 11

One must accept a meeting before they can continue.
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2.4 > 16 - Not revealing one's science

One does not tell others what measures should be taken because they would like to be replaced.

2.1.4 > 51

One has to remember that sacrifices must be accepted if promises are to be kept.

2.2.4 > 40

One recognizes that they lack of means to help those who deserve it.

2.1.2.4 > 54 - Watching one's own back

One must take precautions before sharing.
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2.3.4 > 62

One shows to their loved ones what they have prepared before leaving them.

2.1.3.4 > 55

One can explain to others how they feel if they are sincere.

2.2.3.4 > 32

One stays longer than usual to be able to share with their loved ones.

2.1.2.3.4 > 34

One asks for more means to get free.
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2.5 > 8

Modesty leads to success.

2.1.5 > 3 - Overcoming one's laziness

One can make efforts to reassure their loved ones.

2.2.5 > 29

One prepares their rest by accepting to do what the others ask.

2.1.2.5 > 60

One foregoes freedom to preserve their loved ones.
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2.3.5 > 39

One calls the leaders to ask them what they want.

2.1.3.5 > 63

One waits for latecomers to show them that they are on the right track.

2.2.3.5 > 48

One does not make difficulties so as to retain others' confidence.

2.1.2.3.5 > 5 - Using a hook to catch a large prey

One immobilizes their opponents by giving them a hard time.
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2.4.5 > 45 - Making efforts to obey

One prepares heavy loads to encourage others to evolve.

2.1.4.5 > 17

One wants to bring happiness to others so that they lose their bitterness.

2.2.4.5 > 47

One can learn to do a better job if they pay attention to the details.

2.1.2.4.5 > 58

One may commit another time to show their friends that they have kept the same abilities.
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2.3.4.5 > 31

One has finally found the cause of the inconvenience.

2.1.3.4.5 > 49 - Making too many assumptions

One believes that they receive false supports when it is real.

2.2.3.4.5 > 28 - Let the others choose

One let others decide what role one will be called upon to play.

2.1.2.3.4.5 > 43

One will be an embarrassment for others if they join them.
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2.6 > 23

Others are surprised because one has acted without concert.

2.1.6 > 27 - Giving others a share of their wealth

If one does not split, others will not be able to continue.

2.2.6 > 4

One deprives others of their last assets.

2.1.2.6 > 41

One create difficulties so that others can not finish.
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2.3.6 > 52

One can make progress if they keep on going.

2.1.3.6 > 22

One thinks they understand the situation, but they will have to listen to the arguments of others.

2.2.3.6 > 18

One will have to overcome challenges before being welcomed by their close ones.

2.1.2.3.6 > 26

One asks their assistants to verify the authenticity of the facts.
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2.4.6 > 35

One refrains from any action until the proposals are accepted.

2.1.4.6 > 21

One listens to the most able without real faith in their arguments.

2.2.4.6 > 64 - Not unveiling one's ugliness

One advances masked so as not to frighten others.

2.1.2.4.6 > 38

One gives leaders a chance to explain themselves.
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2.3.4.6 > 56

One does not make a decision before having examined all the proposals.

2.1.3.4.6 > 30

One downs their cards so they don't succumb to the pressure.

2.2.3.4.6 > 50

One can overcome their loneliness by accepting to invite others.

2.1.2.3.4.6 > 14

After asking for forgiveness, one can hope for clemency.
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2.5.6 > 20

One does not blame others for faults they have not committed.

2.1.5.6 > 42

One builds with others a work useful to all.

2.2.5.6 > 59

One unveils their intentions after debating with their opponents.

2.1.2.5.6 > 61

One thinks that they can find before they even start looking.
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2.3.5.6 > 53

One asks others to leave to avoid embarrassment.

2.1.3.5.6 > 37

One spends time with their loved ones to show them beautiful things.

2.2.3.5.6 > 57

One makes sure that that no doubts remain before continuing.

2.1.2.3.5.6 > 9

One pretends to be listening to others.
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2.4.5.6 > 12

One risks their life by staying.

2.1.4.5.6 > 25

One harms their relatives by revealing their secrets.

2.2.4.5.6 > 6

When an agreement has been found, one does not cancel it on a whim.

2.1.2.4.5.6 > 10 - Dreaming of independence

One wants to be able to act without control.
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2.3.4.5.6 > 33

One wants to stay with their friends so they leave with them.

2.1.3.4.5.6 > 13

One does not shows more to others so they can take the time to ponder.

2.2.3.4.5.6 > 44

When all the weight is on the weakest, the building can only collapse.

2.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 1

When the work is done, one shares it with their friends.
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3 - Resolving difficulties

Time will need to be spent. Seek assistance and clarify the situation by identifying the problems.
The others will be of great help in finding a solution.

3.1 > 8

When others ask for help, if one accepts despite the constraints, they set an example.

3.2 > 60

One must establish a relationship of trust before others accept.

3.1.2 > 29 - Giving tokens of friendship

One draws on their wealth to gain the trust of others.
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3.3 > 63

Venturing alone into unfamiliar territory. One should seek a guide or turn back.

3.1.3 > 39 - Getting out of the routine

One can leave the beaten tracks to take side ways.

3.2.3 > 5

One starts by gaining confidence then is caught up in difficulties.

3.1.2.3 > 48 - Controlling insubordination

One thinks having enough relationships to be able to contain the progress of the will.
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3.4 > 17 - Knowing how to behave correctly

One will get help if they wait until others send an invitation.

3.1.4 > 45

One wishes others an excellent stay among those who have received a distinction.

3.2.4 > 58

Others want one to be able to give them confidential informations.

3.1.2.4 > 47

One acts as if someone else had taken control of their existence.
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3.3.4 > 49

One can listen to the advice of the most able advisers instead of charging straight ahead without
looking where they are going.

3.1.3.4 > 31

One pretends not knowing what to do when they do not have time to ponder.

3.2.3.4 > 43

One thought they could set the rules, but realizes that they were established well in advance.

3.1.2.3.4 > 28 - Holding an important knowledge

One knows many things that others would like to learn.
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3.5 > 24 - Questioning the commitment of others

One wants to know before deciding.

3.1.5 > 2

One hurries to set out to help those who deserve it.

3.2.5 > 19

One will make the elders a reference for the future.

3.1.2.5 > 7 - Listening to the good recommendations

One invests their business with the help of an experienced advisor.
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3.3.5 > 36

One wishes to others a quick recovery and gives them reason for hope.

3.1.3.5 > 15

One starts by smelling oneself before taking a bath.

3.2.3.5 > 11

One is working to clarify a delicate situation.

3.1.2.3.5 > 46 - Knowing how to explain

One knows how to tell others what they have to carry out.
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3.4.5 > 51 - Knowing how to be silent so as not to
betray oneself

One does not talk about the impressions that others make on them to those who could understand.

3.1.4.5 > 16 - Going to see on the field

One starts by making studies before coming up with a theory.

3.2.4.5 > 54

One receives an action plan that will have unforeseen consequences.

3.1.2.4.5 > 40 - Taking care of the weak first

One gives priority to the most needy.
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3.3.4.5 > 55

One knows that they will have things to say once others have finished.

3.1.3.4.5 > 62

One wants to compete against those who win every time, but those do not want to take up the
challenge.

3.2.3.4.5 > 34

One acts as if others did not hear.

3.1.2.3.4.5 > 32 - To wait before declaring a winner

One wants to take their time before declaring that others have succeeded.
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3.6 > 42

One commits themself alone because others don't want to get involved without proofs. So, one
pretends to be disappointed so that they understand that they are no longer welcome.

3.1.6 > 20 - Knowing before others

One shows others that one already knows what they have to tell.

3.2.6 > 61 - Seeing one's former companions again

One seizes the opportunity to be with those they prefer.

3.1.2.6 > 59

One anticipates violations of the expected conditions so they trust those who can adapt to them.
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3.3.6 > 37

Others appear as ungrateful when they are offered something without giving anything in return.

3.1.3.6 > 53 - Accepting mutual assistance

One assumes that they have sufficient resources to make an association.

3.2.3.6 > 9

One does the impossible to satisfy others.

3.1.2.3.6 > 57

One is doing things that others have not deemed necessary.
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3.4.6 > 25 - Tagging the way

One marks their path so as to find their friends.

3.1.4.6 > 12 - Assuming one's sins

One is not going to be caught red-handed when they have done nothing.

3.2.4.6 > 10

One asks others to be silent when they talk.

3.1.2.4.6 > 6 - Recalling the victories of the past

One continues, remembering that others have already succeeded.
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3.3.4.6 > 13

One thinks about preparing apologies for those who could not join the group.

3.1.3.4.6 > 33

One makes their own a motto that they have heard elsewhere.

3.2.3.4.6 > 1 - Overcoming one's fears

One needs to question the others before they can free oneself from their anxieties.

3.1.2.3.4.6 > 44

One becomes a schemer to indulge their most guilty instincts.
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3.5.6 > 27 - Inquiring to understand

One thinks they know what others are going to do when they should ask them.

3.1.5.6 > 23 - Imitating the winners

One will embrace the methods that succeed in others.

3.2.5.6 > 41 - Relaxing before having fun

One does their best when they have little time for their hobbies.

3.1.2.5.6 > 4

One prepares their shot well before the others are aware.
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3.3.5.6 > 22 - Being suspicious of everything

One does as if others had no chance of becoming trustworthy.

3.1.3.5.6 > 52 - Revealing a conspiracy

One receives evidence that shows that they may have been betrayed.

3.2.3.5.6 > 26 - Containing hesitations

One tempers others so as to prevent them from moving forward hesitantly.

3.1.2.3.5.6 > 18

One believes oneself above others when they should highlight them.
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3.4.5.6 > 21

One makes reservations so that others remember what they have been told.

3.1.4.5.6 > 35 - Bypassing legislation

One enters a lawless area to be authorized to do what others do not want.

3.2.4.5.6 > 38 - Learning to avoid traps

One notices dividing lines that do not allow them to go where they want.

3.1.2.4.5.6 > 64

One is regarded as being tender but they have some very clear-cut ideas in store.
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3.3.4.5.6 > 30

One know the solution but others are not ready to accept it.

3.1.3.4.5.6 > 56

One knows well the temperament of the short-tempered so they say nothing.

3.2.3.4.5.6 > 14

One spends time with those who could help them.

3.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 50

Others want one to be involved with them.
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4 - Questioning

Give pointers to the student who asks oneself questions, but delay before answering to the
thoughtless questions. That way the student will rely on their judgment.

4.1 > 41

One shows the students the limits which must not be exceeded, then one must trust them.

4.2 > 23

When someone is welcoming and a patient teacher, they are trusted.

4.1.2 > 27

One does not joke with those who have accounts to settle.
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4.3 > 18

Do not give in to the impatience of the youngest.

4.1.3 > 26

One can understand the real reason provided that they are able to listen to those who know.

4.2.3 > 52

One assumes that others will not claim anything.

4.1.2.3 > 22

One exhausts oneself by trying to do what the others have asked for.
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4.4 > 64

If one learns alone, it is because they wanted it.

4.1.4 > 38

One checks every day to take measurements.

4.2.4 > 35

One progresses by spending more time listening to those who have things to say.

4.1.2.4 > 21

One can come to understand what others are saying if they ask them for details.
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4.3.4 > 50

One is under pressure after having displeased.

4.1.3.4 > 14 - Knowing how to play hard to get

One has received offers that they study with attention.

4.2.3.4 > 56

One hears the blame of those that one has hurt without paying attention.

4.1.2.3.4 > 30

One shows others that one was right.
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4.5 > 59

One does not stop asking.

4.1.5 > 61

One follows parallel paths.

4.2.5 > 20 - Seeing the bothers piling up

One goes through difficult times looking at their problems.

4.1.2.5 > 42

One will do things that others could not have done.
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4.3.5 > 57 - Having fun talking about others

One hears comments that do not concern those who profess them.

4.1.3.5 > 9 - Yielding to orders

One encourages those who do not want to jump in the water.

4.2.3.5 > 53

Guests are offered to begin with the introductions.

4.1.2.3.5 > 37 - Abandoning the old clothing

One invites their guests to change outfit.
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4.4.5 > 6 - Displaying creativity

One stops thinking like everyone else to search for a way to invent something more robust.

4.1.4.5 > 10

One can subtract half of what they have received to help others progress.

4.2.4.5 > 12

One thinks that they will be allowed to speak if they tell others beforehand.

4.1.2.4.5 > 25 - Knowing how to do it

One knows the reasons for the progress of the works.
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4.3.4.5 > 44

One talks about different topics depending on who they are talking to.

4.1.3.4.5 > 1 - Supporting those one appreciate

One guides their friends when they are in difficulty.

4.2.3.4.5 > 33 - Being the target of unfair criticism

Others want to know what they can get for their services

4.1.2.3.4.5 > 13

One would be well advised not to change their mind too often.
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4.6 > 7

Dismiss those who cross the line.

4.1.6 > 19

One believes that others are waiting for answers when they do not want to be taught lessons.

4.2.6 > 2

One must be available at the right time to accommodate those who seek shelter.

4.1.2.6 > 24

One speaks as if others didn't know what to do.
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4.3.6 > 46

One would like to ward off those who are too close.

4.1.3.6 > 11 - Receiving unexpected news

One calls someone to tell them what they think of their neighbors.

4.2.3.6 > 15

One follows plans that others would very much like to know.

4.1.2.3.6 > 36 - Expecting an unlikely success

One raises a point that requires the attention of all those who want to be successful.
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4.4.6 > 40

One undertakes actions that lead to choices that are difficult to justify.

4.1.4.6 > 54 - Giving conditional approval

One sets a prerequisite before striking a deal.

4.2.4.6 > 16

One treats the incurable diseases in the hope of relieving patients.

4.1.2.4.6 > 51

One warns their allies that they will have difficulty supporting them.
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4.3.4.6 > 32 - Knowing the origin of rumors

One sees that their reputation is tainted by superficial questions.

4.1.3.4.6 > 34 - Limiting one's dominating impulses

One speaks without regrets with those who have declared that they have no faith.

4.2.3.4.6 > 62

One will be able to make compromises so that others do not get carried away.

4.1.2.3.4.6 > 55

One prepares a true welcome to those who are deemed worthy of being honored.
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4.5.6 > 29

More resources are planned so that others are received comfortably.

4.1.5.6 > 60

One will give tokens of friendship to those with who have shown.

4.2.5.6 > 8

One will have a lot of panache if they assume the consequences of their actions.

4.1.2.5.6 > 3

One leaves so that others know that they may continue without being observed.
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4.3.5.6 > 48

One thinks they will still have some attractions to bring in the most able and show them what one
has designed.

4.1.3.5.6 > 5

One would do well not to compromise oneself with dishonest people.

4.2.3.5.6 > 39

One will be ready to say things that others will not like to hear.

4.1.2.3.5.6 > 63

One expects troubles so they get ready to fight.
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4.4.5.6 > 47

One recovers strength until the others arrive.

4.1.4.5.6 > 58

One prepares others to do as if they were gifted.

4.2.4.5.6 > 45

Others are exerting pressures to make one lose confidence.

4.1.2.4.5.6 > 17

One is often referring to those who have impressed them the most.
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4.3.4.5.6 > 28

One promises others that one will be willing to do what they ask.

4.1.3.4.5.6 > 43

One assesses the chances of reaching their goal.

4.2.3.4.5.6 > 31

One raises a question that interests those who dared not to ask it.

4.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 49

One wants to use items that others do not want to return.
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5 - Hope

Something is coming, look forward to it with confidence rather than going and see.

5.1 > 48 - Challenging preconceived ideas

One lets others know that they are not yet mature enough

5.2 > 63 - Not responding to a complaint

There was a bad start because there was no discussion.

5.1.2 > 39

One can make spectacular breakthroughs if they focus on the ideas that others need to understand.
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5.3 > 60 - Being questioned by their close ones

Others pretend to leave because one didn't want to commit fast enough.

5.1.3 > 29

One expected better conditions than those that occurred.

5.2.3 > 3 - Waiting for the way to clear

One thinks that they will have enough elements to work around the problem.

5.1.2.3 > 8 - Being in unison

One hears only one voice when they should receive many.
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5.4 > 43

One can stop worrying unnecessarily.

5.1.4 > 28 - Knowing how to be appreciated

One sends thanks to those who did not skimp on the means to get one out of embarrassment.

5.2.4 > 49 - Abandoning one's work to deal with an
emergency

One checks if everything is ok before calling for help.

5.1.2.4 > 31

One makes others wait until one understands what it is about.
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5.3.4 > 58

One invites others to come take a closer look.

5.1.3.4 > 47 - Trusting the youngest

One calls their children to tell them what to do in the event of a serious problem.

5.2.3.4 > 17

One does not wonder why others will not accept immediately.

5.1.2.3.4 > 45 - Showing bravery in hardships

One strongly supports their demands when it comes to help the weakest.
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5.5 > 11

One sees those they trust coming.

5.1.5 > 46

One prepares something to keeptheir guests waiting.

5.2.5 > 36

One shows symptoms that are not encouraging.

5.1.2.5 > 15

One follows plans that others will not understand.
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5.3.5 > 19 - Fleeing adversity

One protects oneself from others by moving away.

5.1.3.5 > 7

One can feel the calm of a detached attitude.

5.2.3.5 > 24 - Comforting oneself with those who are
staying

One replaces without regrets those that one has lost.

5.1.2.3.5 > 2

One asks the leaders to wait until the preparation is complete.
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5.4.5 > 34

One learns to do their best to attract caring people.

5.1.4.5 > 32

One leaves before the others remember why one came for.

5.2.4.5 > 55 - Returning after a long absence

On recovers what they had lost after waiting for it for a long time.

5.1.2.4.5 > 62

One establishes a climate of trust to bring their relatives to confide.
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5.3.4.5 > 54 - Proving oneself to be realistic

One is committed to talk with those who wish to give of themselves.

5.1.3.4.5 > 40

One stamps their seal for the settlement of an old quarrel.

5.2.3.4.5 > 51 - Doubting one's performance

One can expect to receive a negative response.

5.1.2.3.4.5 > 16

One sends presents to those they appreciate.
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5.6 > 9

One loses confidence, then sees a group of three passing by. If one approaches them then what one
hoped for will be obtained.

5.1.6 > 57

One works to contain the progression of their opponents.

5.2.6 > 37

One has commissioned works that will not be entrusted to specialists.

5.1.2.6 > 53

One falls in love with a person who passes for laughing at their flaws.
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5.3.6 > 61 - Being qualified for a contest lost in
advance

One supports a cause that others have already defended.

5.1.3.6 > 59 - Worrying for the future

One takes precautions to avoid that others get lost.

5.2.3.6 > 42

One has the power to do a little more good around them before departing.

5.1.2.3.6 > 20

One can send their friends to search for clues.
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5.4.6 > 1 - Demonstrating authority so that others are
not able to break the law.

One does not accept constraints when their loved ones are threatened.

5.1.4.6 > 44 - Not facing the truth

One soothes their pain by looking elsewhere.

5.2.4.6 > 13

One would like to be able to say what others have felt.

5.1.2.4.6 > 33

One moves forward, being wary not to offend their partners.
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5.3.4.6 > 10

One is ready to review their projects so as not to be criticized for their unconcern.

5.1.3.4.6 > 6

One takes responsibility for telling others what everyone thinks of them.

5.2.3.4.6 > 25 - Inquiring to understand

One can stop saying that they know.

5.1.2.3.4.6 > 12 - Qualifying for the ranking of
unconsciousness

One follows unspeakable experiments.
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5.5.6 > 26

One catches others doing stupid things.

5.1.5.6 > 18 - Seeing oneself as essential

One thinks that they will be in a better position to defend the interests of their loved ones.

5.2.5.6 > 22

One knows how to keep on hold those who have not yet received what they have been asking for.

5.1.2.5.6 > 52 - Filling a gap

One draws on their resources to ensure the tranquility of their assistants.
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5.3.5.6 > 41

One claims having made efforts but it does not show.

5.1.3.5.6 > 4

One will get along with those who do not think like them.

5.2.3.5.6 > 27

One escapes to avoid reality.

5.1.2.3.5.6 > 23

Before leaving, one calls their friends to ask them for their opinion.
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5.4.5.6 > 14 - Waiting to learn the true nature of things

One will know the real reason if they wait a little more.

5.1.4.5.6 > 50 - Sweeping the hesitations

We receives an injunction to get more involved.

5.2.4.5.6 > 30

One lifts a load so heavy that nobody could lift it before.

5.1.2.4.5.6 > 56

One hopes to be able to find the reason why the others did not come.
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5.3.4.5.6 > 38

One learns to do as if the others were not dangerous.

5.1.3.4.5.6 > 64 - Disappointing by lack of loyalty

Others had hoped that one would be willing to wait for them.

5.2.3.4.5.6 > 21 - Being ahead of the times

One embraces ideas that others do not want to consider.

5.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 35

One would be well advised not to attempt going further.
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6 - Insubordination

One cannot continue like this because others are not inclined to remain passive. Do not use force to
conclude. Entrust a mediator.

6.1 > 10

One shall not continue to claim. Despite the comments, the conclusion will be fair.

6.2 > 12

One should not claim what belongs to someone stronger, one will find solace in their neighborhood.

6.1.2 > 25 - Wondering where is the competence

One gives way to those who want to go against what they have suggested.
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6.3 > 44 - Being helped only by oneself

One will succeed by their own means.

6.1.3 > 1 - Staying quiet

One does not act so as to not regret it afterwards.

6.2.3 > 33

One apologizes before being fired.

6.1.2.3 > 13 - Replacing a loss

One has taken the place of another in the heart of a forsaken person.
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6.4 > 59

One wants to win then stops because they see the weakness of the other.

6.1.4 > 61 - Pretending to be able to have feelings

One has led others to believe that they had demonstrated their faith.

6.2.4 > 20

One forgets their regrets while they are helping their kind.

6.1.2.4 > 42

One expresses their reservations before giving in.
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6.3.4 > 57 - Doing without words

Both have understood each other without having to say anything.

6.1.3.4 > 9

One feels regrets because they did not want to recognize their wrongs.

6.2.3.4 > 53 - Not coping with differences

One is under pressure because they have declined to participate.

6.1.2.3.4 > 37 - Hiding one's lack of remorse

One borrows a contrite look to distract from their mistakes.
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6.5 > 64

Request arbitration, one will be able to present their case.

6.1.5 > 38

One can do better if they listen to recommendations before undertaking their task.

6.2.5 > 35

One tests their opponents by spreading rumors.

6.1.2.5 > 21

One can ensure that the others have understood the lesson.
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6.3.5 > 50

One hopes that one day the others will accept the offer that one has made to them.

6.1.3.5 > 14

One supports their allies since their requests are fair.

6.2.3.5 > 56

One is able to stop the complications.

6.1.2.3.5 > 30

One understands that the others have left before being blamed.
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6.4.5 > 4

One will have a lot to do to get elected.

6.1.4.5 > 41

One withdraws their proposal because they lack of means to honor it.

6.2.4.5 > 23

One experiences the greatest difficulties to prevent others from falling into a trap that has been laid
for them.

6.1.2.4.5 > 27

One becomes aware of the advance of their opponents.
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6.3.4.5 > 18

One hopes to be able to remedy the weakness of their character.

6.1.3.4.5 > 26

One receives a friendly visit that will help to lower the pressure.

6.2.3.4.5 > 52

One succumbs to all advances to be received by those who are in power.

6.1.2.3.4.5 > 22

One refuses to take leave of those who have shown their kindness.
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6.6 > 47 - Losing faith

If one forces through then they will have to forego their tranquillity.

6.1.6 > 58

The ideas that one defends do not appeal to everyone.

6.2.6 > 45

One risks losing their last cards when they have the will to confront others.

6.1.2.6 > 17

Others want to know how one has been able to create so much bothers.
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6.3.6 > 28

One hopes to be able to tell others that one has arrived as expected.

6.1.3.6 > 43

One tries to say what others have done without having to endure uninteresting questions.

6.2.3.6 > 31

One sends compliments to those who have defended their ideas brillantly.

6.1.2.3.6 > 49

One is moved to be set aside when they could be useful to others.
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6.4.6 > 29

One evolves so as to no longer experience difficulties.

6.1.4.6 > 60

One acts as if others did not exist.

6.2.4.6 > 8

One bothers to do work against their will, when they would be better off spending their time
studying the origin of their troubles.

6.1.2.4.6 > 3

One is doing their best so as to not disrupt the operation of the system.
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6.3.4.6 > 48

One flaunts their abilities to impress the most skeptical.

6.1.3.4.6 > 5

One imposes unacceptable conditions so that others refuse to obey.

6.2.3.4.6 > 39 - Dealing with maladjustment

One replaces those who are unable to progress.

6.1.2.3.4.6 > 63 - Showing one's expertise

One could have agreed to do like the others but wanted to show them one's capabilities.
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6.5.6 > 40 - Losing one's notoriety

One leaves once they have received the attention they deserved.

6.1.5.6 > 54 - Tempering one's judgment

One advances facts that others refuse to admit.

6.2.5.6 > 16

One has difficulties in continuing to defend a cause that they think is already lost.

6.1.2.5.6 > 51

One acts as if others had asked the impossible.
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6.3.5.6 > 32

One may seem frail when they have lost their energy.

6.1.3.5.6 > 34

One recognizes that others express themselves sincerely.

6.2.3.5.6 > 62 - Not asking too much

The others want one to stop after having received the informations one was asking for.

6.1.2.3.5.6 > 55

One claims to have evidences of their good behavior.
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6.4.5.6 > 7 - Reviewing one's defensive strategy

One thinks that they have made every effort to solve the problem amicably, but others disagree.
One will therefore have to make extra efforts to find a compromise.

6.1.4.5.6 > 19

One feels indifference towards those who have refused to come to share.

6.2.4.5.6 > 2 - Getting caught

When one has shown their weaknesses, the most able know how to use them.

6.1.2.4.5.6 > 24

One returns to tell their relatives that they refuse to be left out.
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6.3.4.5.6 > 46

One ensures that their friends are informed.

6.1.3.4.5.6 > 11

One will be able to say things like they have heard.

6.2.3.4.5.6 > 15

One can return to the others to avoid worrying them.

6.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 36

One arrives in time to silence their opponents.
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7 - The will to power

To solve their problems, one will need discipline and continuity.

7.1 > 19

Contradictions show falsity.

7.2 > 2 - Not standing out

One does like everybody else, therefore is understood.

7.1.2 > 24 - Not being taken immediately

One must show to their close ones that they are ready to respect the choice of others.
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7.3 > 46 - Trying the adventure alone

One gives up on one's men.

7.1.3 > 11 - Boasting despite one's shortcomings

One is convinced to have accomplished an extraordinary work when they should be modest.

7.2.3 > 15

One warns those who seek to stand out.

7.1.2.3 > 36

One goes further than those who have been afraid to face the unknown.
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7.4 > 40

One prevents others from continuing, until one has restored their concentration.

7.1.4 > 54 - Standing out without delay

One succeeds in presenting their own version of the facts without the intervention of others.

7.2.4 > 16

One appreciates that the others are able to remain calm.

7.1.2.4 > 51 - Finding the solution

One tests the resistance of those they have chosen.
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7.3.4 > 32

One will be able to get out of their disputes if they do exactly what others command.

7.1.3.4 > 34

One is going to please those who think that the fight must go on.

7.2.3.4 > 62

One is in a hurry to leave when things have a reached such a level that one can no longer resist.

7.1.2.3.4 > 55 - Negotiating an amicable settlement

One explains to their opponents that it is necessary to find a compromise.
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7.5 > 29 - Giving a bonus to the experience

Something useful can be obtained, the most experienced will be able to succeed, another will be
likely to damage it.

7.1.5 > 60 - Surprising with one's energy

Others will make faces if one acts aggressively.

7.2.5 > 8

Others want one to tell them what needs to be achieved.

7.1.2.5 > 3 - Listening to the advice of the most
competent

One thinks that they can tell others that they have to rely on the experience that one has gained.
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7.3.5 > 48

One gets ready to follow the instructions of those who command.

7.1.3.5 > 5

One notes with relief that others have been willing to wait.

7.2.3.5 > 39 - Debriefing

One explains why things did not work out as planned.

7.1.2.3.5 > 63

One is measured in their actions to make a good impression.
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7.4.5 > 47

One stands in front to protect their loved ones.

7.1.4.5 > 58 - Being able to express one's feelings

One realizes that the others have not been given the opportunity to express their reluctance.

7.2.4.5 > 45 - Settling one's accounts alone

One is careful that others are not involved.

7.1.2.4.5 > 17

One shows others an aspect of their personnality that they had not yet known.
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7.3.4.5 > 28 - Giving a lesson in strategy

One is determined to break out of the encirclement.

7.1.3.4.5 > 43

One tests their opponents by showing them one's firmness.

7.2.3.4.5 > 31 - Forwarding a request

One sends their friends to inform those who are wondering.

7.1.2.3.4.5 > 49 - Promoting the best positioned

One joins those who want to highlight the most deserving.
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7.6 > 4 - Restoring discipline

It is time to restore order after action and for that one will need people who are willing to do what
one commands.

7.1.6 > 41 - Staying in touch

One is here when others need to be comforted.

7.2.6 > 23

One acts as if they had a choice.

7.1.2.6 > 27

One persists in wanting to bury their differences.
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7.3.6 > 18

One is polite with those who can rebuild what has been damaged.

7.1.3.6 > 26 - Not meeting expectations

One has realized that the others did not really do as they said.

7.2.3.6 > 52 - Getting rid of one's principles

One has planned to continue despite the resistance.

7.1.2.3.6 > 22

One finds a way to finish faster.
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7.4.6 > 64 - Facing the facts

One is accepted by their former opponents.

7.1.4.6 > 38

One borrows a sentence to hijack its meaning.

7.2.4.6 > 35

One applauds when the others have surpassed themselves.

7.1.2.4.6 > 21

One is considering a question that others have declined to study.
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7.3.4.6 > 50 - Serving the strongest

One has come to present their services to those who are able to assert their authority.

7.1.3.4.6 > 14 - Believing in the guarantees one
received

One hopes that the others will be there.

7.2.3.4.6 > 56 - Giving new instructions

One is testing a new method to compensate for the lack of efficiency.

7.1.2.3.4.6 > 30 - Being made responsible from the
beginning

Those who take over do not inspire confidence.
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7.5.6 > 59 - Paddling to get there

One has a lot of efforts to do before reaching their goal.

7.1.5.6 > 61 - Illustrating one's words

One clarifies their thought by illustrating it with examples.

7.2.5.6 > 20 - Correcting one's shortcomings

One shows others what they have planned in the event of a problem.

7.1.2.5.6 > 42

One accepts to put an end to a quarrel that became embarrassing.
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7.3.5.6 > 57 - Moving to the front line

One gives an answer to those who demand accountability.

7.1.3.5.6 > 9

The others claim to be able to answer correctly, but one thinks the opposite.

7.2.3.5.6 > 53

One starts by doing more before resigning oneself to keep the pace imposed by others.

7.1.2.3.5.6 > 37

One has given to their relatives enough means so that they can produce results.
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7.4.5.6 > 6 - Relying on luck to succeed

One feels that the events may thwart the best laid projects.

7.1.4.5.6 > 10

One presents to their peers what one has done in their absence.

7.2.4.5.6 > 12 - Avoiding confrontation

One gets prepared to remove those who were willing to battle.

7.1.2.4.5.6 > 25

One could have done like the others if one had listened to their advice.
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7.3.4.5.6 > 44

One relies on the experience of those who went out in the field.

7.1.3.4.5.6 > 1 - No longer chasing one's dreams

One renounces understanding when even the most able did not succeed.

7.2.3.4.5.6 > 33

One wants to learn the reason why the opponents have eventually agreed.

7.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 13

One had expected better conditions than those that really occurred.
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8 - Selecting recruits

Sharing a common vision. Hesitations can lead to regrets.

8.1 > 3 - Coming from the other side

One is tired of the delays caused by checks, so one modestly asks the other to come back to finish
what they have started, when they are done showing their results to others.

8.2 > 29 - Make one's attachment credible

One commits oneself to help one's friends repairing their damage before others notice.

8.1.2 > 60 - Standing for intervention

One is there to help those in need.
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8.3 > 39 - Questioning the integrity of one's opponents

There are people whose reputation has been put to the test among those one knows.

8.1.3 > 63 - Wanting to stand alone

One regrets that the others came.

8.2.3 > 48 - Preventing inconveniences

One has come to tell others to not make any further trouble.

8.1.2.3 > 5 - Moving the undecided away

One wants to separate from those who do not feel concerned by the turn of events.
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8.4 > 45 - Take the time to nurture relationships

When one has established a relationship of trust, it is in their interest to make it grow.

8.1.4 > 17 - Seeking support

Others would like one to be on their side.

8.2.4 > 47 - Removing oneself from one's shortcomings

One does like they did before so that others don't notice the change.

8.1.2.4 > 58

One gives one's friends a tangible proof of their affection.
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8.3.4 > 31 - Focusing on the details

One is interested in secondary issues.

8.1.3.4 > 49 - Showing one's innovations

One introduces one's new methods to those who want more results.

8.2.3.4 > 28 - Giving up the fight

One is reluctant to tell others that they are wrong.

8.1.2.3.4 > 43 - Preparing for disaster

One is warned beforehand of the arrival of a disaster.
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8.5 > 2 - Selecting the most dedicated ones

Show what selection is: only take those who want to come, others can leave.

8.1.5 > 24 - Moving the lines

One has succeeded to turn the situation around in their favor.

8.2.5 > 7 - Establishing a hierarchy

Tasks are divided according to each person's abilities.

8.1.2.5 > 19 - Stepping forward to reconcile

One is determined to build a bridge to connect those that everything opposes.
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8.3.5 > 15 - Regretting the lack of mobilization

One is surprised by the lack of support to defend a cause they deem just.

8.1.3.5 > 36

One appeals to the good memories of those who have wasted all the chances they were given.

8.2.3.5 > 46 - Opposing prejudices

One does their best to make others believe that they are right.

8.1.2.3.5 > 11

One presents their works to regain their rank among their peers.
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8.4.5 > 16 - Searching for the cause of the failure

One knows that they will have tasks to perform before being able to understand what could prevent
the proper functioning of the system.

8.1.4.5 > 51 - Being put in an awkward situation

One is called to make difficult choices.

8.2.4.5 > 40 - Polarizing oneself

One is assiduous in the pursuit of their objective.

8.1.2.4.5 > 54

One establishes a relationship of trust to encourage others to lower their weapons.
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8.3.4.5 > 62 - Expanding one's circle of friends

One introduces their best friends to someone who has been loyal.

8.1.3.4.5 > 55

One goes by to see if the others have been able to accomplish the task they were given.

8.2.3.4.5 > 32 - Assessing the situation

One studies the elements one has received before taking a decision.

8.1.2.3.4.5 > 34 - Admitting one's lies

When others make promises they cannot fulfill, one asks them to justify themselves.
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8.6 > 20 - Letting the most efficient repair the
deficiencies

If one misses the beginning, the end will be shaky.

8.1.6 > 42 - Paying the price for lack of backup

One has relied on supports that are reluctant to be held accountable.

8.2.6 > 59 - Avoiding panic

One goes to their loved ones to reassure them.

8.1.2.6 > 61

One receives one's guests to show them what one has prepared.
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8.3.6 > 53 - Making common cause with the strongest

One continues with those who can win.

8.1.3.6 > 37 - Reuniting with one's family

One is about to join their loved ones.

8.2.3.6 > 57 - On-site investigation

One entrusts one's relatives with the mission of going to the field to assess the situation.

8.1.2.3.6 > 9 - Distinguishing oneself by their finesse

One has made comments that others have found excellent.
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8.4.6 > 12

One manages to convince some of the opponents.

8.1.4.6 > 25 - Shifting the center of gravity

One evaluates the opportunities that they have to overcome the resistances.

8.2.4.6 > 6 - Playing the game of suspicion

The others have planned maneuvers to be carried out in the event of suspicious behavior.

8.1.2.4.6 > 10 - Rejoicing in the ambient peace

One appreciates that the others did not get angry.
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8.3.4.6 > 33 - Evacuating the room

One asks their friends to leave the premises.

8.1.3.4.6 > 13 - Relying on a closer collaboration

One hopes that the others will agree to cooperate.

8.2.3.4.6 > 44 - Putting on a good face to avoid being
tossed aside

One uses the method which consists of saying things before understanding them.

8.1.2.3.4.6 > 1

One passes the baton to the most able.
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8.5.6 > 23 - Comforting oneself with one's passions

The others may refuse to betray their ideals.

8.1.5.6 > 27

One has managed to do what the others wanted without having to make considerable efforts.

8.2.5.6 > 4 - Getting help

Difficulties are smoothed out by seeking the advice of competent people.

8.1.2.5.6 > 41 - Understanding one's commitment

One replaces those who are not in a position to do what they have been asked.
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8.3.5.6 > 52 - Serving as a nominee

One agrees to solve a problem on behalf of a stranger.

8.1.3.5.6 > 22 - Reaching one's goals

One is granted the permission to run for a position they were hoping to get for a long time.

8.2.3.5.6 > 18 - Keeping a rational point of view

One is appreciated by those who think in terms of constraints.

8.1.2.3.5.6 > 26 - Justify oneself for one's actions

One prepares to be able to explain their conduct.
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8.4.5.6 > 35 - Putting out the welcome mat

One makes room for those they have invited.

8.1.4.5.6 > 21 - Seeing the wheel turn

One has understood what the others are capable of.

8.2.4.5.6 > 64 - Mobilizing the troops

One asks their comrades-in-arms to resume the fight.

8.1.2.4.5.6 > 38 - Starting over from scratch

One tries to regain the esteem of their former allies by giving them proofs of loyalty.
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8.3.4.5.6 > 56 - Being mute so as not to excite
jealousies

One fears creating a conflict by revealing embarrassing secrets.

8.1.3.4.5.6 > 30 - Considering alternatives

One is facing a choice that requires more thought.

8.2.3.4.5.6 > 50 - Knowing how to step back

Friends are advised to follow the most experienced.

8.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 14 - Expecting a smooth success

One hopes to see the results they had expected.
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9 - Appearance

Something is not yet visible but will be revealed later.

9.1 > 57 - Resisting

One does not let it happen.

9.2 > 37 - Losing the thread of one's lies

One sees that it won't last and leaves with sadness.

9.1.2 > 53 - Enduring strong constraints

One understands all that they have to undergo in order to avoid the rupture.
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9.3 > 61 - Following different paths

No one is heading in the same direction.

9.1.3 > 59 - Assessing a theory

One presents one's ideas to those who are able to implement them.

9.2.3 > 42 - Delivering like a boss

One knows how to do better than some professionals.

9.1.2.3 > 20 - Displaying one's goods

The others want one to show them the works that one has done.
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9.4 > 1 - Ensuring the protection of the weakest

One needs help, and is sincere. Someone will come.

9.1.4 > 44 - Showing one's catalogue

One presents one's novelties to others.

9.2.4 > 13 - Chivalrous protection

One undertakes to rescue those who are not able to defend themselves without help.

9.1.2.4 > 33 - Sounding the alarm

One goes to meet one's allies to warn them of an unforeseen risk.
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9.3.4 > 10 - Losing one's prejudices

One shows to those who think differently that one respects their point of view.

9.1.3.4 > 6 - Turning around to attack

One turns against those who had believed that one would not pay attention.

9.2.3.4 > 25 - Listening carefully

One keeps quiet when others speak.

9.1.2.3.4 > 12 - Drawing a blank on an exercise

One is facing a problem that one struggles to understand.
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9.5 > 26 - Showing one's faith

One must help others as best one can before they decide to do what one expects of them.

9.1.5 > 18 - Requesting a password

One takes the time to identify their friends.

9.2.5 > 22 - Showing reluctance

One is little inclined to do what others ask.

9.1.2.5 > 52 - Removing make-up

One stops lying so as not to create suspicions.
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9.3.5 > 41 - Reviewing one's strategy

One starts by doing what others want but one changes their mind and switches direction.

9.1.3.5 > 4 - Taking by surprise

One surprises another in full privacy.

9.2.3.5 > 27 - Seeking help from those who know

The elders can explain what it is about.

9.1.2.3.5 > 23 - Taking revenge

One wants to show others what are real difficulties.
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9.4.5 > 14 - Strengthening relationships

One introduces to one's relatives those who have shown boldness when one needed help.

9.1.4.5 > 50 - Getting in tune

All sides agree to make efforts towards mutual understanding.

9.2.4.5 > 30 - Repeating the instructions

One can explain to others what they need to do to pass the tests.

9.1.2.4.5 > 56 - Issuing a reality check

One will be able to do what was planned if the others agree to get back to work.
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9.3.4.5 > 38 - Being cautious

One asks one's allies not to take any risks.

9.1.3.4.5 > 64 - Containing the aggressiveness of one's
relatives

One reassures one's relatives so that they don't go and do stupid things.

9.2.3.4.5 > 21 - Giving diplomacy a chance

One allows the elders to pass so that they can settle a dispute.

9.1.2.3.4.5 > 35 - Not yielding to pressures

One postpones one's visit so as to avoid misunderstandings.
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9.6 > 5 - Dominating through fear

One wants to see the evidence that the other is patient and will not take any initiative, even
modest, before committing to give back what one took.

9.1.6 > 48 - Leading the race

One is ahead of those who live in idleness.

9.2.6 > 63

One becomes less predictable when one acts on a whim.

9.1.2.6 > 39 - Not reoffending

One promises one's friends that one will not do it again.
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9.3.6 > 60 - Being concise

One shows the essential without worrying about being lenient towards others.

9.1.3.6 > 29 - Surrendering because of one's lameness

The others move away to let the most skilled pass.

9.2.3.6 > 3 - Showing authority

One spends most of their time asking others to behave as one wishes.

9.1.2.3.6 > 8 - Preparing for difficult times

One undertakes to tell others what to do if the situation one feared occurs.
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9.4.6 > 43 - Accepting reluctantly

One proceeds with regret to avoid disappointing others.

9.1.4.6 > 28

One should expect that others will commit malicious acts.

9.2.4.6 > 49 - Expecting a change

The others have the hope that one will change their future.

9.1.2.4.6 > 31 - Hoping that others will reveal their
charms

One tries to entice others to show their works.
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9.3.4.6 > 58 - Landing

One unpacks because one thinks one will settle down on a long term.

9.1.3.4.6 > 47 - Reassuring one's neighbors

One is here to show one's relatives that they have nothing to worry about.

9.2.3.4.6 > 17 - Thirst for novelties

One follows those who have things to show.

9.1.2.3.4.6 > 45 - Requesting general attention

The others ask for silence because they need to be heard.
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9.5.6 > 11 - Giving in to pressure

One will have less difficulties if one accepts what others are asking for.

9.1.5.6 > 46 - Hugging the depressed

One comforts those who doubt by showing them love.

9.2.5.6 > 36 - Losing faith in transient things

One carries hopes that will be dashed.

9.1.2.5.6 > 15 - Being contradicted in one's forecasts

One was expecting more mobilization.
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9.3.5.6 > 19 - Protecting against pests

One pays attention to those who have not been allowed to come.

9.1.3.5.6 > 7 - Following through

One supports a proposal that they had longed for.

9.2.3.5.6 > 24 - Seeing one's best friends again

One is there when the others come back, to give them a warm welcome.

9.1.2.3.5.6 > 2 - Pretending so as to move forward

One hides their wounds so that others do not lose confidence.
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9.4.5.6 > 34 - Seeking the unexpected

One only pays attention to unusual phenomena.

9.1.4.5.6 > 32 - Adding a host of varieties

One prepares even more choices because one thinks that one's relatives need changes.

9.2.4.5.6 > 55 - Hailing the return of the lost

One travels to welcome those who have come a long way.

9.1.2.4.5.6 > 62 - Wanting to succeed at any cost

One assigns one's best assets to address the needs of the moment.
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9.3.4.5.6 > 54 - Discovering the skeleton in the closet

One reveals a secret that the others thought they had well kept.

9.1.3.4.5.6 > 40 - Hiding the evidence

One does not show the solution to others.

9.2.3.4.5.6 > 51 - Shifting upscale

One provides more choices when others are not satisfied with what one is offering them.

9.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 16 - Sending reassuring news

One hopes to be able to show one's friends that one has overcome all the difficulties.
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10 - Continuity

One is committed with confidence, in the long term and with a simple goal, without looking for
outside help.

10.1 > 6 - Not aiming too high

One is satisfied with what one can do.

10.2 > 25 - Not being able to stay in place

One is escaping.

10.1.2 > 12 - Being ashamed

One is leaving so the others won't be inconvenienced.
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10.3 > 1 - Broken promises

One does not see what is ahead, so there is a risk of getting pushed around.

10.1.3 > 44 - Preparing carefully

One makes experiments when one doesn't want to be surprised.

10.2.3 > 13 - Defending one's side

One spares one's friends the difficulties one has for others.

10.1.2.3 > 33 - Not rocking the boat

One exercises caution by not provoking others.
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10.4 > 61 - Putting one's words into practice

One gets by because the support won't move.

10.1.4 > 59 - Giving in to one's fans

One condescends to do what others ask for as long as they stop being unwelcome.

10.2.4 > 42 - Being wary of the unwary

One moves toward the danger without having taken all the safety measures.

10.1.2.4 > 20 - Being shameless

One amazes one's colleagues by showing them what one has designed.
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10.3.4 > 9 - Staying cool

One has understood that one shouldn't provoke those who are inclined to get carried away.

10.1.3.4 > 57 - Repeating one's explanation

One starts over from the beginning so that others understand.

10.2.3.4 > 37 - Contradicting misleading speeches

One challenges the validity of the arguments presented.

10.1.2.3.4 > 53 - Ignoring relevant suggestions

One has proposed a better solution, but others do not want to recognize its advantages.
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10.5 > 38 - Straying from the way

One is breaking the rules.

10.1.5 > 64 - Going beyond one's limits

One dares the impossible to achieve one's goals.

10.2.5 > 21 - Redeeming oneself through one's actions

One makes up for one's mistakes by working harder.

10.1.2.5 > 35

One serves their allies well by offering them high-ranking positions.
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10.3.5 > 14 - Lamenting one's sad fate

One often regrets that others have behaved this way

10.1.3.5 > 50 - Being sensitive to delicacy

One is thrilled by such solicitude.

10.2.3.5 > 30 - Being in expectation

One is waiting for clarification before speaking.

10.1.2.3.5 > 56 - Making a careless mistake

One can admit that one did not have time to think about the consequences of one's actions.
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10.4.5 > 41 - Having empathy

One expresses one's emotions when others are going through difficult times.

10.1.4.5 > 4 - Continuing to rise

One follows a well-defined plan to still have the right to be considered part of the elite.

10.2.4.5 > 27 - Resisting the urge to repel strangers

One recognizes that they must accept the help of those that they do not know.

10.1.2.4.5 > 23 - Being misunderstood

One deserves more attention than others think.
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10.3.4.5 > 26 - Preserving one's line

One does as before so as not to offend the sensibilities of their loved ones.

10.1.3.4.5 > 18 - Cleaning up

One understands the importance of an impeccable lifestyle.

10.2.3.4.5 > 22 - Lecturing one's entourage

One asks their close ones to stay out of other people's business.

10.1.2.3.4.5 > 52 - Sneaking out

One hopes to be able to come back before the others find out that one has been away.
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10.6 > 58 - Finishing on a high note

After looking backwards the challenges they have faced, one takes great satisfaction.

10.1.6 > 47 - Repenting for having faith

One does not appreciate having been betrayed.

10.2.6 > 17 - Leaving the ungrateful

When the merits are not recognized, it is best to go.

10.1.2.6 > 45 - No more doubting

One accepts to believe others when they no longer have the opportunity to undertake.
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10.3.6 > 43 - Taming the shy ones

One can make concessions to have others say what they have experienced.

10.1.3.6 > 28 - Preserving evidence

One keeps receipts so that one is always ready to respond to others.

10.2.3.6 > 49 - Removing the old things

One makes room to introduce the novelties.

10.1.2.3.6 > 31 - Having a winning spirit

One believes that one's opponents will not be able to achieve their goals.
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10.4.6 > 60 - Throwing in the towel

One considers that one's friends are not competent to succeed where one has failed.

10.1.4.6 > 29 - Being on the hot seat

One warns one's friends that one will be put in difficulty by one's opponents.

10.2.4.6 > 3 - Warning one's entourage

One thinks that they can talk to others before the problem is revealed.

10.1.2.4.6 > 8 - Reducing one's scope of action

One asks one's supporters to abandon those who are not interested in the field.
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10.3.4.6 > 5 - Freeing oneself from one's principles

One puts one's ideas before those of one's contradictors.

10.1.3.4.6 > 48 - Going back to basics

One uses common sense to have the opportunity to be hired.

10.2.3.4.6 > 63 - Changing the way one thinks

One approaches the issue in an unexpected way.

10.1.2.3.4.6 > 39 - Returning to normal

One does like the others when one is not in a position to do as one would have liked.
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10.5.6 > 54 - Promoting one's faithful

One receives incentives that will result in a change of direction.

10.1.5.6 > 40 - Turning the page

One closes without further action a case that poisons the atmosphere.

10.2.5.6 > 51 - Preparing one's come back

One shows modesty without looking like one is caught off guard.

10.1.2.5.6 > 16 - Demonstrating loyalty

One protects one's friends when they are in trouble.
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10.3.5.6 > 34 - Having modest needs

One agrees to do more than others while asking for less than most of them.

10.1.3.5.6 > 32 - Shuddering at the thought of losing
one's possessions

One puts the fire out with everything at hand.

10.2.3.5.6 > 55 - Not wanting to reason anymore

One avoids common sense when others do not want to accept the strongest arguments.

10.1.2.3.5.6 > 62 - Failing close to goal

One does not expect any progress for everything has been tried.
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10.4.5.6 > 19 - Preparing one's medication in advance

One prepares more remedies so as to avoid being caught short.

10.1.4.5.6 > 7 - Setting the stage

One goes before the others to prepare for their arrival.

10.2.4.5.6 > 24 - Being blunt

One receives an invitation that will do little to honor its sender.

10.1.2.4.5.6 > 2 - Become aware of one's ineptitude

One realizes that they are not able enough.
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10.3.4.5.6 > 11 - Hurrying up

One is active to keep one's commitments.

10.1.3.4.5.6 > 46 - Not being heard

No matter what one says, others only listen to their interests.

10.2.3.4.5.6 > 36 - Falling through the cracks

One has come back to tell the others how to avoid being caught in the net.

10.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 15 - Being very busy

One wonders to what extent one will be free to do what one wants.
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11 - The Way

Organizing, planning one's work.

11.1 > 46 - Introducing a new method

Preparation will lead to success.

11.2 > 36

Enduring harsh conditions, being attentive, and forgetting their preferences, make it possible to
broaden one’s scope.

11.1.2 > 15 - Training

One learns to work harder to be able to keep up.
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11.3 > 19 - Pretending to act when one is not doing
anything

When a problem arises and one has succeeded in solving it, then one rejoices.

11.1.3 > 7 - Showing carelessness

One wants to ask for conditions that others will not accept.

11.2.3 > 24 - Doubting one's abilities

One realizes the difficulty of the work to be done.

11.1.2.3 > 2 - Supporting one's family

One continues their commitment by making efforts to satisfy their relatives.
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11.4 > 34 - Abandoning differences.

All follow different paths but join forces on the essential.

11.1.4 > 32 - Meeting expectations

One knows well how to do like the others when one wants to win.

11.2.4 > 55 - Resting on one's laurels

One feels one has done what is necessary to ensure that others are satisfied.

11.1.2.4 > 62 - Being lackluster

One makes faces so one does not have to say what one feels.
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11.3.4 > 54 - Doubting the good faith of others

One does not fully agree because others have made unexpected proposals.

11.1.3.4 > 40 - Darkening one's vision

One paints a bleak picture of a situation that is not so worrying.

11.2.3.4 > 51

One is considering asking for a judgment.

11.1.2.3.4 > 16 - Getting away with minor injuries

One admits that one's neighbors were not so lucky.
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11.5 > 5

One is granted what they wished for.

11.1.5 > 48 - Climbing the ladder

One prepares one's ascent by following the established rules.

11.2.5 > 63 - Following the instructions literally

One rightly considers that everything has been done according to the method that was chosen.

11.1.2.5 > 39 - Not meddling

One is very wise not to go to those who are at the root of all scandals.
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11.3.5 > 60 - Remaining discreet

One refuses to tell others what their close ones have done.

11.1.3.5 > 29

One gives in so one doesn't have to relive a painful scene.

11.2.3.5 > 3

One starts by listening to what others have to say.

11.1.2.3.5 > 8 - Being altruistic

One is aiming to do good around oneself.
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11.4.5 > 43 - Calling for help

One makes arrangements to tell one's friends what to do in case of difficulty.

11.1.4.5 > 28 - Coming to naught

One is surprised at the lack of information on the subject of concern.

11.2.4.5 > 49 - Becoming accustomed

One starts again to gain precision in one's work.

11.1.2.4.5 > 31 - Lacking dignity

One fails in one's attempt to mock the unloved.
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11.3.4.5 > 58 - Seducing to win the case

One sees the merry-go-round of those who want to obtain benefits.

11.1.3.4.5 > 47

One looks severely at those who have disappointed the hope they had  raised.

11.2.3.4.5 > 17 - Demonstrating know-how

One is truly competent when one makes the problem clear.

11.1.2.3.4.5 > 45 - Getting to the point

One gives a sincere explanation to those who are wondering why they were asked to come.
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11.6 > 26 - Losing one's base

One is moving away from their goal. Criticism is useless. Protect what matters most.

11.1.6 > 18 - Take the measure of one's disavowal

One has some remorse at the idea that others were not convinced.

11.2.6 > 22 - Passing the baton

One has their loved ones recognized before one goes to others.

11.1.2.6 > 52 - Being caught up in one's obligations

One has to face one's fate after having run the daily tasks.
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11.3.6 > 41 - Complying

One agrees to do what others ask for as long as they do not cause more trouble.

11.1.3.6 > 4 - Digging deeply

One depletes their science to find a solution to a difficult problem.

11.2.3.6 > 27 - Making less effort

One calms one's pain by resting more.

11.1.2.3.6 > 23 - Losing one's illusions

One goes to a position that one has chosen in advance to realize that reality is less attractive than
one thought.
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11.4.6 > 14 - Having business sense

One asks one's friends not to make any more concessions.

11.1.4.6 > 50 - Salvaging

One is taking over an affair that the others had dropped.

11.2.4.6 > 30 - Making a stand together

The group is closing ranks around those who know what to do.

11.1.2.4.6 > 56 - Being exemplary

One shows civic-mindedness to encourage others to behave better.
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11.3.4.6 > 38

One understands with difficulty the instructions that others give.

11.1.3.4.6 > 64 - Vacating the area

One has more space when others agree to go further.

11.2.3.4.6 > 21 - Derogating from the regulations

One surprises others by not strictly applying the agreement one had accepted.

11.1.2.3.4.6 > 35 - Being on the lookout for new
profiles

One is constantly reviewing new applications to make sure one never misses new talent.
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11.5.6 > 9 - Restoring order before committing oneself

One repairs, taking their time, so as to not disturb their friends.

11.1.5.6 > 57 - Having a shady behavior

One knows that one must be careful not to arouse suspicion.

11.2.5.6 > 37 - Seeking recognition

One is working hard to have the privilege of being recognized.

11.1.2.5.6 > 53 - Seeking solace

One takes refuge with one's supports when one needs to recover one's strength.
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11.3.5.6 > 61 - Listening to the most vulnerable

One listens carefully to the words of those one has welcomed under one's roof.

11.1.3.5.6 > 59 - Running away in time

One leaves so as not to regret having continued.

11.2.3.5.6 > 42 - Gaining notoriety

One is followed by others because one helped them.

11.1.2.3.5.6 > 20

One hopes to be able to say one day what their loved ones have endured.
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11.4.5.6 > 1

One tries to convince others to advocate.

11.1.4.5.6 > 44 - Wanting for one's money

One is here to welcome those who have sufficient funds.

11.2.4.5.6 > 13 - Applauding performance

One cheers others when they do things that one would have trouble reproducing.

11.1.2.4.5.6 > 33 - Conditioning oneself

One educates one's reflexes through preparation.
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11.3.4.5.6 > 10 - Having little impact

One warns others that the consequences will not be very significant.

11.1.3.4.5.6 > 6

One warns their assistants of a forthcoming change of organization.

11.2.3.4.5.6 > 25 - Improvising a solo

One takes it upon oneself to perform a task that has not been validated by one's leaders.

11.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 12 - Not resigning

One is concerned about the recklessness with which others accept defeat.
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12 - Disorganization

Problems prevent the progress. The best solution would be to leave.

12.1 > 25 - Make a list of the points to address

If one makes a correction, they will make more.

12.2 > 6 - Feeling embarrassed at the sight of the
disorder

Ineptitude does not disturb profiteers, a talented person will want to address it.

12.1.2 > 10 - Sympathizing

One can understand how others feel when one puts oneself in their shoes.
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12.3 > 33 - Lacking of results

One recognizes that one has not been up to the task.

12.1.3 > 13 - Preventing rather than curing

One has decided to talk to others so that they would not repeat any mistakes that one may have
made.

12.2.3 > 44 - Showing leniency

One agrees to stay so one doesn't have to regret it later.

12.1.2.3 > 1 - Spreading false news

One misinforms to convince people.
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12.4 > 20 - Gathering the close ones

Without taking initiatives, one is asked to commit oneself. Friends are invited.

12.1.4 > 42 - Separating from the charming

One distances oneself from those who work to make soothing speeches.

12.2.4 > 59

One keeps thinking that the other will return.

12.1.2.4 > 61 - Getting into a huff

One does not apologize when others react aggressively.
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12.3.4 > 53 - Abandoning the fickle ones

One withdraws one's favor from those who have failed to show loyalty.

12.1.3.4 > 37 - Justifying oneself

One explains oneself to avoid being scolded.

12.2.3.4 > 57 - Allowing a delay

One grants a reprieve to the others so that they adapt to the new rules.

12.1.2.3.4 > 9 - Not acting act before others

One doesn't know what the others are going to do so one waits.
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12.5 > 35 - Working hard to succeed

One has sorted things out, but is still cautious.

12.1.5 > 21 - Suspecting a secret agreement

One calls for more transparency in the way candidates are selected.

12.2.5 > 64 - Sending a secret message

One has received orders that had to be read between the lines.

12.1.2.5 > 38 - Making a charm offensive

One undertakes to disarm one's opponents by helping them.
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12.3.5 > 56

One is referring to conventions that have become useless.

12.1.3.5 > 30 - Complying with the rules

One make amends by being more flexible towards those who think differently.

12.2.3.5 > 50 - Pointing the finger at the denouncers

One reminds others of everything they have done to ruin the reputation of their opponents.

12.1.2.3.5 > 14 - Clearing the ground

One evacuates the place when the danger is too great.
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12.4.5 > 23 - Not being able to cope anymore

One thinks having exhausted all their resources so they abandon their reserve.

12.1.4.5 > 27 - Freeing oneself from their close ones

One goes further because others refuse to do what is necessary to get one accepted.

12.2.4.5 > 4 - Regretting being alone

One remembers the times when one  left to look for friends.

12.1.2.4.5 > 41 - Being manipulated

One is drawn in spite of oneself into an unpleasant adventure.
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12.3.4.5 > 52 - Dilapidating one's valuables

One accumulates debts when one should be working to settle them.

12.1.3.4.5 > 22 - Lying out of spite

One expresses one's resentment by showing bad faith.

12.2.3.4.5 > 18

One is confronted with one's shortcomings when one calls on others for help.

12.1.2.3.4.5 > 26 - Moving one's equipment

One charters a cargo ship to transport what is very bulky.
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12.6 > 45 - Evacuating a problem

The reorganization was successful. Rejoicing.

12.1.6 > 17 - Drawing resources from one's education

When one has learned one's lessons well, one applies them in all circumstances.

12.2.6 > 47 - Losing one's breath

One is dazed by the brutality of the shock one has just received.

12.1.2.6 > 58 - Sheltering from criticism

One is careful not to attract the attention of derogatory people.
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12.3.6 > 31 - Having a clear reasoning

One follows aspects that are rather simple to understand.

12.1.3.6 > 49 - Cheating shamelessly

One changes the rules so one does not lose.

12.2.3.6 > 28 - Withdrawing from the battlefield

One evacuates their wounded so they don't have to endure more risks.

12.1.2.3.6 > 43 - Preventing the enemy from
progressing

One monitors closely the implementation of the blocking plan.
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12.4.6 > 8 - Fragmentation

One sees that they are able to split in two.

12.1.4.6 > 3 - Resolving oneself to take command

One is taking in hand the destiny of those one wanted to save.

12.2.4.6 > 29 - Clearing oneself on others

One accuses their close ones when one should recognize one's own shortcomings.

12.1.2.4.6 > 60 - Holding on despite headwinds

One is repressing the urge to blow it all off.
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12.3.4.6 > 39 - Not revealing one's thoughts

One stares so that others don't know what one is studying.

12.1.3.4.6 > 63 - Spending too fast

One is drawing resources excessively.

12.2.3.4.6 > 48 - Forgiving the repentant

One knows how to be lenient with those who have acknowledged their mistakes.

12.1.2.3.4.6 > 5 - Reporting one's departure

One informs their close ones before leaving.
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12.5.6 > 16 - Lacking pride

One is surprised how little others have cared about their self-esteem.

12.1.5.6 > 51 - Making embarrassing confidences

One had the bad idea of telling others what they shouldn't know.

12.2.5.6 > 40 - Refusing to suffer injustice

One is asking for more freedom so that one is not subject to rules that one disapproves of.

12.1.2.5.6 > 54 - Resigning oneself

One has few hopes after learning about recent developments.
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12.3.5.6 > 62 - Not compromising oneself

One stays out of any fraudulent attempt.

12.1.3.5.6 > 55 - Assuming responsibility

One receives one's friends to tell them bad news.

12.2.3.5.6 > 32 - Feeling a fleeting pleasure

One shares with the other a moment of happiness but then come the regrets of not having known
how to make it last longer.

12.1.2.3.5.6 > 34 - Not taking matters too far

One does not claim additional rights when one has obtained more than one expected.
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12.4.5.6 > 2 - Demonstrating one's talent

One shows what they are capable of to put an end to the doubts.

12.1.4.5.6 > 24 - Getting ahead of oneself

One gets frustrated when one should be waiting a little longer.

12.2.4.5.6 > 7

One has planned to create trouble if the others do not pander to the demands.

12.1.2.4.5.6 > 19

One spends more time with those who have comments to make than with those who act.
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12.3.4.5.6 > 15 - Denigrating the incapable

Others know what to say when one lacks skills.

12.1.3.4.5.6 > 36 - Overcoming one's anxieties

One tames one's fear to free oneself from this feeling of helplessness.

12.2.3.4.5.6 > 46 - Ventilating one's resources

One distributes places to their friends where they will create the least problems.

12.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 11 - Cleaning one's work plan

One erases one's tracks after having soiled the place where one got busy.
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13 - Company

Making oneself available. Disregarding one's opinions. A general agreement is unlikely.

13.1 > 33 - Not getting lost forever

One can return to others when they have gone astray.

13.2 > 1 - Buying cheap

When it is difficult to succeed without help, one asks the most humble before calling the most
competent.

13.1.2 > 44 - Changing of scenery

One experiences different sensations after having gone through other experiences.
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13.3 > 25 - Not arousing doubts

One dresses one's hesitations.

13.1.3 > 12 - Resigning oneself to loneliness

One resolves to leave alone when the others are not on the date.

13.2.3 > 10 - Giving in to one's doubts

One uses a disagreement as a pretext to distance oneself from those one distrusts.

13.1.2.3 > 6

One listens to the speeches of others to form an opinion.
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13.4 > 37 - Stopping the fight

One can lose their bitterness.

13.1.4 > 53 - Getting started

We acquire notions to be able to indicate to others the directions they can take.

13.2.4 > 9

One makes a gesture of goodwill not to be too hardened.

13.1.2.4 > 57 - Giving an update

One returns to show one's friends what one has become.
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13.3.4 > 42

One receives one's friends by making sure they are comfortably installed.

13.1.3.4 > 20 - Asking for clarification

One is concerned about a result that would be difficult to understand.

13.2.3.4 > 61

One envies those who have been able to make themselves known.

13.1.2.3.4 > 59 - Responding to anxieties

One is going to see one's friends so they can be reassured.
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13.5 > 30 - Meeting again

Acting together, then feeling lost. Both are worried and saddened but the feelings are shared. After
great difficulties, the meeting will be joyful.

13.1.5 > 56 - Losing customers

One hopes to see other visitors coming in to replace those who did not come.

13.2.5 > 14

One emerges again after a long period of difficulty.

13.1.2.5 > 50 - Not giving up

One has seen better ways of doing things than letting others do all the work.
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13.3.5 > 21 - Being reluctant to do what others ask.

One receives orders that they are unwilling to follow.

13.1.3.5 > 35 - Saying reassuring words

One is confident because others did not come to create problems.

13.2.3.5 > 38 - Teaching etiquette

One comes to tell others what they must accept before they are received.

13.1.2.3.5 > 64 - Thirsting for recognition

One wants others to think that one has really done what is necessary.
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13.4.5 > 22 - Being afraid of one own's shadow

One returns to tell one's relatives that they must wait until the situation stops being alarming.

13.1.4.5 > 52 - Not improvising

One  simply follows the procedure that has been put in place for this kind of events.

13.2.4.5 > 26 - Faking weakness

One has the ability to make others believe that they are the only ones who can be sufficiently
resistant.

13.1.2.4.5 > 18 - Starting anew

One  smells clean to avoid being put on the index.
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13.3.4.5 > 27 - Believing oneself indispensable

One considers that others do not have enough means to survive.

13.1.3.4.5 > 23 - Anticipating possible larceny

One puts one's belongings in a safe place before welcoming others.

13.2.3.4.5 > 41 - Saying goodbye to the close ones

One hopes one will have time to talk to their friends before one leaves.

13.1.2.3.4.5 > 4 - Hiding behind one's bosses

One is going to accomplish the will of their superiors by doing only the bare essentials.
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13.6 > 49 - Going far away

One moves away to prepare oneself to lie.

13.1.6 > 31 - Making fun of faith

One follows principles that others do not take seriously.

13.2.6 > 43 - Going off on one's own

If one commits oneself without warning others, it will be difficult to convince them of one's good
faith.

13.1.2.6 > 28 - Detaching oneself from hypocrites

One counts one's friends when things go wrong.
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13.3.6 > 17 - Worrying for nothing

One makes assumptions about what others are going to do.

13.1.3.6 > 45 - Participating in a recruitment campaign

One is busy around those who will make a presentation aimed at encouraging vocations.

13.2.3.6 > 58 - Specializing one's interests

One follows questions that concern only those who understand them.

13.1.2.3.6 > 47

One runs to support one's allies when they face unexpected difficulties.
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13.4.6 > 63 - Accompanying friends home

One reaches out to those who are afraid to leave.

13.1.4.6 > 39 - Giving in to those who wish to see each
other more often

One stays a little longer so that the others won't be disappointed.

13.2.4.6 > 5 - Saying nothing to listen

One pretends that one knows nothing so as not to hinder others from speaking.

13.1.2.4.6 > 48 - Regretting unnecessary efforts

One has seen how much effort others have put into this before turning the subject over to those
who are better equipped to deal with it.
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13.3.4.6 > 3 - Struggling for comfort

One protests, without ulterior political motives, in order to improve their daily life.

13.1.3.4.6 > 8 - Regretting the past

One studies the reasons why the community has dissolved.

13.2.3.4.6 > 60 - Appreciating progress

One observes how far the others are able to go.

13.1.2.3.4.6 > 29 - Fighting in good company

Despite the difficulties, one savors the joy of being together.
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13.5.6 > 55 - Doing one's best to be ready in time.

One goes fast so as to avoid being taken off guard.

13.1.5.6 > 62 - Ending up getting along

There is a better understanding when there is no more time to pretend.

13.2.5.6 > 34 - Maintaining the integrity of
one's entourage

One does their best to avoid splitting.

13.1.2.5.6 > 32 - Thinking of oneself as a prophet

One claims that the results are in line with what one was expecting.
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13.3.5.6 > 51 - Dwelling on the past

One can repeat what others have said to make their misbehavior clear.

13.1.3.5.6 > 16 - Training in the field

One accompanies one's elders to help them in their activites.

13.2.3.5.6 > 54 - Being open to innovations

One experiments new ways so as to keep oneself up to date.

13.1.2.3.5.6 > 40 - Seeking consensus

All agree on the need to find an arrangement that satisfies everyone.
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13.4.5.6 > 36 - Distributing samples

Shipments are made so that one knows what it is.

13.1.4.5.6 > 15 - Using outdated methods

One can do as others say although one knows other, more effective ways.

13.2.4.5.6 > 11

One knows how to make progress when one needs help.

13.1.2.4.5.6 > 46 - Hiding misery

One expects to see temporary improvements until others can visit the area.
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13.3.4.5.6 > 24 - Regretting one's decision

One brings back those that one had excluded.

13.1.3.4.5.6 > 2 - Being willing to compromise oneself

One gives in to the whims of others so as to be well regarded.

13.2.3.4.5.6 > 19 - Contradicting science

The others say what to do while they don't know what they're talking about.

13.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 7 - Refusing any compromise

One has chosen to decline a dubious proposal.
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14 - Meeting the demands

One ensures that the needs are being satisfied if the resources are available.

14.1 > 50 - Beginning preparations

One must prepare oneself before making the move.

14.2 > 30 - Getting one's things and leaving

One sets out.

14.1.2 > 56 - Making a recalculation

One reviews their methods to make one's plan successful.
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14.3 > 38

Accepting loss and abandon, this is how one reduces the danger.

14.1.3 > 64 - Assuming difficult choices

After breaking up with others, one has to learn how to improve one's work.

14.2.3 > 21

One gives a little more time to the stragglers before leaving.

14.1.2.3 > 35 - Recovering one's carefree self

One is ready to dissolve one's organization after the others have released their grasp.
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14.4 > 26 - Not diverting oneself

One doesn't defy others by choosing another way.

14.1.4 > 18 - Having a misconception

One leads one's life in an irreproachable way even though others think one is rather disordered.

14.2.4 > 22 - Be called upon to finalize

One accepts to come back to make sure one finishes what one started.

14.1.2.4 > 52 - Reporting one's bothers

One warns their former fans that one will have issues to resolve.
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14.3.4 > 41 - Biting the bullet

One contains one's pain by thinking about future joys.

14.1.3.4 > 4

One sells what one have to pay off one's debts.

14.2.3.4 > 27 - Transmitting one's teaching

One trains their heirs so that they can cope in every circumstance.

14.1.2.3.4 > 23

One is followed by those who prefer to leave on time.
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14.5 > 1 - Not wanting too much

All are accepted but one will move away from those who ask for the impossible.

14.1.5 > 44 - Asking for silence around oneself

One requires more attention is required than is usually needed.

14.2.5 > 13 - Taking advantage of an opening

One can see what benefit one can get from a delicate situation.

14.1.2.5 > 33 - Making an inventory of the possibilities

One takes the time to choose the best solution that will take into account the constraints one has to
comply with.
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14.3.5 > 10 - Punishing all critics

One prefers those who ask nothing.

14.1.3.5 > 6 - Knowing how to receive one's guests

One spends their time making efforts to make others feel welcome.

14.2.3.5 > 25 - Changing one's stand

One is led to sympathize with an old opponent.

14.1.2.3.5 > 12 - Following one's path nevertheless

One can observe progress despite the lack of care.
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14.4.5 > 9

One stays away so as to not get lost in the details.

14.1.4.5 > 57 - Giving the green light

One informs one's friends that one can respond to their requests.

14.2.4.5 > 37 - Being stubborn

One refuses to listen to advice that is contrary to one's opinions.

14.1.2.4.5 > 53 - Being welcoming

One does their best to ensure that others are well received.
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14.3.4.5 > 61 - Using one's veto power

One is here to tell others that one is not able to satisfy their requests.

14.1.3.4.5 > 59

One supports those who come back to testify.

14.2.3.4.5 > 42

One retreats to develop a new action plan.

14.1.2.3.4.5 > 20 - Getting rid of competition

One digs around to raise one's position.
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14.6 > 34 - Overcoming by waiting

When one is patient, others end up accepting.

14.1.6 > 32 - Packing hastily

One hopes the others will be ready before one has to leave.

14.2.6 > 55 - Transferring one's resources

One manages an unexpected demand efficiently.

14.1.2.6 > 62 - Disposing of waste

One digs a hole to dump one's discharges.
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14.3.6 > 54 - Wanting peace of mind

One accepts the departure of the former companions because the others are in a hurry to regain
their calm.

14.1.3.6 > 40 - Withdrawing from the scene

One stays away for a short period of time to allow others to get to know each other.

14.2.3.6 > 51 - Walking on eggshells

One is surprised to have been right to take extra precautions.

14.1.2.3.6 > 16 - Testing the reactions of one's
subjects

One is put to the test by those who want to lead a large-scale project.
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14.4.6 > 11 - Presenting your best side

One highlights the most interesting to make it accessible.

14.1.4.6 > 46 - Instilling doubt

One has made others aware that their ideas are uncertain.

14.2.4.6 > 36 - Relying on others

One hopes that the reinforcements will be competent enough so that one does not have any
additional difficulties.

14.1.2.4.6 > 15 - Setting the record straight

One is more competent than the others so one offers them to retire without shame.
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14.3.4.6 > 19 - Behaving in a deviant way

One hase seen why others do not want to partner with just anyone.

14.1.3.4.6 > 7 - Being issued a reminder

The others ask that one shows greater seriousness.

14.2.3.4.6 > 24 - Preserving resources

One takes care not to damage the materials that one has received.

14.1.2.3.4.6 > 2 - Serving as a stopgap

One replaces what others have lost.
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14.5.6 > 43 - Doing prevention

When one has solved an issue, they don't want that others encounter it.

14.1.5.6 > 28 - Getting noticed

One fears that one has received more attention than one intended.

14.2.5.6 > 49 - Reducing one's ambitions

One makes fewer changes than expected because the others did not want to be involved.

14.1.2.5.6 > 31 - Exposing one's wealth

One tries to delight one's guests by showing them one's most precious.
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14.3.5.6 > 58 - See one's interest only

One appreciates the content more than the container.

14.1.3.5.6 > 47 - Denying the evidence

One claims good faith despite overwhelming proofs.

14.2.3.5.6 > 17 - Organizing rescue

One meets one's friends to tell them how they can come to the aid.

14.1.2.3.5.6 > 45 - Sharing

One splits one's group into equal parts.
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14.4.5.6 > 5 - Taking a well-deserved rest

One can relax when they have been able to do what they expected.

14.1.4.5.6 > 48 - Summarizing the requests

One follows the instructions while taking into account the changes that others have requested.

14.2.4.5.6 > 63 - Cancelling negotiations

One refuses to discuss with those who do not listen to the arguments one opposes them.

14.1.2.4.5.6 > 39 - Refueling with energy

One catches catches one's breath before resuming one's efforts.
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14.3.4.5.6 > 60 - Redistributing cards

We deprive others of an important trump card.

14.1.3.4.5.6 > 29

One grants one's support to those who have understood the difficulties one has to solve.

14.2.3.4.5.6 > 3 - Turn against liars

One takes a dislike to those who have deceived them.

14.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 8 - Having an answer for everything

One impresses their detractors by finding an answer to any question.
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15 - Decency

One shall not provoke with initiatives.

15.1 > 36 - Keeping a low profile

One is modest so one stays where one belongs.

15.2 > 46

One shows to others when it is necessary.

15.1.2 > 11

One felt that they shouldn't be among the best if one wanted to be free.
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15.3 > 2

One remains modest despite one's success so one can make efforts to improve.

15.1.3 > 24 - Letting others comment

One leaves it to others to say what has to be done.

15.2.3 > 7 - Realizing one's misfortune

One recognizes that their situation is worrying.

15.1.2.3 > 19 - Feeling guilty

One shudders at the thought of others learning about what one has done.
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15.4 > 62 - Remaining in the background

One does not act without receiving the request.

15.1.4 > 55 - Quarantining

One wants to act as if others knew why one shuns them.

15.2.4 > 32

One regrets having made comments that others did not want to contradict.

15.1.2.4 > 34 - Gliding down

One keeps calm despite the difficulty of getting back to reality.
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15.3.4 > 16 - Stopping accusation

Improvements can be made if one is accommodating.

15.1.3.4 > 51 - Attending a match

One follows with interest the encounter between two fierce fighters.

15.2.3.4 > 40 - Accusing transgressors

One is willing to testify against those who don't observe the rules.

15.1.2.3.4 > 54 - Scurrying

One could come back later but the others don't want to wait any longer.
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15.5 > 39 - Silencing the fools

When others are mistaken, one has to give them an explanation.

15.1.5 > 63 - Proving right those who are suspicious

One prepares errors beforehand to verify that others pay attention.

15.2.5 > 48 - Emphasizing

One is making too much efforts to get noticed.

15.1.2.5 > 5 - Teaching the truth

One makes the real solution known to others.
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15.3.5 > 8 - Setting an example by succeeding

One will receive compliments if they manage to overcome all the problems in time.

15.1.3.5 > 3 - Unveiling the most secret thoughts

One will get to know what others want from them.

15.2.3.5 > 29 - Using palliative care

One tames their pain so that one can continue one's activity.

15.1.2.3.5 > 60 - Receiving a taste of one's own
medicine

One endures difficult consequences because one has betrayed the trust of one's partners.
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15.4.5 > 31 - Imposing an illegal regulation

One has pretended that others did not have the right to act without authorization.

15.1.4.5 > 49 - Finding a way out

One can see an exit strategy.

15.2.4.5 > 28 - Working hard

One makes enough efforts for others to notice them.

15.1.2.4.5 > 43 - Convincing at all costs

One is asking for more means to persuade the undecided.
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15.3.4.5 > 45 - Preparing an ambush

One lures their enemies into a terrible trap.

15.1.3.4.5 > 17 - Feeling concerned

One listens better than others because one has had a similar experience.

15.2.3.4.5 > 47 - Federating one's allies

One recruits those who can contradict the decisions one condemns.

15.1.2.3.4.5 > 58

One quenches their thirst with an unsavory drink.
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15.6 > 52 - No more hesitations

One accompanies the reforms.

15.1.6 > 22

One resurfaces after being away longer than expected.

15.2.6 > 18 - Parachuting food

One supplies their allies despite the difficulties in communicating with them.

15.1.2.6 > 26 - Giving signs of life

One reassures one's old friends by giving them regular updates.
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15.3.6 > 23

One was able to reach a compromise because the others no longer have the strength to discuss.

15.1.3.6 > 27 - Giving an example of one's mastery

One impresses the gallery by improvising as a challenge.

15.2.3.6 > 4 - Not fooling oneself

One expects that it will be impossible to do what the others have imagined.

15.1.2.3.6 > 41 - Making buzz

One hears the noise caused by some rumors.
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15.4.6 > 56

One splashes one's enemies to make them lose their dignity.

15.1.4.6 > 30 - Keeping the secret

One is reluctant to disclose confidential information.

15.2.4.6 > 50 - Multiplying the attempts

One accumulates proposals to have a better chance of being selected.

15.1.2.4.6 > 14

One shows conviction when it comes to defending what one values most.
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15.3.4.6 > 35 - Supporting until the end

One set out to do everything they could to make others reach their goal.

15.1.3.4.6 > 21 - Accepting under conditions

One has specified the conditions that will have to be met for approval to be given.

15.2.3.4.6 > 64 - Going it alone

One impoverishes their field by not allowing others to come and study it.

15.1.2.3.4.6 > 38

One can just talk without making any derogatory remarks.
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15.5.6 > 53 - Opening one's eyes

One accepts to see the face of reality.

15.1.5.6 > 37 - Discouraging snoopers

One prevents one's opponents from seeing the most secret files.

15.2.5.6 > 57 - Being discouraged by favoritism

One calls for more transparency in the team's operations.

15.1.2.5.6 > 9 - Having a healthy reflex

One retreats when others get in too violently.
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15.3.5.6 > 20

One is moving forward to get a closer look.

15.1.3.5.6 > 42 - Tinkering

One is received by those who have reinvented the wheel.

15.2.3.5.6 > 59

One considers that the radiance of others is in no way comparable to one's own.

15.1.2.3.5.6 > 61 - Pretending to be a better specialist
than one really is.

One is introduced to those who have no talent.
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15.4.5.6 > 33 - Being ashamed of oneself

One withdraws in the hope that the consequences of one's actions will not be too embarrassing.

15.1.4.5.6 > 13

One advances with difficulty because the others brake.

15.2.4.5.6 > 44

One is infatuated with a cause that requires a lot of sensitivity.

15.1.2.4.5.6 > 1 - Apologizing

To be able to repair, one needs to admit their errors.
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15.3.4.5.6 > 12

One is hogging resources that others have struggled to obtain.

15.1.3.4.5.6 > 25 - Fearing an ambush

One pays attention to the weapons that others may have taken with them.

15.2.3.4.5.6 > 6 - Giving way to the most deserving

The others leave to cede their place to those who have not been received among the first.

15.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 10

One does their best so that others will not be disappointed.
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16 - Vigor

Youth is able to mobilize. It is a period of indecision that one will leave by getting involved.

16.1 > 51 - Quenching one's enthusiasm

When one starts by showing their confidence they come back with embarrassment.

16.2 > 40 - Leaving in time

When one reaches the limit, one stops.

16.1.2 > 54 - Serving as a chaperone

One stays with one's relatives to give them safety advice.
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16.3 > 62 - Accessing a springboard

One can accept to join others.

16.1.3 > 55 - Getting help from the best

One is going to ask the most skilled to perform what one is unable to do.

16.2.3 > 32 - Wanting more success

One is waiting for more results before recognizing the champions' victory.

16.1.2.3 > 34

One finds it difficult to please everyone.
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16.4 > 2 - Implicit agreement

One allows others to approach.

16.1.4 > 24 - Discouraging reforms

One does not want to help others to change so as not to lose their situation.

16.2.4 > 7 - Recovering one's seriousness

One will make efforts to stop laughing.

16.1.2.4 > 19 - Putting one's foot in it

One alters the surrounding good mood because of derogatory remark.
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16.3.4 > 15 - Warning of an imminent attack

One takes refuge with our friends to tell them that the danger is not far away.

16.1.3.4 > 36 - Behaving in a childish way

Once again, one has shown immaturity.

16.2.3.4 > 46

One envies those who are not accountable.

16.1.2.3.4 > 11 - Saving

One increases one's wealth because one spends less than one earns.
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16.5 > 45 - Staying with one's friends

One has to share because one lacks of means.

16.1.5 > 17

One will be careful not to raise false hopes.

16.2.5 > 47 - Issuing a free pass

One uses one's credit to get a favor that others have been refused.

16.1.2.5 > 58 - Amending one's conduct

One agrees to behave as others require.
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16.3.5 > 31 - Monopolizing speech

One remembers that others did not always have a say.

16.1.3.5 > 49 - Molting

One ousts one's former allies to make way for new talents.

16.2.3.5 > 28

One makes a commitment to one's superiors not to talk about it further.

16.1.2.3.5 > 43 - Recognizing only one chief

One affirms one's determination not to be guided by other leaders.
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16.4.5 > 8 - Being excused

One is still respectable despite the mistakes they could have made.

16.1.4.5 > 3 - Not being on the same wavelength

One thinks that they are acting correctly, but struggles to be respected.

16.2.4.5 > 29 - Discount treatment

One favors the cheapest remedies over efficiency.

16.1.2.4.5 > 60

One tries to satisfy one's friends by showing them affection.
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16.3.4.5 > 39

One represses one's aggressiveness so as not to appear as dangerous as one really is.

16.1.3.4.5 > 63 - Spinning head over tail

One performs a maneuver that others find confusing.

16.2.3.4.5 > 48

One learns courtesy so that others are favorably impressed.

16.1.2.3.4.5 > 5 - Embellishing one's interior

One has planned improvements to make others feel good.
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16.6 > 35 - Returning to reason

One no longer exaggerates because one has finally understood.

16.1.6 > 21 - Hanging on

One binds oneself firmly so as not to pitch.

16.2.6 > 64 - Coming to terms with fighting

One crosses swords with those who think that fighting is the only solution.

16.1.2.6 > 38 - Ousting the champion

One brilliantly replaces a latecomer that others thought was the best choice in the world.
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16.3.6 > 56 - Sheltering penitents

One supports those who have gone astray.

16.1.3.6 > 30 - Getting trapped

One is under the influence of a person skilled at manipulating those who are not suspicious.

16.2.3.6 > 50 - Complaining against the most favored

One is ranting after those who have received more benefits.

16.1.2.3.6 > 14 - Requesting an assessment

One is introduced to those who are able to evaluate what one is worth.
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16.4.6 > 23 - Weakening one's aura

One loses one's radiance when one tries to shade others.

16.1.4.6 > 27 - Knowing the art of seduction

One feeds one's admirers by giving them proofs of love.

16.2.4.6 > 4 - Preserving sensitivity

One pays attention that their comments do not hurt the most vulnerable.

16.1.2.4.6 > 41 - Mutinying

There is an agreement not to obey orders.
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16.3.4.6 > 52

One has fond memories of a moment of conviviality.

16.1.3.4.6 > 22

One embellishes one's daily life with a little poetry.

16.2.3.4.6 > 18 - Welcoming the audience rating

One warns their leaders of the satisfaction one feels in being heard.

16.1.2.3.4.6 > 26 - Searching for inventions

One draws new resources by welcoming innovations.
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16.5.6 > 12 - Keeping troublemakers away

One is really satisfied to be able to refuse those who have made too many outcries.

16.1.5.6 > 25 - Designing one's interior

One makes room for a new acquisition.

16.2.5.6 > 6 - Serving conflicting interests

One obeys impulses which do not favor those who trigger them.

16.1.2.5.6 > 10 - Being promoted

One can access to a higher position.
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16.3.5.6 > 33

One improves one's looks so that others don't get tired of coming.

16.1.3.5.6 > 13

One appreciates that others are not more fearsome.

16.2.3.5.6 > 44

One presents other ideas than one's own to showcase one's science.

16.1.2.3.5.6 > 1 - Being spotted unknowingly

One does not think that they have been seen.
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16.4.5.6 > 20 - Showing enthusiasm

The field is invaded after the meeting.

16.1.4.5.6 > 42

One greatly appreciates the efforts that others make to be useful.

16.2.4.5.6 > 59 - Evaluating candidates

One sends their allies to others to find out if one can trust them.

16.1.2.4.5.6 > 61 - Failing to show one's joy

One is stingy with compliments despite one's deep satisfaction.
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16.3.4.5.6 > 53 - Perfecting one's knowledge

One sharpen one's ideas through contact with well-educated people.

16.1.3.4.5.6 > 37 - Partitioning one's life

One compartmentalizes one's existence so as not to lose control of it.

16.2.3.4.5.6 > 57

One invents a new way of saying what one thinks.

16.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 9 - Being afraid to confess

After being solicited, one wonders why others are not able to say what they want.
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17 - Rejoicing

When one cheers others up, one is joined by them.

17.1 > 45 - Talking with enemies

If one talks without bias, the opinion of others will be useful.

17.2 > 58 - Letting a golden opportunity pass

When one accepts the least, they forego the best.

17.1.2 > 47 - Showing one's dark side

One cultivates one's arrogance by appearing reckless.
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17.3 > 49 - Fostering the most competent

When one prefers the best, the least goes away.

17.1.3 > 31 - Shooting straight

One calculates their trajectory in order to land in the right place.

17.2.3 > 43 - Reappearing

One surfaces again after having gone under.

17.1.2.3 > 28

One takes it upon oneself not to look disappointed.
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17.4 > 3 - Inviting one's admirers

When one has obtained benefits, others want one to be generous.

17.1.4 > 8 - Making up for a blunder

One gives a chance to those who did not realize the seriousness of the situation.

17.2.4 > 60 - Cauterizing the wound

One applies a rigorous protocol to reduce the risk of contagion.

17.1.2.4 > 29 - Scarecrowing

One talks to others to encourage them to flee.
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17.3.4 > 63 - Instilling good mood

One brings to others all one's comedy knowledge.

17.1.3.4 > 39 - Being a sore loser

One has refused to acknowledge a defeat that was, however, unequivocal.

17.2.3.4 > 5 - Going back on one's word

An event has occurred which has hindered the proper functioning of the operations.

17.1.2.3.4 > 48

One does their best to explain what one does in a fun way.
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17.5 > 51 - Having faith

One is guided by what they love.

17.1.5 > 16 - Making oneself look good

One compliments others for being well regarded.

17.2.5 > 54 - Returning a favor

One affirms one's willingness to help those who have been kind before.

17.1.2.5 > 40 - Ignoring reprimands

One gets annoyed of always hearing the same old tune.
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17.3.5 > 55 - Not having a taste for the show

One impresses others with one's ability to work in a festive atmosphere.

17.1.3.5 > 62 - Warning emergency services on time

One makes haste so that the others have time to recover.

17.2.3.5 > 34 - Lecturing others

One makes it abundantly clear that their truth is the only one worth believing.

17.1.2.3.5 > 32 - Leaving one's office to join the
opposition

One abandons one's responsibilities to find refuge with one's most far-sighted supporters.
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17.4.5 > 24 - Going to great lengths to achieve one's
goal

One does not want a lack of results to cause any difficulty.

17.1.4.5 > 2 - Planning for more reserves

One advises their relatives to check before engaging in uncertain reforms.

17.2.4.5 > 19 - Adjusting priorities

One catches up by freeing oneself from other commitments.

17.1.2.4.5 > 7 - Requesting an invitation

One hopes tp be able to come even though the relatives are against it.
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17.3.4.5 > 36 - Being wracked with  shyness

One lacks boldness so one is not in a position to seduce.

17.1.3.4.5 > 15 - Shooting one's opponents

One adorns one's speech with murderous spikes.

17.2.3.4.5 > 11

One accuses their guests of not having done the work they were supposed to do.

17.1.2.3.4.5 > 46 - Communicating remotely

One sets up a protocol to keep up to date.
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17.6 > 25 - Dwelling on the past

One returns home to share their knowledge.

17.1.6 > 12 - Losing a potential ally

One is amused to see the others leave when one should be welcoming them.

17.2.6 > 10 - Receive undeserved praise

One receives congratulations despite the little effort one has made.

17.1.2.6 > 6 - Seeking concrete evidence

One gets rid of preconceived ideas to go out in the field to see for oneself.
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17.3.6 > 13 - Exposure to danger

One attracts others by being reckless.

17.1.3.6 > 33 - Getting rid of competition

One supplants an opponent by setting a fatal trap.

17.2.3.6 > 1

One can only lose by sacrificing their best assets.

17.1.2.3.6 > 44 - Imitating one's elders

One sees how others behave so one does like them.
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17.4.6 > 42 - Making people happy

One sets out to please those one appreciates.

17.1.4.6 > 20 - Turning a blind eye

One refuses to see what's wrong with others.

17.2.4.6 > 61

One wants to be among those in charge of enforcing the law.

17.1.2.4.6 > 59 - Ignoring provocations

One refuses to respond to an invitation issued in a flippant way.
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17.3.4.6 > 37 - Clowning around

One gets close to one's friends to show them something fun.

17.1.3.4.6 > 53

The partners have no regrets about coming.

17.2.3.4.6 > 9 - Listening to public announcements

One is going out to hear what others want to say.

17.1.2.3.4.6 > 57 - Accepting occasional demands

One completes their offer with custom work.
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17.5.6 > 21 - Requesting a reassignment

One has the idea of going to join their circle of friends.

17.1.5.6 > 35 - Preening

One tries to make others believe that one will be exemplary.

17.2.5.6 > 38 - Freeing oneself from indifference

One wishes to accomplish works with those who know how to stir feelings.

17.1.2.5.6 > 64 - Expressing oneself with another
accent

One speaks with gravity to get a laugh from their friends.
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17.3.5.6 > 30 - Reaching out to one's enemies

One supports their opponents until they realize their mistakes.

17.1.3.5.6 > 56

One explains to their friends that one will be late because of a lost object.

17.2.3.5.6 > 14

One recognizes one's real friends because they come at any time when one asks them.

17.1.2.3.5.6 > 50 - Getting back into the rhythm

One acclimatizes before getting down to business.
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17.4.5.6 > 27 - Losing momentum

One uses the attention one has received to make an equivocal statement.

17.1.4.5.6 > 23

One takes a rest because the fatigue is too great.

17.2.4.5.6 > 41

One can solve the same problem in different ways.

17.1.2.4.5.6 > 4 - Studying through having fun and
playing

One takes lessons to learn their field properly.
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17.3.4.5.6 > 22

One refuses to face reality, so others carry out the appropriate measures.

17.1.3.4.5.6 > 52 - Putting a stop to this

One approves a total shutdown of operations.

17.2.3.4.5.6 > 26 - Keeping quiet about things that
irritate

One doesn't want to embarrass others, so one just makes unimportant comments.

17.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 18 - Frustrating one's companions

One tests one's relatives by rejecting their proposals.
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18 - Disorder

One needs to abandon their affairs and make oneself available to patiently soften one's most
embarrassing flaws, so that one can inspire confidence and be engaged by those who can help

them.

18.1 > 26 - Being awaited

One arrives late to do what the others had planned for a long time.

18.2 > 52 - Protecting sensitive souls

One helps the weakest gently.

18.1.2 > 22 - Simplifying

When one wants to finish fast, one does without the accessory.
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18.3 > 4 - Interfering in other people's business

One sees the negligence of a relative, so they take the opportunity to help them.

18.1.3 > 41 - Helping friends out of embarrassment

One hurries to be of service to others so that they do not have to endure more difficulties.

18.2.3 > 23 - Being wary of the unknown

Close ones wonder why others receive more attention.

18.1.2.3 > 27 - Repeating one's calculations

One is working on results that others did not want to accept.
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18.4 > 50 - Failing close to goal

The others do not commit because one has not decided them.

18.1.4 > 14 - Telling baloney

One impresses others by making them believe that one has seen something strange.

18.2.4 > 56 - Being at the end of one's rope

One accumulates faults because one is tired of all the wanderings one has had to endure.

18.1.2.4 > 30

One refuses orders that have not been validated according to the rules.
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18.3.4 > 64 - Jumping for happiness

One expresses their joy in an exasperating way for their entourage.

18.1.3.4 > 38

The differences are worsened when the same solutions are not chosen.

18.2.3.4 > 35 - Refreshing one's stock

One sends the last one has prepared to those who eagerly awaited them.

18.1.2.3.4 > 21

One does not send announcements to their relatives when one wants to surprise them.
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18.5 > 57 - Being persuasive

One manages to convince others.

18.1.5 > 9 - Preparing to receive

One has decided to clean up before one's relatives arrive..

18.2.5 > 53 - Stopping operations

One has gotten an important element stuck.

18.1.2.5 > 37 - Getting busy at the last minute

One fears that others will realize that nothing has been prepared.
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18.3.5 > 59 - Swearing profusely

One quotes several expressions intended to express one's distress.

18.1.3.5 > 61 - Limiting one's field of vision

One refutes an hypothesis which is contrary to one's values.

18.2.3.5 > 20 - Defining priorities

One ranks one's cases in order of importance.

18.1.2.3.5 > 42 - Giving up

One is about to flinch because the others don't want to help.
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18.4.5 > 44 - Harassing

One continually follows up on those who do not have the will to respond in a timely manner.

18.1.4.5 > 1 - Setting out to check

One does like everybody else to obtain evidence.

18.2.4.5 > 33 - Not being helpful

One puts one's interests before those of their entourage.

18.1.2.4.5 > 13

One reviews one's courses to learn one's lesson.
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18.3.4.5 > 6 - Being received to establish the truth

One receives an invitation to come and tell what others have done.

18.1.3.4.5 > 10

One started by doing their best, but one relaxed.

18.2.3.4.5 > 12 - Being dissatisfied

One can make others understand that they should not expect to receive praise.

18.1.2.3.4.5 > 25 - Showing one's appreciation

One sends thanks to all those who have been involved in the renovation work.
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18.6 > 46 - Losing one's former allies

One lets others know that one will no longer support them.

18.1.6 > 11 - Disregarding alternatives

One warns their relatives that other solutions would not be beneficial.

18.2.6 > 15

One builds one's arguments on bases that deserve to be reviewed from top to bottom.

18.1.2.6 > 36

One rejects a cloudy element.
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18.3.6 > 7 - Not appearing to be aware

One thinks that they can do as if nothing happened.

18.1.3.6 > 19 - Assuming one's duties

One takes their responsibilities by helping those who need it.

18.2.3.6 > 2 - Keeping silent so as not to being judged

Others are not concerned so one does not tell them anything.

18.1.2.3.6 > 24 - Giving a hand

One turns up to help their friends do difficult work.
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18.4.6 > 32 - Hiding one's face

One deliberately doesn't look at others in the face.

18.1.4.6 > 34 - Closing the tap

One returns to hold those who have thought only of themselves to account.

18.2.4.6 > 62 - Losing face

One is overwhelmed by the weight of one's responsibilities.

18.1.2.4.6 > 55 - Setting the bar even higher

One turns a corner to convince others of their effectiveness.
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18.3.4.6 > 40 - Justifying one's lack of commitment

One tells others the reasons for one's disagreement..

18.1.3.4.6 > 54 - Making the best of a bad situation

One prefers to focus on an interim solution until resources improve.

18.2.3.4.6 > 16 - Accepting bribes

One agrees to do business with those who have been involved in unsavory schemes.

18.1.2.3.4.6 > 51 - Making amends reluctantly

One recognizes one's mistakes to stop criticism.
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18.5.6 > 48 - Resisting temptation

One will die of shame if the others ask for explanations.

18.1.5.6 > 5 - Asking for directions

One warns their contacts that they are lost.

18.2.5.6 > 39 - Choosing the higher end

One frequents the best places so as not to be inconvenienced.

18.1.2.5.6 > 63 - Making a pact with the devil

One makes a deal to set things right.
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18.3.5.6 > 29 - Termination of a contract

One warns their opponents of the imminence of a total condemnation of their actions.

18.1.3.5.6 > 60 - Blushing for being tempted

One represses a thought that one would rather never have seen come out

18.2.3.5.6 > 8 - Waiving one's claims

One hoped that the conditions would be negotiable.

18.1.2.3.5.6 > 3 - Detaching from simple ideas

One tries to rise up in their judgments.
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18.4.5.6 > 28 - Not giving in to fear

One condemns methods that lead the weakest to give up

18.1.4.5.6 > 43 - Mixing water with wine

One replaces one's brutal sentences with more accommodating words.

18.2.4.5.6 > 31 - Smearing one's own reputation

One makes one's views known to those who think they are unaccountable.

18.1.2.4.5.6 > 49 - Knowing how to govern

One asserts oneself as an exemplary leader.
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18.3.4.5.6 > 47 - Seeking a compromise at all costs

One is moving heaven and earth to obtain a satisfactory agreement.

18.1.3.4.5.6 > 58

One corrects a blunder that was committed because of a lack of self-confidence.

18.2.3.4.5.6 > 45

One roars with pleasure when they hear that the others have arrived.

18.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 17

One assesses the chances of those who are willing to be bold.
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19 - Making accountable

One calls the younger ones to take responsibility for their choices.

19.1 > 7 - Losing interest before the end

One leaves before the others stop.

19.2 > 24 - Losing one's sense of responsibility

One can see that it is unstable so they ask for help.

19.1.2 > 2 - Recovering strength

One asks a relative to rest before returning to see others.
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19.3 > 11 - Not yielding to laziness

One is looking after the common interest.

19.1.3 > 46 - Having an open mind

One listens with interest to criticism when it is constructive.

19.2.3 > 36 - Consolidating one's base

One cements one's relationships with an outing with friends.

19.1.2.3 > 15 - Being thrifty

One teaches one's friends the art of being farsighted.
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19.4 > 54 - Overcoming one's defects

When one has recognized their weaknesses, one corrects them.

19.1.4 > 40 - Reporting a reckless person

One incriminates a person who has not taken all the necessary precautions.

19.2.4 > 51 - Polishing one's roughness

One corrects their defects by taking part in training sessions.

19.1.2.4 > 16 - Comforting their close ones

One takes care to be always there when others need love.
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19.3.4 > 34 - Sympathizing with volunteers

One feels friendship toward those who defend the common good.

19.1.3.4 > 32 - Muzzling the opposition

One is caressing the idea that others do not have the opportunity to make the slightest criticism.

19.2.3.4 > 55 - Not being a cooperative target

One requires more attention from those who think they can succeed with ease.

19.1.2.3.4 > 62 - Ensuring continuity

One appoints a successor who will be able to take over the torch.
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19.5 > 60 - No longer being in line with the others

One does not return because they do not want to be abused again.

19.1.5 > 29 - Taking up the torch

One warns their contemporaries of the existence of an ancient tradition.

19.2.5 > 3 - Yarning

One is spending more time chattering than making the effort to think.

19.1.2.5 > 8 - Worrying about the consequences

One wonders if the solution they have considered is the best.
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19.3.5 > 5 - Showing the weakness of the scheme

One continues to believe that the others have not reached the aim.

19.1.3.5 > 48 - Being at the reception

Others feel that one is willing to listen to them.

19.2.3.5 > 63 - Seeking the truth

One needs to know what is really going on.

19.1.2.3.5 > 39 - Saying farewell

It is with sadness that one learns of the departure of a relative.
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19.4.5 > 58 - Asking for more

One warns the others that additional efforts will be required.

19.1.4.5 > 47 - Drawing from the past

One is taking an old formula on one's own.

19.2.4.5 > 17 - Preventing outbreaks

One can tell others why they are required to change their behavior.

19.1.2.4.5 > 45 - Being accommodating

One responds tactfully when others are in good faith.
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19.3.4.5 > 43 - Undermining competition

One criticizes one's opponents to defend one's preserve.

19.1.3.4.5 > 28 - Rigging the results

One tinkers with the accounts to hide their misery.

19.2.3.4.5 > 49 - Exploiting others while they are away

One starts by making sure that the others have not yet returned.

19.1.2.3.4.5 > 31 - Prioritizing good customers

One favors those who have no criticism to make.
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19.6 > 41 - Stopping the masquerade

One stops reluctantly because the others no longer want to pretend.

19.1.6 > 4 - Watching the disaster

One suffers from not being able to be present when others need help.

19.2.6 > 27 - Getting old

One replaces another agent that did not have the desired efficiency.

19.1.2.6 > 23 - Repeating oneself

One places the same word several times in the conversation.
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19.3.6 > 26 - Putting one's finger on the problem

One raises a point that has the merit of explaining the difficulties of the moment.

19.1.3.6 > 18 - Challenging a decision

One is referring to cases that have been solved for a very long time.

19.2.3.6 > 22 - Performing resistance tests

One is about to make deliberate mistakes to test the efficiency of the system.

19.1.2.3.6 > 52 - Starting a rumor

One affirms without evidence what others have not wanted to acknowledge.
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19.4.6 > 38

One apologizes to those they have upset.

19.1.4.6 > 64 - Pretending to be part of the elite

One acts as if one was allowed to speak on behalf of their superiors.

19.2.4.6 > 21 - Regretting the lack of participation

One seeks in their memories for a reason to explain the lack of mobilization of their partners.

19.1.2.4.6 > 35 - Posing oneself as a successor

One compliments one's elders in order to put one's approach in their wake.
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19.3.4.6 > 14 - Understanding grievances

One takes more complaints than anyone else because one is dissatisfied with the result obtained.

19.1.3.4.6 > 50 - Not bearing the sneers anymore

One is ranting against the slanderers.

19.2.3.4.6 > 30 - Suffering the effects of a major
offensive

One sees one's field of action reduced due to intense pressure from outside.

19.1.2.3.4.6 > 56 - Following one's way

One sets one's course by following a predetermined path.
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19.5.6 > 61 - Confounding cheaters

One sends proofs damning those who have lied.

19.1.5.6 > 59 - Reliving a scene

One quotes fervently an extract from a work that they admire.

19.2.5.6 > 42 - Infiltrating enemy lines

One associates with a large number of people that one barely knows.

19.1.2.5.6 > 20 - No longer being able to control the
spread of the plague

One is backing away from the dazzling progress of those who want to win at any cost.
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19.3.5.6 > 9 - No longer citicizing

One hopes that the others will not have more problems to solve.

19.1.3.5.6 > 57 - Back in the hornet's nest

One returns to the sights of those who lie in ambush.

19.2.3.5.6 > 37 - Having innate knowledge

One can tell others what to do despite one's lack of experience.

19.1.2.3.5.6 > 53 - Maintaining order

One takes control of one's entourage to restore one's authority.
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19.4.5.6 > 10 - Knowing

One does not share the concerns of those who have not studied the situation.

19.1.4.5.6 > 6

One thinks that they will be able to do their best to prevent others from being relocated.

19.2.4.5.6 > 25 - Moving mountains

One goes to great lengths to fulfill a dream that others thought was impossible.

19.1.2.4.5.6 > 12

One disapproves of any action that would lead to an overbid.
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19.3.4.5.6 > 1 - Finishing one's work

One is going to do quickly most of what remains to be done.

19.1.3.4.5.6 > 44 - Kicking into touch

One avoids an important point so as not to go against the given orders.

19.2.3.4.5.6 > 13 - Showing one's membership

One imprints their mark on their entourage.

19.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 33 - Becoming a patron

One is reaching out to those who want to make a living out of their ideas.
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20 - View

Going to see and be seen.

20.1 > 42 - Regretting too crafty speeches

Those who know can understand.

20.2 > 59 - Not just sitting back and watch

One should help one's kind rather than looking at them.

20.1.2 > 61 - Coming up smelling of roses

One shines so that others believe in their good luck.
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20.3 > 53 - Wanting to be loved

One learns to seduce.

20.1.3 > 37 - Refining one's calculations

One revises one's forecasts based on the results obtained.

20.2.3 > 57 - Planning one's budget

One calculates precisely the numbers that will have to be provided.

20.1.2.3 > 9 - Meeting

One introduces oneself to those one doesn't know.
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20.4 > 12 - Taming the impetuosity of the newcomers

One asks the youngest not to be reckless in making decisions without consulting the most
experienced.

20.1.4 > 25 - Simplifying the equation

One changes an aspect of the problem so that others can find a solution more easily.

20.2.4 > 6 - Short-circuiting blockages

One organizes in advance so as not to have to seek the support of those who don't have time to
respond.

20.1.2.4 > 10 - Recharging one's batteries

One warns one's friends that one will need to isolate oneself for a while.
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20.3.4 > 33 - Hiding one's charms

One deprives one's guests of an uplifting spectacle.

20.1.3.4 > 13 - Studying the situation

One looks at what the others have done to know what is left to be done.

20.2.3.4 > 44 - Joining as a volunteer

One collaborates with those who are in the profession.

20.1.2.3.4 > 1 - Recognizing the benefits

One rejoices that they have not created any difficulty.
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20.5 > 23 - Refreshing the memory

One explains to others what they already know.

20.1.5 > 27 - Mastering one's topic

One claims to be able to explain why and how.

20.2.5 > 4 - Recognizing differences of mood

One knows that others do not perceive things in the same way.

20.1.2.5 > 41

One takes back what one left to others to examine.
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20.3.5 > 52 - Rehearsing a sequence

One returns to their starting position to do a new exercise.

20.1.3.5 > 22 - Negotiating with the opposition

One thinks they understand others when it would be in one's interest to ask them what they really
want.

20.2.3.5 > 18 - Agreeing on the method

One answers to one's opponents by using the same language as them.

20.1.2.3.5 > 26 - Measuring an area

One surveys the land to find its extent.
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20.4.5 > 35 - Evoking a legend

There is a gathering around a storyteller to hear wonderful stories.

20.1.4.5 > 21 - Renewing the reserves

One sends one's relatives shopping so as not to suffer from shortages.

20.2.4.5 > 64 - Using an absence as an excuse to
invade the place

One invites oneself into other people's homes because one has seen that they did not share their
news.

20.1.2.4.5 > 38 - Showing  humility

One burns their wings trying to fly too high.
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20.3.4.5 > 56 - Seeking an expert advice

One relies on the judgment of those who know the situation without being involved.

20.1.3.4.5 > 30 - Reading the headlines

One focuses on the most convincing elements.

20.2.3.4.5 > 50 - Not seeing any other plan than one's
own

One avoids believing that others are only there to serve the purposes that one has outlined.

20.1.2.3.4.5 > 14

One recognizes those who deliver because they do not appear regularly.
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20.6 > 8 - Taking care of oneself

One doesn't want to see any difficulties.

20.1.6 > 3 - Having only one goal

One sees the lack of interest that others show for different choices.

20.2.6 > 29 - Breaking codes

One will know how to make plans that others will find difficult to forget.

20.1.2.6 > 60 - Searching for replacements

One notes with sadness that the others have stopped their activity.
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20.3.6 > 39 - Knowing what to do

One believes in having enough skills to deal with a situation that one considers not to be serious.

20.1.3.6 > 63 - Hiding one's sins

One claims one's innocence so that one doesn't have to say what one really did.

20.2.3.6 > 48 - Giving someone a piece of one's mind

One retorts to those who have not often had the opportunity to make amends.

20.1.2.3.6 > 5 - Maintaining the connection

One calls others to be kept in sight.
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20.4.6 > 45 - Restoring calm

One demands more attention when others are all talking at the same time.

20.1.4.6 > 17 - Encouraging research

One is in a hurry to find, so one asks the others to make haste.

20.2.4.6 > 47 - Seeking remedies

One complains about not having any opportunity to defend one's point of view.

20.1.2.4.6 > 58 - Explaining an exceptional offer

One puts into context the tempting proposal that others have made.
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20.3.4.6 > 31

One gives credibility to one's words when one holds them under the control of a competent
authority.

20.1.3.4.6 > 49 - Wanting to get rid of the
administrative burden

One is returning to less boring methods.

20.2.3.4.6 > 28 - Being disoriented

One complicates their situation when one doesn't look where the wind comes from.

20.1.2.3.4.6 > 43 - Wanting to be a role model

One builds one's life by being careful to be an example to everyone.
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20.5.6 > 2 - Showing one's intentions

One is going to make sparks by taking risks.

20.1.5.6 > 24 - Getting into condition

One applies one's program gradually so that others get used to it.

20.2.5.6 > 7 - Distracting attention

One is led to look at the side where the events occurred.

20.1.2.5.6 > 19 - Feeling out of place

One is dealing with concepts other than those one usually handles.
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20.3.5.6 > 15 - Protesting in vain

One can't understand the real reason for one's failure.

20.1.3.5.6 > 36 - Meeting the schedule

Following these events, one can stay at home for a while to take a well-deserved rest.

20.2.3.5.6 > 46

One bounces back so as not to cast doubt in the minds of others.

20.1.2.3.5.6 > 11 - Selling dreams

One excels at presenting one's ideas in unexpected ways.
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20.4.5.6 > 16 - Expand one's knowledge

One does not recognize what others present, so one asks them for explanations.

20.1.4.5.6 > 51 - Receiving anonymous phone calls

One receives an urgent call from an unknown correspondent.

20.2.4.5.6 > 40 - Going into orbit

One escapes so that one can tell others what one has learned.

20.1.2.4.5.6 > 54 - Plagiarizing

One steals an idea that another has put forward.
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20.3.4.5.6 > 62 - Accepting the judgment

One gathers their ideas to have the strength to accept their destiny.

20.1.3.4.5.6 > 55

One shamelessly incriminates those who have agreed to support their children.

20.2.3.4.5.6 > 32 - Fomenting a riot

One harangues others to make them angry.

20.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 34

One preaches for a parish that no longer has moral authority.
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21 - Judging

One would like to meet but must respect the choice of others.

21.1 > 35 - Taking removal measures

One sends a close one away to teach them.

21.2 > 38 - Not being fooled by appearances

One points at a repeat offender but hasn't found the real culprit.

21.1.2 > 64 - Making a drama

One offers a show that others don't like.
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21.3 > 30 - Showing teeth

Others don't accept because one lacks firmness.

21.1.3 > 56 - Being broadcast all over the world

One is being translated into several languages to be accessible to all.

21.2.3 > 14 - Suggesting a raise

One advises one's allies to be generous.

21.1.2.3 > 50 - Filtering the pollution

One unsuccessfully eliminates impurities in the futile hope of reducing risks.
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21.4 > 27 - Claiming one's due

One asks what one believes that one deserves for one's trouble.

21.1.4 > 23 - Turning tables

One manage to make lose those who wanted to win unfairly.

21.2.4 > 41 - Going back

One rebuilds what one had lost.

21.1.2.4 > 4 - Doing a favor

One knows that they can make others happy by giving them what they ask for.
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21.3.4 > 22 - Taking the case over

One returns to a case that deserves to be studied more closely.

21.1.3.4 > 52 - Disconcerting one's companions

One exhausts one's friends when one puts them in an embarrassing situation towards others.

21.2.3.4 > 26 - Cheating to win

One influences the results to avoid accountability.

21.1.2.3.4 > 18 - Not being where one wanted to be

One has received an invitation that one would have preferred to refuse.
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21.5 > 25 - Negotiating

One discusses to prepare an acceptable agreement.

21.1.5 > 12 - Securing one's future

One sends one's relatives to establish contact with those who are able to make a decision.

21.2.5 > 10 - Avoiding the showdown

One meets those who want to change one's decision.

21.1.2.5 > 6 - Selling at a loss

One uses their resources to make consistent offers.
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21.3.5 > 13 - Braking

One tries to teach patience to those who are impetuous.

21.1.3.5 > 33 - Being fired

One picks up one's things before leaving the premises.

21.2.3.5 > 1 - Defending one's interests by bribing
those who can tip the balance in one's direction

One sacrifices their savings for favors.

21.1.2.3.5 > 44 - Makeshift repair

One patches a part that is useful for the proper functioning of the device.
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21.4.5 > 42 - Enforcing the laws

One regulates one's action according to rules defined in advance.

21.1.4.5 > 20 - Putting in the corner

One traps others so one doesn't have to get up because of them.

21.2.4.5 > 61 - Resisting envy

One stubbornly rejects a proposal that one considers dishonest.

21.1.2.4.5 > 59 - Changing gears

One postpones the resolution of a secondary conflict to focus on a much more dangerous threat.
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21.3.4.5 > 37 - Trusting one's own family

One recruits mainly loved ones to carry out delicate tasks.

21.1.3.4.5 > 53 - Choosing the wrong target

One thinks one knows those who seek confrontation but they are not those one had thought of.

21.2.3.4.5 > 9 - Not allowing anything to filter out

One would appreciate it if others were not informed.

21.1.2.3.4.5 > 57 - Being easy to trouble

One is ranked among those who cannot tolerate the slightest imperfection.
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21.6 > 51 - Condemning the lack of care

One has stopped being unstable but others are waiting for answers before one can rest.

21.1.6 > 16 - Disturbing those who think they can
succeed because of their old age

One warns the elders that one has evidence of their past weaknesses.

21.2.6 > 54 - Missing the plot

One thinks one has understood everything, but the others show more expertise.

21.1.2.6 > 40 - Going around the table

One faces all the decision-makers in order to obtain their agreement to support a project that one is
defending.
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21.3.6 > 55 - Softening the louts

One brings one's expertise to those who do not know how to do what it takes to be appreciated.

21.1.3.6 > 62 - Inventing a secret code

One sets up a system to say what one wants without others knowing what it is.

21.2.3.6 > 34 - Preferring leisure to work

One sets one's appointments according to a highly anticipated event.

21.1.2.3.6 > 32 - Pointing out false statements

One retorts to those who lie in order to deprive them of all illusion of being among the elite.
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21.4.6 > 24 - Asking for the truth

One can talk to one's partners so that they understand that it is in their interest to be sincere.

21.1.4.6 > 2 - Presenting one' s point of view

Others will reveal what they know if one continues the discussion.

21.2.4.6 > 19 - Supporting one's team

One will tend to do their best if others continue their encouragement.

21.1.2.4.6 > 7 - Proposing a long-term contract

One can make different proposals to interest those who are not inclined to keep their commitments.
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21.3.4.6 > 36 - Being satisfied with one's plan

One refuses to have the slightest doubt about the success of one's business.

21.1.3.4.6 > 15

One activates one's networks to know who one is dealing with.

21.2.3.4.6 > 11 - Respecting human beings

One pays attention to those who have suffered serious harm.

21.1.2.3.4.6 > 46 - Lacking creativity

One admits one's lack of imagination when others show talent.
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21.5.6 > 17 - Not judging too quickly

One uses words that can hurt the sensibilities of some of one's audience.

21.1.5.6 > 45 - Speculating

One learns to make good hypotheses to win the support of leaders.

21.2.5.6 > 58 - Leaving in a huff

One submits one's resignation by slamming the door.

21.1.2.5.6 > 47

One criticizes severely a business that one considers to be poised to fail.
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21.3.5.6 > 49 - Celebrating the winners

One can crackle when success is at hand.

21.1.3.5.6 > 31 - Dispelling doubts

One tries the experiment again to show others that one was right.

21.2.3.5.6 > 43

One is asking for more space to store their equipment.

21.1.2.3.5.6 > 28 - Getting one's hands on irrefutable
evidence

One gets by mistake an overwhelming document. One then knows a feeling of doubt.
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21.4.5.6 > 3 - Preferring exile over dishonor

One passes between the lines because one has ideas to defend.

21.1.4.5.6 > 8 - Recognizing the labour shortage

One is surprised at the lack of qualified people.

21.2.4.5.6 > 60 - Refraining from trying to impose
oneself forcefully

One unconsciously abandons any desire to involve their networks.

21.1.2.4.5.6 > 29 - Making a list

One recapitulates so as not to forget anything.
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21.3.4.5.6 > 63 - Rewriting history

One restores an atmosphere that one had previously enjoyed.

21.1.3.4.5.6 > 39 - Forcing through

One does one's best to execute orders despite the resistance of the people concerned.

21.2.3.4.5.6 > 5 - Knowing what it's all about

One understands better than others the decisions that need to be made.

21.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 48 - Extracting the substance

One succeeds in showing the idea that governs the whole thing to those who were wondering.
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22 - Taking the time

One doesn't let oneself be dazzled by tempting offers.

22.1 > 52 - Getting dropped

One is trusted to succeed without help.

22.2 > 26 - Being accompanied

One goes with their entourage, which may be useful.

22.1.2 > 18 - Making repairs

One tries to see how the situation can be rectified.
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22.3 > 27 - Making the pleasure last

One does not want to finish too fast.

22.1.3 > 23 - Craving lightness

One wants to get rid of a cumbersome problem.

22.2.3 > 41 - Developing a dislike for those who stick.

One slams the door on those whose job it is to come and annoy others.

22.1.2.3 > 4 - Arousing unpredictable results

One spends a little more time making unintended efforts.
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22.4 > 30 - Caring for the close ones

One hurries when others are waiting for help.

22.1.4 > 56 - Making the first move

One warns others that one has already prepared everything that was needed.

22.2.4 > 14 - Sending reinforcements

One accompanies one's relatives to prevent them being deprived of support.

22.1.2.4 > 50 - Asserting oneself

One enforces one's rights to prevent others from appropriating what does not belong to them.
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22.3.4 > 21 - Showing a preview

One presents one's works to those who are able to appreciate them.

22.1.3.4 > 35 - Wiping the slate clean

One cancels a debt that others cannot pay.

22.2.3.4 > 38 - Putting on airs

One is reluctant to do what others ask for because one finds it preferable to give them
explanations.

22.1.2.3.4 > 64 - Indulging in indiscipline

One appreciates being left out rather than being forced to do what others say.
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22.5 > 37 - Asking for clemency

One wants to rise, and is accepted despite their ineptitude.

22.1.5 > 53 - Learning one's trade before being
accepted

One is more likely to succeed without help than with the support of assistants who do not know
what it is all about.

22.2.5 > 9 - Being superficial

One is monopolized with unimportant concerns.

22.1.2.5 > 57 - Speaking knowingly

One is careful not to miss the point when answering.
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22.3.5 > 42 - Wasting time

One did not check before leaving so they have to return.

22.1.3.5 > 20 - Jumping at the opportunity

One exploits a flaw to successfully put others in their place.

22.2.3.5 > 61 - Looking for details

One squints one's eyes to improve one's vision.

22.1.2.3.5 > 59

One leaves after returning the situation to their advantage.
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22.4.5 > 13 - Taking the temperature

One listens to others to get an opinion of their feelings.

22.1.4.5 > 33 - Taking a side road

One has declined to trust the most capable.

22.2.4.5 > 1 - Making a strong comeback

One will see others more than before.

22.1.2.4.5 > 44 - Showing one's sins

One corrects one's most persistent defects by allowing others to face them.
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22.3.4.5 > 25 - Dunning

One receives several times the same demand.

22.1.3.4.5 > 12 - Claiming

One must fight to have their rights recognized.

22.2.3.4.5 > 10 - Studying the situation

One takes time to understand what there is to be done?

22.1.2.3.4.5 > 6 - Being ostracized because of
one's temperament

One will have a lot of time ahead to put an end to their anger.
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22.6 > 36 - Making it simple

One hides their difficulties to help the weakest and let the most able manage on their own.

22.1.6 > 15 - Finishing one's shift

One gives way to others to be able to feed themself.

22.2.6 > 11 - Tweaking

One attaches more importance to the details.

22.1.2.6 > 46 - Calming the fears of one's entourage

One clarifies one's intentions so that others have no doubts.
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22.3.6 > 24 - Living a common experience

One gathers the most capable people to do what one planned.

22.1.3.6 > 2 - Losing contact

One pays less attention to what the others are doing.

22.2.3.6 > 19 - Breaking away from old habits

One is clinging to patterns that no longer have a purpose.

22.1.2.3.6 > 7 - Making an immediate decision

One will be invited not to dither any further.
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22.4.6 > 55 - Notifying when it is ready

One kindly asks their guests to sit down at the table.

22.1.4.6 > 62 - Howling

One hears a muffled clamor that can frighten the most sensitive.

22.2.4.6 > 34 - Backing off

One progresses backwards so as not to prevent others from seeing what is ahead.

22.1.2.4.6 > 32 - Raising funds

One collects donations to help people in need.
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22.3.4.6 > 51 - Not believing in fairy tales

One understands others when they say that they only trust what they see.

22.1.3.4.6 > 16 - Engaging in hostilities

One prefers to see the bad days coming rather than to suffer them unexpectedly.

22.2.3.4.6 > 54 - Avoiding embarrassment

One circumvents the problem easily by leaving it in the hands of those who have raised it.

22.1.2.3.4.6 > 40 - Living in self-sufficiency

One is satisfied with oneself, so one doesn't ask others for anything.
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22.5.6 > 63 - Making fixes

One shows others that their skills need to be extended.

22.1.5.6 > 39 - Having luxurious tastes

One compares one's own needs with those of higher placed people.

22.2.5.6 > 5 - Listening to those who know

One can make progress if one takes the time to wait until the end of the explanations.

22.1.2.5.6 > 48 - Denouncing afterwards

One accuses one's former companions of misdeeds that they never wanted to admit.
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22.3.5.6 > 3 - Lacking of confidence

One places their hopes in the esteem that others have granted them.

22.1.3.5.6 > 8 - Settling in

One will be able to do what they came for if they accept the help of those who are on the field since
a long time.

22.2.3.5.6 > 60 - Putting thought before action

One favors those who think before acting.

22.1.2.3.5.6 > 29

One testifies to throw the book at those who have taken too many liberties with the rules.
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22.4.5.6 > 49 - Making personable

One makes a clean place to welcome one's guests.

22.1.4.5.6 > 31 - Refine one's searches

One cross-references the information available to obtain a particularly detailed view.

22.2.4.5.6 > 43 - Tempering one's judgment

One qualifies one's statement with less harsh words.

22.1.2.4.5.6 > 28

One regulates demands by setting a cap.
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22.3.4.5.6 > 17

One postpones the meeting to focus on urgent work.

22.1.3.4.5.6 > 45 - Returning to the fold

After coming back from a long journey, one tries to find one's old friends.

22.2.3.4.5.6 > 58 - Struggling to overcome obstacles

One does more than others to avoid failure.

22.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 47 - Rumbling like thunder

One scares others to stop any desire to make noise.
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23 - Erosion

A decline that can be contained by drawing on one's reserves.

23.1 > 27 - Burying one's head in the sand

One does not see what one loses.

23.2 > 4 - Pestering

Support that cannot be used any longer.

23.1.2 > 41 - Sobering up

One admits that it was wrong to put oneself in such a state.
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23.3 > 52 - Losing energy

One cannot care for others any more.

23.1.3 > 22 - Taking a relaxation break

One saves some free time after a lot of work.

23.2.3 > 18 - Evacuating the premises

One is repatriating one's assistants so they won't be in trouble.

23.1.2.3 > 26 - Asking for more

One  is calling for more resources to succeed in one's business.
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23.4 > 35 - Direct attack

One does not want to tolerate any more.

23.1.4 > 21 - Being able to grant wishes

One is widening the gap with those who do not know how to make promises that they can keep.

23.2.4 > 64 - Preparing patches

One is bolstering an old piece of debris to send it to the front.

23.1.2.4 > 38 - Feeling better

One finally understands the message that others have tried to convey.
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23.3.4 > 56 - Preparing to move ahead

One wastes one's life by waiting for the right time.

23.1.3.4 > 30 - Being wary of counterfeiting

One favors natural sources in order not to be misled about quality.

23.2.3.4 > 50 - Not willing to jeopardize a budding love

One prefers not to tell others the real reasons for their fall from grace.

23.1.2.3.4 > 14 - Showing up

One is moving forward a little further so as not to disappoint those who receive.
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23.5 > 20 - Taking the temperature

One sees what is wrong.

23.1.5 > 42 - Doing more than average

One got ahead of the others because one didn't sleep.

23.2.5 > 59 - Losing one's guideline

One notices the reflux of the ideas that one cherished the most.

23.1.2.5 > 61 - Wanting to see only the bright side

One refuses to hear embarrassing confidences.
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23.3.5 > 53 - Casting a wide net

One prepares more ideas  so as not to be caught off guard.

23.1.3.5 > 37 - Passing out

One starts to slow down under the influence of non-compliant substances.

23.2.3.5 > 57 - Fleeing the palaver tree

One yearns for more tranquility so one doesn't answer anymore.

23.1.2.3.5 > 9 - Cooling down

One assumes that one's friends won't oppose if one takes rest.
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23.4.5 > 12 - Calm before the storm

One is warned by the silence that a major action is being prepared.

23.1.4.5 > 25 - Cutting the losses

One does not pursue an activity that does not produce anything good.

23.2.4.5 > 6 - Not recognizing legitimacy

One can tell others that they have lost their last supports.

23.1.2.4.5 > 10 - Compensating

One provides support to those who have been inconvenienced.
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23.3.4.5 > 33 - Leaving in peace

One respects others when they are able to withdraw for the good of the greatest number.

23.1.3.4.5 > 13 - Chasing intruders

Others order one to leave their domain.

23.2.3.4.5 > 44 - Taking the risk of being screwed

One assumes that the others are not that kind.

23.1.2.3.4.5 > 1 - Not letting go

One makes efforts to continue.
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23.6 > 2 - Choosing to leave

One accepts the rupture. One will obtain supports and means of action.

23.1.6 > 24 - Wallowing in the filth

One has lost one's self-respect so one is satisfied with what others didn't want.

23.2.6 > 7 - Not biting

One uses their reputation to avoid the challenge.

23.1.2.6 > 19 - Playing dead

One copies one's behavior on that of less lively people.
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23.3.6 > 15 - Sacrificing one's best friends

One sends one's allies to great perils.

23.1.3.6 > 36 - Fleeing the laws

One exiles oneself so one doesn't get caught.

23.2.3.6 > 46 - Aggravating one's situation

One does worse than the other times because they have not been condemned harshly enough.

23.1.2.3.6 > 11 - Courting

One achieves one's goal by being courteous while remaining firm on one's values.
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23.4.6 > 16 - Losing vitality

One will not just make friends if one keeps fighting.

23.1.4.6 > 51 - Arbitrating a conflict

One separates those who confront each other by promising to find a solution to their problems.

23.2.4.6 > 40 - Establishing a curfew

A measure aimed at restoring calm is welcomed.

23.1.2.4.6 > 54 - Pulling oneself together

One jokes about one's own decline when one should be looking for ways to remedy it.
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23.3.4.6 > 62 - Wanting to understand the reasoning

One closely monitors the logic of the statement made.

23.1.3.4.6 > 55 - Failing to comply

One pretends a bad feeling for not doing one's duty.

23.2.3.4.6 > 32 - Continuing without a coach

One would be wrong to believe that others could succeed without practice.

23.1.2.3.4.6 > 34 - Sterilizing the debate

One specifically complicates things as much so that nobody can find their way around.
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23.5.6 > 8 - Giving oneself entirely

One depletes their resources by going to those who are inclined to take everything.

23.1.5.6 > 3 - Looking for housing

One leaves to go to those who can accommodate them.

23.2.5.6 > 29 - Preventing risks

One sets up a procedure so that others are able to pay attention to the smallest details.

23.1.2.5.6 > 60 - Clouding the issue

One creates a misunderstanding so one doesn't have to explain oneself.
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23.3.5.6 > 39 - Relapsing

One comes back to almost the same place to commit the same mistake.

23.1.3.5.6 > 63 - Losing firmness

One collapses before finding any support.

23.2.3.5.6 > 48 - Escaping from resentment

One flees rather than listen to a speech full of acrimony.

23.1.2.3.5.6 > 5 - Imposing one's views

One presents their conclusions to those who have no other choice than accepting them.
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23.4.5.6 > 45 - Gathering before the battle

One prays to God to ask for His blessing.

23.1.4.5.6 > 17 - Presenting without conviction

One gets tired of repeating the same pitch over and over again.

23.2.4.5.6 > 47 - Avoiding cramming

One revises one's lessons without taking care of the subject that will be proposed.

23.1.2.4.5.6 > 58 - Not giving in to leniency

One applies the law in all its severity to avoid being accused of being lax.
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23.3.4.5.6 > 31 - Protecting oneself against nasty
surprises

One returns to find out what the others have kept silent.

23.1.3.4.5.6 > 49 - Becoming an accomplice

One is involved in a conspiracy that the others have hatched.

23.2.3.4.5.6 > 28 - Faking benevolence

One likes to make others believe that they will have no trouble making themselves heard.

23.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 43 - Terrorizing one's subjects

One represses those who seek justice.
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24 - Returning

One returns to see the results of their action.

24.1 > 2 - Backtracking

One had moved away, but has understood.

24.2 > 19 - Creating a climate of trust

One needs to return.

24.1.2 > 7 - Remembering the legendary feats

One knows how the others have managed to win.
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24.3 > 36 - Coming back for the rest

One cannot succeed in one go, so one continues.

24.1.3 > 15 - Boasting of having done wrong things

One behaves as if they were right to make so many mistakes.

24.2.3 > 11 - Stepping back to admire one's work

One recognizes that their goal is achieved after seeing the results.

24.1.2.3 > 46 - Drawing applause

One receives encouragement to pursue one's efforts.
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24.4 > 51 - Freeing oneself from discomfort

One sees that others exaggerate, so one moves away.

24.1.4 > 16 - Demonstrating one's endurance

One is confident because the others have not shown any signs of tiredness.

24.2.4 > 54 - Changing the channel

One uses tricks to buy time.

24.1.2.4 > 40 - Having taste

One cooks like a great chef despite one's lack of expertise.
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24.3.4 > 55 - Encouraging confidences

One loves exciting stories so one does one's best to get others to tell what they've been through.

24.1.3.4 > 62 - Doing foolish things

One is not concerned enough by the consequences of their actions.

24.2.3.4 > 34 - Reiterating one's request

One repeats the same question again until the others answer.

24.1.2.3.4 > 32 - Grieving

One does not replace what one values more than one's own existence.
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24.5 > 3 - Recognizing one's faults

One has the courage to admit having made a mistake.

24.1.5 > 8 - Establishing the means to succeed

One does not commit oneself without a maximum of preparation.

24.2.5 > 60 - Losing power

One revokes a right that others have used to commit unjustifiable acts.

24.1.2.5 > 29 - Clinking coins

One calculates eagerly the fees that one will charge.
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24.3.5 > 63 - Returning to the front

One readjusts one's clothes after taking the time to clean up.

24.1.3.5 > 39 - Taking the time to make the finishing
touches

One completes one's work to leave behind a lasting trace.

24.2.3.5 > 5 - Giving it a try

One puts one's ideas into practice to ensure that they work.

24.1.2.3.5 > 48 - Breaking down again

One is once more tinkering with the same device that one should have changed a long time ago.
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24.4.5 > 17 - Studying the issue in depth

One aspires to more positive reactions so one improves one's work with spectacular innovations.

24.1.4.5 > 45 - Joining the militia

One tracks down the last intruders by promising them to be ruthless.

24.2.4.5 > 58 - Saying the beautiful to learn truth

One compliments one's hosts to squeeze information out of them.

24.1.2.4.5 > 47 - Not wanting to leave anything to
others

One hurls one's works from the top of one's ivory tower.
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24.3.4.5 > 49 - Feeling the winds of change

One copies one's attitude to that of one's superiors.

24.1.3.4.5 > 31 - Shooting at the moon

One likes to develop improbable assemblies.

24.2.3.4.5 > 43 - Hurrying up so as not to be late

One is running to make up for lost time.

24.1.2.3.4.5 > 28 - Taking care of one's housing.

One praises others for the good condition of their home.
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24.6 > 27 - Not looking back

Before going, one wonders when one can return.

24.1.6 > 23 - Disregarding wickedness

One refuses to take into account derogatory remarks.

24.2.6 > 41 - Punishing freeloaders

One penalizes those who cheated during the exams.

24.1.2.6 > 4 - Pondering, then speaking

One abandons one's restraint to say what one thinks.
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24.3.6 > 22 - Listening to a broken record

One recites endlessly the same litany

24.1.3.6 > 52 - Charging straight

One seeks to catch up with others by taking considerable risks.

24.2.3.6 > 26 - Handling with kid gloves

One is very careful so as not to risk the slightest scratch.

24.1.2.3.6 > 18 - Coming back to fundamentals

One returns to one's first commitments.
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24.4.6 > 21 - Breaking away

One gives up a little ground so as not to have to come back later.

24.1.4.6 > 35 - Taking alternatives measures

One regrets the lack of support that others have received, so one is doing one's best to remedy it.

24.2.4.6 > 38 - Requesting an expertise

One criticizes those who think that they can do everything without realizing that checks are
mandatory.

24.1.2.4.6 > 64 - Adjusting the rules

One tells others under what conditions they will have to compete.
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24.3.4.6 > 30 - Against all odds

One continues despite negative feedback.

24.1.3.4.6 > 56 - Wanting to participate

One hurries to get there before the end.

24.2.3.4.6 > 14 - Taking good care of one's
relationships

One feeds one's friends with the same consideration one would have given to one's own children.

24.1.2.3.4.6 > 50 - Extending one's life span

One retrieves an old device to add new functions.
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24.5.6 > 42 - Making one's life easier

One is frivolous because others are not up to the task.

24.1.5.6 > 20 - Accepting an assessment

One is coming back to show what one has done.

24.2.5.6 > 61 - Showing credentials

One connects one's friends to one's network so that they can benefit from the sharing of resources.

24.1.2.5.6 > 59 - Giving priority to one's customers

One makes one's workforce more flexible to be able to respond more quickly.
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24.3.5.6 > 37 - Aiming to teach

One feels sorry for those who have half understood things.

24.1.3.5.6 > 53 - Reversing one's decision

One changes one's mind before making a final commitment

24.2.3.5.6 > 9 - Under a seal of secrecy

One would have liked to know what really happened, but the others did not allow it.

24.1.2.3.5.6 > 57 - Seeing the true face of woe

One understands what others have endured when one meets those who have abused them.
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24.4.5.6 > 25 - Receiving undeserved honors

One rewards one's favorites by giving them a place at the top.

24.1.4.5.6 > 12 - Making others gossip

One is noticed by those to whom one had acted been less than polite.

24.2.4.5.6 > 10 - Making good use of one's skills

One has done much more than necessary to earn the appreciation of those who needed a service.

24.1.2.4.5.6 > 6 - Maintaining the connection

One talks with one another to avoid having to start over from the beginning.
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24.3.4.5.6 > 13 - Making amends

One has to come back to apologize.

24.1.3.4.5.6 > 33 - Filing a finding

One presents a detailed report so that superiors can learn what others have endured.

24.2.3.4.5.6 > 1 - Developing a communication
strategy

One does crazy things to make oneself known.

24.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 44 - Air-conditioning one's housing so
as not to whip up sentiment

One  encourages a discussion that should take place away from any source of heat.
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25 - Carelessness

When one overlooks the future, one will not see what is coming.

25.1 > 12 - Instinctively refusing

One wants to see the evidence before accepting.

25.2 > 10 - Not botching anything

Before thinking about profits, one has to improve one's work.

25.1.2 > 6 - Moving forward slightly

One will be able to make some progress, after all.
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25.3 > 13 - Detaching oneself

Another has taken what one liked because one forgot it.

25.1.3 > 33 - Getting confused in one' s explanations

One complicates things in the hope of making them easier to understand.

25.2.3 > 1 - Waiting until the work is finished

One explains to others that it is too soon to resume because the improvements are not done.

25.1.2.3 > 44 - Recounting

One redoes one's calculations to prevent an error from interfering with the results.
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25.4 > 42 - Not letting go

One claims what one lost.

25.1.4 > 20 - Sharing resources according to
everyone's needs

One quantifies the volume of orders to be given according to the means made available.

25.2.4 > 61 - Staying the course

One does not let oneself be diverted by circumstances.

25.1.2.4 > 59 - Revealing one's affinities

One betrays one's deep feelings by evoking one's tastes.
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25.3.4 > 37 - Studying the competition

One compares one's processes with those of one's competitors.

25.1.3.4 > 53 - Drawing one's weapon

One retains full discretion to indulge in one's evil excesses.

25.2.3.4 > 9 - Falling for that

One takes unfounded ideas seriously.

25.1.2.3.4 > 57 - Triggering an exodus

One depopulates a village by promising them a better future.
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25.5 > 21 - Reducing risks

One is diminished by voluntary constraints.

25.1.5 > 35 - Delaying

One succeeds in tempering the aggressiveness of one's relatives by making them understand the
advantage they can gain from greater patience.

25.2.5 > 38 - Not wanting to ask for more

One considers that others have done much more than was expected of them.

25.1.2.5 > 64 - Having a taste from strangeness

One enjoys with gusto a delirious work.
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25.3.5 > 30 - Recognizing a fault

One knows why the others have not said what they knew.

25.1.3.5 > 56 - Escaping the issue

One avoids talking about embarrassing topics.

25.2.3.5 > 14 - Controlling spending

One crosses swords with those who would rather be inclined to give without keeping score.

25.1.2.3.5 > 50 - Belly flop

One will succeed in making a lot of buzz with a huge mistake.
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25.4.5 > 27 - Remaining on the defensive

One delays the arrival of help because one fears new attacks.

25.1.4.5 > 23 - Donating blood

One weakens by letting others take what one needs.

25.2.4.5 > 41 - Taking cover

One avoids a vehicle heading straight ahead.

25.1.2.4.5 > 4 - Hiding one's advantages

One has qualities that others envy, so one hides them beneath flaws.
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25.3.4.5 > 22 - Losing immunity

One suffers the consequences of one's lack of precautions.

25.1.3.4.5 > 52 - Achieving incomparable achievements

The stars shine above those who have performed extraordinary feats.

25.2.3.4.5 > 26 - Taking possession of the premises

One occupies the land so that others cannot settle in.

25.1.2.3.4.5 > 18 - Moving the issue forward

One is working with one's advisors to encourage them to do everything possible to resolve the
problem.
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25.6 > 17 - Acting in a disordered manner

One can stop trying so hard.

25.1.6 > 45 - Earning respect

One takes advantage of an unstable situation by taking protective measures.

25.2.6 > 58 - Freeing oneself from fears

One eliminates those who terrorize others.

25.1.2.6 > 47 - Proving one's military prowess

One competes with death to show one's courage to those who doubted it.
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25.3.6 > 49 - Reducing the gap

Others think that one is able to return in time.

25.1.3.6 > 31 - Preventing a disaster

One reacts brilliantly to prevent others from making irreparable mistakes.

25.2.3.6 > 43 - Needing delicacy

One pulls on strings that are very fragile.

25.1.2.3.6 > 28 - Rejecting a temporary love

One rekindles an old flame before the new one goes out.
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25.4.6 > 3 - Passing the buck

One asks others what they expect before sending them further away.

25.1.4.6 > 8 - Not giving in to the sirens of
sensationalism

One spares others worries by being careful about what is being said.

25.2.4.6 > 60 - Finding refuge in one's toil

One works hard to forget the misdeeds of which one has been the victim.

25.1.2.4.6 > 29 - Reducing the difficulty

One discovers the reasons why it will be preferable to abstain from any comment.
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25.3.4.6 > 63 - Holding the position

One assigns troops to a location that one considers strategic.

25.1.3.4.6 > 39 - Investigating the scene

One makes a crucial visit to determine the real causes of the tragedy.

25.2.3.4.6 > 5 - Not being alarmed too quickly

One waits for news before worrying.

25.1.2.3.4.6 > 48 - Taking stock

One contemplates one's progress in the light of one's achievements.
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25.5.6 > 51 - Keeping sources secret

One appears to be among those who have not said everything they know.

25.1.5.6 > 16 - Considering other choices

One can consider other proposals to satisfy one's friends.

25.2.5.6 > 54 - Changing arguments

One amazes one's friends with one's way of doing things.

25.1.2.5.6 > 40 - Getting back in the saddle

One lends to friends the resources they need to rebuild their business.
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25.3.5.6 > 55 - Insuring oneself against risks

One will face serious obstacles if we forget to take all the necessary precautions.

25.1.3.5.6 > 62 - Letting them rest

 One is always on the others' backs when one should let them breathe a few times.

25.2.3.5.6 > 34 - Having a difficult character

One deprives one's forebears of the hope of having educated their children properly.

25.1.2.3.5.6 > 32 - Living in a closed circuit

One pays more attention to one's properties than to those of others.
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25.4.5.6 > 24 - Controlling the center

One recognizes the skill of one's opponents who have demonstrated a great tactical sense.

25.1.4.5.6 > 2 - Choosing not to listen

One pretends not hearing anything.

25.2.4.5.6 > 19 - Having victory stolen

One marks a crucial milestone before seeing one's hopes dashed.

25.1.2.4.5.6 > 7 - Acting impulsively

One has moved forward without having foreseen the consequences of one's actions.
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25.3.4.5.6 > 36 - Indulging in magic

One dreams of being able to do extraordinary things.

25.1.3.4.5.6 > 15 - Regretting the inefficiency

One feels the inconvenience caused by the lack of results.

25.2.3.4.5.6 > 11 - Seeking a common basis

The main matters of difference are discarded to agree on the essential.

25.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 46 - Distorting the facts

One hides part of the truth so that one's point of view is not challenged.
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26 - Checking

See if everything is alright. That way, one will find the invisible problems.

26.1 > 18 - Staying away

One doesn't want to go and see it immediately because it is less important.

26.2 > 22 - Being sidelined

One leaves because one is not being trusted.

26.1.2 > 52 - Respecting the losers

One congratulates one's opponents who have fought bravely.
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26.3 > 41 - Following one's partner

One is accompanied by someone who is pursuing the same goal.

26.1.3 > 4 - Lacking teachers

One would like to receive a sound advice but others are not qualified enough.

26.2.3 > 27 - Wearing blinders

One peels vegetables all day long.

26.1.2.3 > 23 - Doing as before

One refuses to see other offers until being convinced that the first proposals are not viable.
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26.4 > 14 - Surrendering to the resistance

One controls the other's aggressiveness by yielding.

26.1.4 > 50 - Ensuring safety prevails

One finishes late because of inspections that took longer than expected.

26.2.4 > 30 - Anticipating the end

One will know how to tell others what one wants.

26.1.2.4 > 56 - Showing one's disappointment by
pouting

One has caught a disease that is not listed in the records.
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26.3.4 > 38 - Promote one's wards

One assigns one's best student to an assistant position.

26.1.3.4 > 64 - Knowing how to proceed

One knows the principles by which one must act.

26.2.3.4 > 21 - Running out of time

One regrets lacking of time to do what one would have liked.

26.1.2.3.4 > 35 - Having the required capacities

One knows the ways and means by which one can succeed in doing what was planned.
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26.5 > 9 - Repressing one's impulses

One waits for the youngest to return to ask them for forgiveness.

26.1.5 > 57 - Forwarding justified requests

One approves a decision that others have made out of loyalty.

26.2.5 > 37 - Disinfecting one's environment

One establishes a sanitary procedure to avoid any risk of contagion.

26.1.2.5 > 53 - Concealing one's income

One hides one's catches so that others don't know where to go.
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26.3.5 > 61 - Having an impediment

One is dying to not be able to do what one had planned previously.

26.1.3.5 > 59 - Setting a precedent

One cultivates a certain ability to do what others do not dare to try.

26.2.3.5 > 42 - Respecting those who care

One does not kill those who can heal one's best friends.

26.1.2.3.5 > 20 - Tracing anomalies

One checks that the others did not arrive at the wrong place.
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26.4.5 > 1 - Losing one's identity

One frees oneself by yielding to the will of those who control.

26.1.4.5 > 44 - Having an obsession

One is tormented by an unimportant detail, so one looks for ways to fix it.

26.2.4.5 > 13 - Not letting anything come out

One does not elaborate on the content of what one has learned with others.

26.1.2.4.5 > 33 - Hiding the loot

One spies on their relatives to find out where they have hidden what one has been looking for for a
very long time.
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26.3.4.5 > 10 - Knowing how to keep up with the vogue

One sees that things are evolving very quickly so one changes with them.

26.1.3.4.5 > 6 - Selecting one's team

One shows others what one has chosen for the competition.

26.2.3.4.5 > 25 - Seducing with finesse

One is charmed by courteous gestures.

26.1.2.3.4.5 > 12 - Being afraid of the mess

One shuddered, discovering the disorder that others have left behind.
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26.6 > 11 - Paying off one's debt

One is asked to repair.

26.1.6 > 46 - Preparing for the future

One makes of climate the central question of their intervention.

26.2.6 > 36 - Restoring the truth

One approves without reservation a measure designed to restore order.

26.1.2.6 > 15 - Answering one last time

One recovers their poise the time to fight their last battle.
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26.3.6 > 19 - Changing actors

One replaces an element that has become faulty.

26.1.3.6 > 7 - Unwinding

One expects others things to be unveiled.

26.2.3.6 > 24 - Leaving everything

One packs up under the effect of sudden disillusionment.

26.1.2.3.6 > 2 - Pouring oil on troubled waters

One is going to fail if one shows aggressiveness.
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26.4.6 > 34 - Being retributed for one's actions

One ends up understanding what others have endured when one experiences setbacks of the same
kind.

26.1.4.6 > 32 - Dropping the ball

One stumbles while trying to make up for one's mistake.

26.2.4.6 > 55 - Having to deal with an unprecedented
crisis

Even the most cynical had not foreseen such calamities.

26.1.2.4.6 > 62 - Jumping through hoops

One goes through hardships that others have knowingly placed in the way.
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26.3.4.6 > 54 - Leaving others behind

One continues with one's buddies because the others do not have the same enthusiasm.

26.1.3.4.6 > 40 - Enjoying an aperitif

One is having a chat over a nice drink while waiting for the preparation to be finished.

26.2.3.4.6 > 51 - Thinking wisely

One is not doing well when one makes decisions that one abandons immediately afterwards.

26.1.2.3.4.6 > 16 - Paving the way for research

One sharpens one's hypothesis by calling for new studies.
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26.5.6 > 5 - Worrying for one's entourage

One hopes that one's relatives will not be bothered by the events.

26.1.5.6 > 48 - Adjusting one's particiipation

One makes precise calculations to know how much effort remains to be done.

26.2.5.6 > 63 - Being in denial

One claims one's innocence without answering the accusations that have been made.

26.1.2.5.6 > 39 - Ensuring succession

One takes over from those who have fought all the time.
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26.3.5.6 > 60 - Reaching the end of the tunnel

One overcomes the last obstacles to get to the end of one's project.

26.1.3.5.6 > 29 - Interrupting all the time

One cultivates a sense of timeliness by intervening at every opportunity.

26.2.3.5.6 > 3 - Respecting differences

One may hurt others if one does not pay attention to their whims.

26.1.2.3.5.6 > 8 - Rising to overcome obstacles

One has climbed the steps that lead to the success of one's projects.
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26.4.5.6 > 43 - Plugging holes

One is preparing to replace those one has lost.

26.1.4.5.6 > 28 - Drawing an outline

One traces a line around the established perimeter.

26.2.4.5.6 > 49 - Needing to be comforted

One rushes when the others call because one is overwhelmed with worry.

26.1.2.4.5.6 > 31 - Getting a head start

One hopes to be able to declare one's flame before the others.
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26.3.4.5.6 > 58 - Magnifying

One increases the distance from which others can watch.

26.1.3.4.5.6 > 47 - Imposing deadlines

One penalizes those who have not been able to respond in a timely manner.

26.2.3.4.5.6 > 17 - Self-censorship

One learns to pay attention to the ideas one develops when they may offend the sensibilities of
younger people.

26.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 45 - Losing all one's strength

One surrenders before the enemy because the troops did not survive after the assault.
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27 - Supply

One supplies as needed.

27.1 > 23 - Lamenting one's failure

One is facing a difficult problem, but declines the support of their friends. One must let them act
before the situation gets worse.

27.2 > 41 - Staying close to one's kind

One does not seek in the distance what can be obtained from one's entourage.

27.1.2 > 4 - Having to weave so as not to lose face

One receives safety advice that one pretends to accept.
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27.3 > 22 - Depriving oneself of food

One neglects their supply.

27.1.3 > 52 - Creating a shortage

One stimulates the appetite of others by making them taste one's favorite dishes.

27.2.3 > 26 - Being classy

One understands others when they do things in a distinguished way.

27.1.2.3 > 18 - Returning to normal

One comes to the conclusion that everything is back to normal.
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27.4 > 21 - Searching for the best solution

One considers the possibilities.

27.1.4 > 35 - Discovering the district

One has taken the time to see the surroundings before going to visit the place.

27.2.4 > 38 - Taking short vacations

One spreads out vacation periods to be able to regain strength several times a year.

27.1.2.4 > 64 - Trapping the resistance

One uses a subterfuge to confound one's opponents.
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27.3.4 > 30 - Sobering up

One jokes about serious problems when one should be dealing with them right away.

27.1.3.4 > 56 - Driving the needy out

One wants to tell others that they are not welcome.

27.2.3.4 > 14 - Being short-listed

One exults in the idea that one will have the possibility of being chosen.

27.1.2.3.4 > 50 - Creating connections

One builds a network of close friendships to cope with times of difficulty.
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27.5 > 42 - Bringing the others in

One moves aside to shelter one's friends.

27.1.5 > 20 - Making false promises

One tries to trick the others into thinking they're gonna get their money's worth.

27.2.5 > 61 - Not wanting vain lessons

One hates learning things that are useless.

27.1.2.5 > 59 - Applying for a course

One will be able to say what one wants to learn to do if others allow it.
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27.3.5 > 37 - Checking the supply sources

One palpates a lung to see if the other can still use it.

27.1.3.5 > 53 - Discovering an unexpected angle

One becomes aware of an idea that one had neglected.

27.2.3.5 > 9 - Feeling concerned by arrogance

One waits for the others to be more modest.

27.1.2.3.5 > 57 - Teaching Stoicism

One shows others how to act as if nothing had happened.
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27.4.5 > 25 - Getting out of reality

One uses tranquilizers to overcome a difficult ordeal.

27.1.4.5 > 12 - Drying up

One has drawn so many resources that others can no longer survive.

27.2.4.5 > 10 - Managing one's budget

One saves up so there is no need to borrow.

27.1.2.4.5 > 6 - Discovering an uncleared area

One explores a region which has not been yet conquered.
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27.3.4.5 > 13 - Underestimating the developments

The progress that one has made requires more attention from others.

27.1.3.4.5 > 33 - Being distracted

One scandalizes one' s entourage by not paying attention to their speeches.

27.2.3.4.5 > 1 - Studying the environment

One can understand others by going to them.

27.1.2.3.4.5 > 44 - Renewing oneself

One removes the old stuff to make way for something new.
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27.6 > 24 - Distributing

One gives others what they ask for after having gone to fetch it

27.1.6 > 2 - Not serving as an alibi

If one listens in silence, one may regret it.

27.2.6 > 19 - Overdoing

One indulges in excesses that others strongly condemn.

27.1.2.6 > 7 - Having eclectic tastes

One joins the company of those who want more variety.
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27.3.6 > 36 - Being the life of the party

One becomes earthy by dint of making jokes to others.

27.1.3.6 > 15 - Negotiating a rupture

One agrees on a meeting with those who want to question the established order.

27.2.3.6 > 11 - Having fun while working

One copes with those who do not have a sense of responsibility.

27.1.2.3.6 > 46 - Making an evacuation plan

One is piloting a large-scale project to respond to an urgent request.
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27.4.6 > 51 - Developing a taste for luxury

One follows methodically the progress of one's students.

27.1.4.6 > 16 - Consuming novel foods

One giggles after seeing what others are eating.

27.2.4.6 > 54 - Having allergies

One envies those who take pleasure in feeding themselves this way.

27.1.2.4.6 > 40 - Being satisfied with little

One cultivates a taste for simple things.
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27.3.4.6 > 55 - Packing one's display away

One retreats from such jealousy.

27.1.3.4.6 > 62 - Returning to one's business

One must resume the course of one's life where it was left before.

27.2.3.4.6 > 34 - Fattening one's future victims

One disembowels those one had fed.

27.1.2.3.4.6 > 32 - Having a keen sense of style

One looks impeccable in the outfit one ordered for the event.
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27.5.6 > 3 - Obeying orders without discussion

One is going to do what others say while being careful not to disturb them.

27.1.5.6 > 8 - Doing the minimum

One is far from having done everything to fulfill others' hopes.

27.2.5.6 > 60 - Making fun

One jokes about facts that never happened.

27.1.2.5.6 > 29 - Being skeptical

One is perplexed by the perspective that others have suggested.
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27.3.5.6 > 63 - Divorcing

One warns one's relatives that the rupture is effective.

27.1.3.5.6 > 39 - Dreaming of a better world

One builds one's imaginary world from real facts.

27.2.3.5.6 > 5 - Thanking personally

One would like to tell others all the good they could have done.

27.1.2.3.5.6 > 48 - Respecting the hierarchy

One puts one's desires after those of one's superiors.
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27.4.5.6 > 17 - Submitting without resistance

One surrenders the weapons after a minor confrontation.

27.1.4.5.6 > 45 - Transgressing by ignorance

One has broken the law without realizing it.

27.2.4.5.6 > 58 - Asking the impossible

One bothers one's friends with insoluble problems.

27.1.2.4.5.6 > 47 - Loving one's neighbor

One finds reward in the pleasure one has had in helping others.
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27.3.4.5.6 > 49 - Delaying the deadline

One postpones the moment of truth by pretending a wrong move.

27.1.3.4.5.6 > 31 - Being incredulous

One refuses to take for granted what others have said.

27.2.3.4.5.6 > 43 - Breaking the silence

One is there to testify when others do not want to say what they know.

27.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 28 - Saying goodbye

One agrees on an appointment to say goodbye to those whom one is leaving.
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28 - Loneliness

One goes on their own if necessary. Stick to the essential.

28.1 > 43 - Strengthening supports

One wants to improve because of the weakness.

28.2 > 31 - Nurturing hope

When one encounters difficulties, one welcomes the weakest to secure their future.

28.1.2 > 49 - Selling one's goods

One experiments with a new method that will correct the defects that are currently observed.
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28.3 > 47 - Risking rupture

One must preserve the link.

28.1.3 > 58 - Requiring more surveilance

One asks one's agents to keep an eye on the actions of others.

28.2.3 > 45 - Mediating

One is standing between those who want to fight it out.

28.1.2.3 > 17 - Trying one's luck

One takes a calculated risk to show others what one can do.
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28.4 > 48 - Being weakened

One is supported by others but needs to recover.

28.1.4 > 5 - Recharging one's batteries before action

One draws strength so one won't have to regret having left.

28.2.4 > 39 - Lacking patience

One is downgrading one's chances of success.

28.1.2.4 > 63 - Keeping promises

One informs one's entourage of the arrival of the first products of the year.
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28.3.4 > 29 - Contradicting those who are sincere

One commits irreparable mistakes in attempting to overtake others.

28.1.3.4 > 60 - Being uncompromising

One stops lecturing to take action.

28.2.3.4 > 8 - Being straightforward

One gives up the superfluous to go straight to the point.

28.1.2.3.4 > 3 - Keeping one's secrets

Others may ask for proofs without the need to satisfy them.
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28.5 > 32 - Renovating the facade

One hurries to repair before others notice the decline.

28.1.5 > 34 - Continuing alone

One asks the weakest to return home to rest and one takes care of the disorder.

28.2.5 > 62 - Breaking a commitment

One is not ready to solve the problems of others because one went to help one's relatives.

28.1.2.5 > 55

One languishes in the expectation of an honest judgment.
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28.3.5 > 40 - Making a flop

One becomes the target of mockery when others learn that one has been disappointing.

28.1.3.5 > 54 - Losing control

When one is frivolous one does not care about the future of one's children.

28.2.3.5 > 16 - Continuing one's training as an
assistant.

One hurries to prepare oneself to learn to respond without hesitation.

28.1.2.3.5 > 51 - Reimbursing down to the last cent

One returns to those who have been dispossessed all the property one has taken from them.
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28.4.5 > 46 - Taking a rest

One returns to tell others to stop the work.

28.1.4.5 > 11 - Treating the wounded

One cares for those who are condemned to live in the midst of danger.

28.2.4.5 > 15 - Admitting one's inferiority

One acclaims those who renounce competing for the sake of rectitude.

28.1.2.4.5 > 36 - Being unable to make it

One has understood why others did not finish their sentences.
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28.3.4.5 > 7 - Making the journey alone

One wants to produce works without anyone's support.

28.1.3.4.5 > 19 - Adapting to one's needs

One recalibrates an instrument designed for other uses.

28.2.3.4.5 > 2 - Going all out

One is going to do the best one can so that others are impressed.

28.1.2.3.4.5 > 24 - Speaking without taboos

One is referring to practices that have become illegal.
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28.6 > 44 - Losing one's bearings

One wants to continue alone because of the weakness of one's entourage.

28.1.6 > 1 - Waiting for the right time

One gives up so one can return later.

28.2.6 > 33 - Giving it another try

One encourages one's friends to do it again.

28.1.2.6 > 13 - Knowing how to prepare delicious
meals

One is showing the utmost ingenuity to get others out of retirement.
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28.3.6 > 6 - Asking forgiveness

One faces one's responsibilities to go see those one has wronged.

28.1.3.6 > 10 - Rejecting inconsistent measurements

One leaves one's assistants to resume studying.

28.2.3.6 > 12 - Eliminating mediators

One pays the price of an unfinished attempt.

28.1.2.3.6 > 25 - Establishing a regulation

One participates with other competitors in the development of fair and equitable rules.
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28.4.6 > 57 - Relying on other supports

One finds a solid reason to justify one's absences.

28.1.4.6 > 9 - Being a pioneer

One is ahead of those who want more assistance.

28.2.4.6 > 53 - Throwing in the towel

One wants to let others know that one is cutting the losses.

28.1.2.4.6 > 37 - Suffering for one's values

One would rather be hungry and cold than give in to dishonorable pressure.
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28.3.4.6 > 59 - Burning bridges

One repaints one's home in red so that others will avoid it.

28.1.3.4.6 > 61 - Going against the flow

One wants to make progress but is prevented by headwinds.

28.2.3.4.6 > 20 - Proving one's worth

One takes the lead over others by showing them one's efficiency.

28.1.2.3.4.6 > 42 - Dissociating

One criticizes others to not seem to support them.
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28.5.6 > 50 - Responding to an emergency

One rushes things when one needs results immediately.

28.1.5.6 > 14 - Regretting afterwards

One has admitted one's faults despite the absence of those who would have liked to hear it.

28.2.5.6 > 56 - Calling to order

One huffs and puffs by wanting too much to tell others what they have to do.

28.1.2.5.6 > 30 - Dismantling the resistance

One triumphs over all one's opponents by striking a fatal blow to their projects.
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28.3.5.6 > 64 - Becoming unbearable

One always finds something to criticize when others are not friends.

28.1.3.5.6 > 38 - Wanting the happiness of one' s
family

One wishes to have more power to surround one's relatives with benefits.

28.2.3.5.6 > 35 - Being blunt

One fiddles confidently with very fragile objects.

28.1.2.3.5.6 > 21 - Seeking asylum

One finds refuge among those who have been able to win the most seasoned.
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28.4.5.6 > 18 - Signing a discharge

One steps back to let the most competent take the matter in hand.

28.1.4.5.6 > 26 - Becoming an expert

One studies minutely a work that others have created.

28.2.4.5.6 > 52 - Lending consumables

One borrows an object without any guarantee of being able to return it intact.

28.1.2.4.5.6 > 22 - Bringing a smile back

One comforts the losers by giving them a portion of one's earnings.
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28.3.4.5.6 > 4 - Admitting that one cannot succeed
without help

One knows that others have painful things to confess.

28.1.3.4.5.6 > 41 - Losing one's essence

One studies carefully the causes of one's decline.

28.2.3.4.5.6 > 23 - Stealing one's reputation

One is taking credit for something that belongs to someone else.

28.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 27 - Offering a wide variety

One completes one's creation with touches of different colors.
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29 - Depth

When problems are too difficult, one tries to work around them.

29.1 > 60 - Dealing with problems in the right order

When one has encountered a difficulty, one must solve it before facing others.

29.2 > 8 - Passing the buck

When one encounters difficulties that are too great, one leaves them to those who know how to
handle them.

29.1.2 > 3 - Getting away with a pirouette

One thinks having made a blunder even though the others didn't notice anything.
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29.3 > 48 - Leaving the field

Others notice what one has wasted, thus one leaves.

29.1.3 > 5 - Repeating the demonstration

One presents facts that others have already experienced.

29.2.3 > 39 - Refreshing one's skills

One remembers the times when one was able to master one's subject.

29.1.2.3 > 63 - Being governed by anger

One crystallizes one's rejections after having been the victim of an attack that one had feared.
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29.4 > 47 - Living sparsely

When one has little means, one is content with simple things.

29.1.4 > 58 - Reconnecting with one's old demons

One goes to the meeting despite the firm opposition of others.

29.2.4 > 45 - Improvising a solution

One is sad that one cannot do more to help one's friends.

29.1.2.4 > 17 - Not making too many concessions

One refuses to let others take command of operations.
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29.3.4 > 28 - Losing credit

One ruins one's reputation by attacking a helpless person.

29.1.3.4 > 43 - Defiling one's environment

One finds an interest in making sordid jokes.

29.2.3.4 > 31 - The palaver tree

One listens to others before giving them one's opinion.

29.1.2.3.4 > 49 - Committing the forbidden

One gets busy on a project that others condemn.
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29.5 > 7 - Going on vacation

Before returning to help others, one must take a break and prepare oneself to answer to one's
relatives.

29.1.5 > 19 - Preferring work over leisure

One favors efforts at the expense of boldness and creativity.

29.2.5 > 2 - Disengaging

One lacks of authority to lead others.

29.1.2.5 > 24 - Ducking one's responsibilities

One takes refuge behind those one must defend.
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29.3.5 > 46 - Expecting a negative answer

One replenishes oneself until the storm comes.

29.1.3.5 > 11 - Making false accusations

One accuses one's relatives of wrongdoing they could not commit.

29.2.3.5 > 15 - Losing ground

One warns one's friends that there will be more difficulties than expected.

29.1.2.3.5 > 36 - Staying in one's inner circle

One often goes to see one's friends to have a good time with them.
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29.4.5 > 40 - Declaring one's undying love

One catches up with others to tell them that one loves them.

29.1.4.5 > 54 - Being gullible

One calculates one's interest without first checking what others are saying.

29.2.4.5 > 16 - Going back into the ring

One puts one's title on the line to compete against one's opponents.

29.1.2.4.5 > 51 - Not wanting to serve

One is reluctant to make more efforts for others to benefit.
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29.3.4.5 > 32 - Having it both ways

One refrains from choosing so as not to offend others.

29.1.3.4.5 > 34 - Being unable to prove one's
innocence

One finds one's things where the others have gone.

29.2.3.4.5 > 62 - Visiting one last time

One sees one's friends again to say farewell.

29.1.2.3.4.5 > 55 - Spreading discomfort

One disturbs others by talking to them about disgusting things.
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29.6 > 59 - Pausing

When it is too tiring, one can stop and resume later.

29.1.6 > 61 - Forcing oneself to smile

One stops making a bad face before the others leave.

29.2.6 > 20 - Listening to those who know

One acclimatizes oneself by being flexible.

29.1.2.6 > 42 - Demanding the finest of work

One recruits assistants to do delicate work.
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29.3.6 > 57 - Lifting the siege

One retreats before the strength of the resistance from the other side.

29.1.3.6 > 9 - Sitting idle

One spends one's time looking at what's wrong instead of fixing it

29.2.3.6 > 53 - Taking drastic action

One performs surgery without anesthesia.

29.1.2.3.6 > 37 - Rallying those who have been
deceived

One recruits allies from among those who have been betrayed.
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29.4.6 > 6 - Reducing difficulties

It was agreed to simplify the decisions to be taken.

29.1.4.6 > 10 - Not wanting any more scandal

One appreciates that others did not come to cause more trouble.

29.2.4.6 > 12 - Moving from Charybdis to Scylla

One is facing difficulties that will continue to grow.

29.1.2.4.6 > 25 - Forcing sympathy

One compels one's friends by posing as a victim.
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29.3.4.6 > 44 - Remembering good memories

One watches again with passion a film that one has enjoyed so much.

29.1.3.4.6 > 1 - Asking for everyone's approval

One thinks one can make one's choices accepted by others.

29.2.3.4.6 > 33 - Ignoring criticism

When one treats one's opponents with contempt, one takes the risk of being besieged.

29.1.2.3.4.6 > 13 - Venting off

One is aware of the need to tell others what is wrong.
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29.5.6 > 4 - Moving to explain

One knows that one will have things to do so that others understand what one has imagined.

29.1.5.6 > 41 - Entering convalescence

One gives back to those who deserve it the totality of their donation.

29.2.5.6 > 23 - Catching up

One makes more efforts so as not to lose one's abilities.

29.1.2.5.6 > 27 - Getting a taste for what one is doing

One contributes to the well-being of all by taking appropriate measures.
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29.3.5.6 > 18 - Refusing the approximations

One rules out taking sides with someone who has not been able to be rigorous.

29.1.3.5.6 > 26 - Righteous impatience

One recriminates against those who have taken too long to do their job.

29.2.3.5.6 > 52 - Spoiling prematurely

One exhausts one's guests by treating them like gods.

29.1.2.3.5.6 > 22 - Finding an explanation

One puts into context an event that others cannot understand.
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29.4.5.6 > 64 - Recognizing separation

One puts an end to doubts by formalizing the break-up.

29.1.4.5.6 > 38 - Being observant

One becomes less likely to make mistakes when one has received the corresponding training.

29.2.4.5.6 > 35 - Refueling

One recovers strength before going to face one's opponents.

29.1.2.4.5.6 > 21 - Wanting more and more

One is asking even more of those who have already given everything.
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29.3.4.5.6 > 50 - Choosing sides

One splashes the others to exculpate oneself.

29.1.3.4.5.6 > 14 - Lacking of thinking

One thinks being right against all common sense.

29.2.3.4.5.6 > 56 - Finding a common ground

One ends an altercation by offering to share the blame between those who are fighting.

29.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 30 - Not risking more

One lacks courage to dare tempting the devil once again.
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30 - Lucidity

Patience leads to success.

30.1 > 56 - Scrubbing the ground

When the preparation is long one must be patient.

30.2 > 14 - Understanding before acting

One can explain the needs.

30.1.2 > 50 - Acquiring skills

One manages to make progress despite the lack of success of previous attempts.
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30.3 > 21 - Taking retaliatory action

One responds when one is called.

30.1.3 > 35 - Changing course

One sees an opportunity to do better than others by proceeding in a different way.

30.2.3 > 38 - Speaking truthfully

One calms others by telling them the truth.

30.1.2.3 > 64 - Rediscovering the taste for adventure

One is in a hurry to do as before, so one forgets the insults one may have exchanged.
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30.4 > 22 - Storming out

One rushes, but does not have the strength to last.

30.1.4 > 52 - Paving the way to be able to continue

One believes that one's chances are high to achieve the goal that one has set for oneself.

30.2.4 > 26 - Stopping the explanations

One persists in one's desire to end the debates.

30.1.2.4 > 18 - Anesthetizing

One calms the suffering of those who can no longer bear their pain
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30.3.4 > 27 - Being a good customer

Others will be grateful to those who accept what they offer.

30.1.3.4 > 23 - Treating emergencies

One is having feelings for those who have less patience than one does.

30.2.3.4 > 41 - Giving a snapshot

One ranks one's image among those one wants to preserve.

30.1.2.3.4 > 4 - Deputizing

One just does what others have not been able to finish in time.
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30.5 > 13 - Losing a friend

One realizes that one has to leave a close one.

30.1.5 > 33

One leaves with very specific ideas about what to give up.

30.2.5 > 1 - Taking over

One will be able to do what the others have planned.

30.1.2.5 > 44 - Pretending the moon and stars

One tries to seduce the undecided by making them promises that one cannot keep.
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30.3.5 > 25 - Resisting pressure

One refuses to act under threat.

30.1.3.5 > 12 - Surrendering to complexity

One doesn't understand what to do, so one refrains from acting.

30.2.3.5 > 10 - Scouting out

One places those who are able to recognize others first.

30.1.2.3.5 > 6 - Having a problem with ethics

One receives proposals which go against one's principles.
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30.4.5 > 37 - Grasping at straws

One shoots at anything that moves when one is trigger-happy.

30.1.4.5 > 53 - Dashing hopes

One begins to get used to the idea that the others do not have the required qualities.

30.2.4.5 > 9 - Melting in the crowd

One pretends to be like those who have not developed a plan.

30.1.2.4.5 > 57 - Losing one's ties

One affirms one's determination to be part of the expedition.
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30.3.4.5 > 42 - Signing out

One informs one's friends before taking a break from life.

30.1.3.4.5 > 20 - Cancelling a trip

One changes one's mind before being confronted by one's opponents.

30.2.3.4.5 > 61 - Restoring one's image

One is received with dignity despite the deviations one may have made.

30.1.2.3.4.5 > 59 - Not being up to the task

One tries to make others believe that one is qualified.
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30.6 > 55 - Being unswerving

If one becomes less flexible, others will evolve.

30.1.6 > 62 - Gritting one's teeth

One is on the verge of flinching because one did not appreciate the difficulties one was going to
face.

30.2.6 > 34 - Being altruistic

One supports those who expect no reward.

30.1.2.6 > 32 - Giving one last chance

One intends to be skillful in the management of one's resources.
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30.3.6 > 51 - Responding in a snap

One returns to the sender all their aggressiveness.

30.1.3.6 > 16 - Makeshift repair

One thinks having done their best to address the issue.

30.2.3.6 > 54 - Expecting the worst

One is on borrowed time until the others make a decision.

30.1.2.3.6 > 40 - Getting the upper hand

One counts the points of each side before declaring a winning party.
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30.4.6 > 36 - Receiving consented injuries

One will not offer gifts to those who support the opponents.

30.1.4.6 > 15 - Not judging too quickly

One tries to comment results that are not decisive.

30.2.4.6 > 11 - Claiming without evidence

One can understand why doubt has settled in the minds of one's allies.

30.1.2.4.6 > 46 - Asking for compensation

One demonstrates one's perfect knowledge of the profession by presenting a small sample of one's
art.
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30.3.4.6 > 24 - Negotiating

One will welcome an initiative to get others to talk.

30.1.3.4.6 > 2 - Taking corrective action

One will be able to correct what others have done.

30.2.3.4.6 > 19 - Making predictions

One bets with one's friends on the result of an exciting challenge.

30.1.2.3.4.6 > 7 - Running the show

One has taken care of what others have neglected.
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30.5.6 > 49 - Not being pessimistic

One does not believe that the end is near.

30.1.5.6 > 31 - Suspending the encounter

There is agreement on a lull to evacuate the wounded.

30.2.5.6 > 43 - Dampening ambitions

One weakens the ardor of one's companions by not helping them to make their dreams come true.

30.1.2.5.6 > 28 - Respecting the presumption of
innocence

One moderates one's judgment because others have not had the opportunity to defend themselves.
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30.3.5.6 > 17 - Installing an emergency exit

One provides a means of access for emergency response.

30.1.3.5.6 > 45 - Strengthening relationships

One sees again the people that one has only recently met to develop special friendship with them.

30.2.3.5.6 > 58 - Getting caught up in the game

One cross-checks the information available to obtain a precise view of the situation.

30.1.2.3.5.6 > 47 - Refusing to be compromised

One believes that the chances are high that others will not come.
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30.4.5.6 > 63 - Being pressured

One is terrified at the thought that others will attack what one loves most.

30.1.4.5.6 > 39 - Addressing the lack of culture

One strives to tell others what they need to learn but forgets to let them know the real reasons for
their education.

30.2.4.5.6 > 5 - Understanding afterwards

One recognizes that others have shown common sense.

30.1.2.4.5.6 > 48 - Keeping pace

One claps feet or hands in rhythm to accompany the musicians.
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30.3.4.5.6 > 3 - Turning to the competition

Others submit their ideas to to those with whom one competes.

30.1.3.4.5.6 > 8 - Placing safeguards

One draws up a plan to prevent others from making mistakes.

30.2.3.4.5.6 > 60 - Listening attentively

One does one's best to understand what the others are saying.

30.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 29 - Enforcing quotas

One refuses to see more guests coming than one had planned.
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31 - Impulse

When one helps others, they come.

31.1 > 49 - Adapting slowly

Perhaps others will understand later.

31.2 > 28 - Staying a little longer

Others don't want one to leave.

31.1.2 > 43 - Taking cover

One risks injury if the necessary precautions are not taken.
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31.3 > 45 - Simply waiting

One wants to go when they must let the other advance.

31.1.3 > 17 - Hiding one's impatience

One shows composure so as not to worry one's friends.

31.2.3 > 47 - Pretending to be better than one actually
is

One will pay attention to be accepted by others.

31.1.2.3 > 58 - Refreshing one's range

One retracts one's offer to update it.
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31.4 > 39 - Making efforts to understand

One only thinks about what is known.

31.1.4 > 63 - Catching up with jokes

One fools around with those who have more certainties.

31.2.4 > 48 - Sitting still

One calms one's joy so as not to be disgraceful.

31.1.2.4 > 5 - Regaining control

One thinks that one has finished everything one wanted to do so that others would be won over.
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31.3.4 > 8 - Fitting into the team

One promises others that one will not make any fuss.

31.1.3.4 > 3 - Wanting to understand in order to help

One listens to others so that they explain what they are doing.

31.2.3.4 > 29 - Not revealing one's sources

One holds onto evidence that should have been given to the authorities.

31.1.2.3.4 > 60 - Facing confiscation of property

One loses control over the fate of one's company because others have set unacceptable conditions.
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31.5 > 62 - Business as usual

One does not want to lose one's comfort so one lets others do.

31.1.5 > 55 - Expanding one's perimeter

Difficulties are slow to be resolved because others are busy elsewhere.

31.2.5 > 32 - Hoping for less commitment

One expects a more detached attitude from others.

31.1.2.5 > 34 - Mobilizing energies

One returns to former companions to ask them for a service.
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31.3.5 > 16 - Letting oneself being taken care of

One hides the difficulties of others to prepare for the return of the most able.

31.1.3.5 > 51 - Holding back tears

One has taken it upon oneself not to tell others a truth that would make them lose hope.

31.2.3.5 > 40 - Rebelling against louts

One expels those who have taken up too much space.

31.1.2.3.5 > 54 - Feeling concerned

One always finds new causes to defend with determination.
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31.4.5 > 15 - Being into confusion about one's identity

One thinks they are someone they would regret having known.

31.1.4.5 > 36 - Providing a way out

One puts on paper ideas that one has matured all one's life.

31.2.4.5 > 46 - Stealing knowledge

One intrudes into the lives of others to steal all their science.

31.1.2.4.5 > 11 - Pleading in vain

One claims innocence when others pretend to make an example.
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31.3.4.5 > 2 - Becoming accustomed

One starts by being surprised, then one gets used to it.

31.1.3.4.5 > 24 - Torturing one's victims

One takes pleasure at the expense of others by giving them a hard time.

31.2.3.4.5 > 7 - Defending retreat

One uses their last resources to help those who stand a chance to make it.

31.1.2.3.4.5 > 19 - Not being deterred

One works hard to get out of a temporary embarrassment.
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31.6 > 33 - Calming matters

Someone close wants to explain.

31.1.6 > 13 - Understanding what is implied

One calls on others to be part of the organization.

31.2.6 > 44 - Being incorrigible

One still find excuses to justify one's actions.

31.1.2.6 > 1 - Doing as usual

One continues to follow others so that they don't suspect anything.
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31.3.6 > 12 - Showing interest

One will share one's impressions with others so that they are not unpleasantly surprised.

31.1.3.6 > 25 - Lacking of objectivity

One criticizes those who think differently when one should listen to their arguments.

31.2.3.6 > 6 - Getting spotted

One gets noticed by telling others to pay attention.

31.1.2.3.6 > 10 - Redesigning one's storefront

One is busy to make others well received.
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31.4.6 > 53 - Showing flexibility

One repairs with skill while taking care not to disturb anything.

31.1.4.6 > 37 - Requiring less effort

One exhausts others by asking them for better returns.

31.2.4.6 > 57 - Listening only to one's heart

One cultivates a certain taste for adventure.

31.1.2.4.6 > 9 - Giving one's resume

One presents serious references to be received by those who make the decisions.
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31.3.4.6 > 20 - Protecting oneself from unexpected
shocks

One thinks that they know how others will react, but one still has to be careful.

31.1.3.4.6 > 42 - Observing silently

One looks at the others to know when they will start up.

31.2.3.4.6 > 59 - Being disappointed by one's kind

One accepts to receive all those who do not claim to be like oneself.

31.1.2.3.4.6 > 61 - Lacking of compassion

One revels in the misadventures of one's enemies when one should grant them a way out.
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31.5.6 > 56 - Taking on the challenge

One is going to be faulted if they continue this way.

31.1.5.6 > 30 - Protecting oneself and others

One can prevent contagious diseases by getting vaccinated.

31.2.5.6 > 50 - Getting rid of constraints

One crosses the oceans to find one's way.

31.1.2.5.6 > 14 - Establishing a list of demands

One lists the tasks that remain to be done before before being able to rest.
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31.3.5.6 > 35 - Reflecting in vain

One is curious to know the real reasons for the victory.

31.1.3.5.6 > 21 - Defending particular interests

One gets used to living in comfort despite the discomfort felt by the less fortunate.

31.2.3.5.6 > 64 - Repenting for having been abrupt

One coos to make forget one's lack of tact.

31.1.2.3.5.6 > 38 - Having one's lessons reviewed

One receives one's former students to perfect their education.
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31.4.5.6 > 52 - Being busted

One lies so often that others no longer believe anything one tells them.

31.1.4.5.6 > 22 - Combining talents

One attracts personalities of various talents to be able to overcome obstacles more easily.

31.2.4.5.6 > 18 - Going to see a psychologist

One expresses one's feelings so as not to be mistaken for a heartless person.

31.1.2.4.5.6 > 26 - Lacking of taste

One spices up one's dishes with spoiled condiments.
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31.3.4.5.6 > 23 - Discouraging efforts

One brags about not having done anything when one should have shown initiative.

31.1.3.4.5.6 > 27 - Consuming reserves

One reheats an old dish that one had set aside.

31.2.3.4.5.6 > 4 - Making big sacrifices

One is drawing once again on resources that one was not ready to use.

31.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 41 - Seeking alternatives

One is studying other solutions to avoid being locked up.
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32 - Perseverance

One must be careful before committing oneself, after one must continue.

32.1 > 34 - Being kept waiting

The other does not want to say yes immediately.

32.2 > 62 - Not having enough

One has to repair because one lacks the resources.

32.1.2 > 55 - Pretending

One summarizes one's action in symbolic gestures.
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32.3 > 40 - Losing one' s situation

Others cannot commit themselves when they don't have confidence.

32.1.3 > 54 - Betting on the lack of reaction from
one's enemies

One comes within an inch of an incident after the others have destroyed an important work.

32.2.3 > 16 - Resolving to call

One is asking for help from those who are better off.

32.1.2.3 > 51 - Muzzling the opposition

One does not allow others to make bitter comments.
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32.4 > 46 - Running after the moon

If one does not take care of it at the right time then one won't see anything.

32.1.4 > 11 - Chastising latecomers

One faces one's relatives when one wants to tell them how they have failed.

32.2.4 > 15 - Repairing on time

If one is absent at the beginning, they won't be able to continue.

32.1.2.4 > 36 - Reconvening after a period of doubt

One regains confidence after losing faith.
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32.3.4 > 7 - Filtering

One can't wait to see what others have planned.

32.1.3.4 > 19 - Scoring an own goal

There is a premium for elegance when the results are identical.

32.2.3.4 > 2 - Withdrawing one's offer

One removes the superfluous to accommodate their supports.

32.1.2.3.4 > 24 - Renew one's stock

One reissues a work that was out of print.
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32.5 > 28 - Changing of course

One switches activities when necessary, or else one continues.

32.1.5 > 43 - Dominating oneself to calm one's
entourage

One stays calm so that others don't lose their temper.

32.2.5 > 31 - Anticipating a change in attitude

One promises oneself to listen to the favorites.

32.1.2.5 > 49 - Gathering survivors

One finds a solution despite reduced forces.
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32.3.5 > 47 - Making more flexible

One educates one's companions by having them do appropriate exercises.

32.1.3.5 > 58 - Anticipating risks

One calculates with interest the probability that an event will occur.

32.2.3.5 > 45 - Putting an end to rumors

Many believe the same thing even though others have vigorously denied it.

32.1.2.3.5 > 17 - Looking further into the issue

One is going to get to the bottom of this so that one does not leave any problem unresolved.
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32.4.5 > 48 - Hiding behind a smokescreen

One consults a lot of people to make it look like no decision has yet been made.

32.1.4.5 > 5 - Stop complaining

One could believe that others did not understand, but that time is past.

32.2.4.5 > 39 - Interrupting one's treatment too quickly

One relapses after regaining health.

32.1.2.4.5 > 63 - Taking an unexpected initiative

One is setting a precedent to establish new rules.
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32.3.4.5 > 29 - Not shooting an ambulance

One does not create difficulties when others are in agony.

32.1.3.4.5 > 60 - Hiding one's origins

One publishes one's notes under an assumed name so as not to be recognized immediately.

32.2.3.4.5 > 8 - Testing the reaction

One wanted to see how the others behaved.

32.1.2.3.4.5 > 3 - Being hindered by events

One has started to say what they were going to do, but they realized the lack of time.
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32.6 > 50 - Outpacing everyone

One is asked to hurry because the others have rushed.

32.1.6 > 14 - Switching sides

One leaves for good while trying to take others.

32.2.6 > 56 - Losing fat

One skims one's milk to make it more digestible.

32.1.2.6 > 30 - Saying too much

One is revealing a secret that was well kept.
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32.3.6 > 64 - Upsetting one's program

One prepares one's allies to try the impossible to save the world as as it was known.

32.1.3.6 > 38 - Rejecting explanations

One criticizes actions that one does not understand.

32.2.3.6 > 35 - Increasing the tempo

One reviews one's plans so as not to be overtaken by one's competitors.

32.1.2.3.6 > 21 - Bringing opponents to the table

One can behave with courtesy when others have nothing else to say.
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32.4.6 > 18 - Healing wounds

One is advanced by those whose role it is to repair the damage suffered by the most courageous.

32.1.4.6 > 26 - Disturbing partners

One is capturing the attention of those who need the most to focus on their work.

32.2.4.6 > 52 - Protecting one's image

One tucks in one's belly when one doesn't want others to notice that one has gotten fat.

32.1.2.4.6 > 22 - Calibrating one's instruments

One determines the possible scope of the law.
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32.3.4.6 > 4 - Admitting one's ignorance

One can ask what to do when one sees that things do not work out for the best.

32.1.3.4.6 > 41 - Channeling the ardor

One prefers a gentle method to avoid hurting those who persist in wanting to do more.

32.2.3.4.6 > 23 - Showing familiarity

One does with others as with one's relatives without worrying in the slightest about aggressive
remarks.

32.1.2.3.4.6 > 27 - Leaving to refuel

One knows why one has to leave while the others think they can stay.
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32.5.6 > 44 - Destroying obstacles

One catapults rocks to break down the walls that are built across the road.

32.1.5.6 > 1 - Asking one to let go

One appreciates comments that go in the right direction.

32.2.5.6 > 33 - Knowing beforehand

One understands what others want to say without having to hear them speak.

32.1.2.5.6 > 13 - Being pampered

One satisfies one's friends by giving them a token of appreciation.
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32.3.5.6 > 6 - Succeeding all by oneself

One rewards those who have managed to cope despite the lack of support.

32.1.3.5.6 > 10 - Acting in a closed environment

One adheres to the principle that others must manage on their own.

32.2.3.5.6 > 12 - Excluding the less hard

One approves the departure of those who are too accommodating with opponents.

32.1.2.3.5.6 > 25 - Playing the patron

One battles over good intentions to prove to others that one is better than them.
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32.4.5.6 > 57 - Going through a calamitous period

One creates a lot of cold sweats for those who are worried about what one will become.

32.1.4.5.6 > 9 - Being opportunistic

One knows how to make concessions when it comes to obtaining benefits.

32.2.4.5.6 > 53 - Resuming work

One renews one's commitment to one's companions.

32.1.2.4.5.6 > 37 - Lingering a little longer

One stays longer when the others are close.
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32.3.4.5.6 > 59 - Taking up the fight

One tries one's luck again and hope that this time it will work.

32.1.3.4.5.6 > 61 - Being subject to technical
constraints

One plans to do more tests once the others have finished correcting the most pressing problems.

32.2.3.4.5.6 > 20 - Subverting the law

One is starting again to show signs of fatigue.

32.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 42 - Upsetting one's calendar

One presides over the destiny of those who have entrusted their lives to the institution.
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33 - Moving away

Before leaving, one must hand over the baton.

33.1 > 13 - Letting the others go ahead

Others ask one to wait.

33.2 > 44 - Being held for questioning

One wants to leave but they are retained for responding.

33.1.2 > 1 - Exiting through a back door

One takes precautions so as not to be surprised.
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33.3 > 12 - Hiring on the spot

Getting assistance from those who are coming in.

33.1.3 > 25 - Disobeying

One has broken something that others cared about very much.

33.2.3 > 6 - Getting caught red-handed

Those who think that they can get away with lies will be disappointed.

33.1.2.3 > 10 - Deserting the battlefield

One feels that the mark has been overstepped so one goes away.
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33.4 > 53 - Leaving one's supports

Leaving to succeed alone: one has to be competent.

33.1.4 > 37 - Requesting more corrections

One has repaired several threads but the whole thing remains disjointed.

33.2.4 > 57 - Giving free rein to laziness

One does nothing at all because others are not inclined to work.

33.1.2.4 > 9 - Being careful not to reveal anything

One is trying to hide one's reluctance.
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33.3.4 > 20 - Defending one's nest

One promises one's children to do everything possible to get them out of the situation.

33.1.3.4 > 42 - Revising one's forecasts upwards

One recalculates one's forecasts so as not to appear fanciful.

33.2.3.4 > 59 - Getting sucked in

One is caught up in a crowd movement.

33.1.2.3.4 > 61 - Playing with nerves

One encroaches on the line of demarcation without creating a significant incident.
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33.5 > 56 - Returning to the majority

One stops searching alone.

33.1.5 > 30 - Dodging

One hugs the walls hoping one won't be noticed.

33.2.5 > 50 - Revitalizing

One restores an old alarm clock so it sounds every morning.

33.1.2.5 > 14 - Longing for peace

The others want one to be able to resist the urge to interrupt them all the time.
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33.3.5 > 35 - Serving everyone

One complicates one's life by trying to hold on despite one's exhaustion.

33.1.3.5 > 21 - Repenting for one's actions

One is devastated by shame so one relies on the judgment of others.

33.2.3.5 > 64 - Letting the cowards run away

One is still present while the others are running away.

33.1.2.3.5 > 38 - Not giving up

One retains something that others did not want to know.
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33.4.5 > 52 - Discouraging departures

One comes back to tell others not to go.

33.1.4.5 > 22 - Recovering one's peace of mind

One starts by making noise and then finally calms down.

33.2.4.5 > 18 - Getting a pass

One has to negotiate to get permission to continue on one's way.

33.1.2.4.5 > 26 - Looking for a motto

One brainstorms to get a formula that hits the nail on the head.
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33.3.4.5 > 23 - Announcing one's fees

One wants others to know how much it would cost for a larger intervention.

33.1.3.4.5 > 27 - Losing income

One signs one's last cheques until the income improves.

33.2.3.4.5 > 4 - Teaching a lesson

One wishes that others manage to understand.

33.1.2.3.4.5 > 41 - Being part of the court

One criticizes the weak more than the powerful.
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33.6 > 31 - Leaving the danger zone

One leaves until others calm down.

33.1.6 > 49 - Avoiding confrontation

One deprives others of their main argument by not giving them the opportunity to use it.

33.2.6 > 28 - Carrying at arm's length

One takes it upon oneself to ensure that projects are not abandoned.

33.1.2.6 > 43 - Transmitting one's requirements to
whoever it concerns.

One promises others to be silent if they are willing to pay the sum agreed upon.
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33.3.6 > 45 - Not letting oneself be carried away

One backs away from such boldness.

33.1.3.6 > 17 - Gathering testimonies

One accumulates evidence to convict one's enemies.

33.2.3.6 > 47 - Risking one's life by defending a noble
cause

One leads the others to the exit to give them a chance to avoid serious trouble.

33.1.2.3.6 > 58 - Making people forget their worries

One learns to make better jokes to brighten the atmosphere.
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33.4.6 > 39 - Regretting the inanity of the comments
made

One warns others that a depressing spectacle is happening.

33.1.4.6 > 63 - Sputtering

One is full of health, yet others think one is seriously affected.

33.2.4.6 > 48 - Changing the course of history

One uses a goodie as a pretext to wage war on those one considers as enemies.

33.1.2.4.6 > 5 - Removing traces

One has set out markers that others have removed.
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33.3.4.6 > 8 - Ruin one's chances of reaching an
agreement

It is difficult to understand others when one is far from their concerns.

33.1.3.4.6 > 3 - Healing shallow wounds

One thinks they can remove what is not too advanced.

33.2.3.4.6 > 29 - Leveraging one's fame

One uses one's name to promote one's works.

33.1.2.3.4.6 > 60 - Languishing without loved ones

One gets bored without the others so one goes back to see them.
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33.5.6 > 62 - Too good to be true

One thinks one is holding a great deal when one should be suspicious.

33.1.5.6 > 55 - Going against the flow

One is beginning a childish attempt to alter the course of fate.

33.2.5.6 > 32 - Supporting one's reasoning with
evidence

One silences the fools by demonstrating them.

33.1.2.5.6 > 34 - Keeping up the appearances

One hastens to look good so as not to spoil the atmosphere.
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33.3.5.6 > 16 - Letting it go

One stays away so as not to disturb the serenity of their suitors.

33.1.3.5.6 > 51 - Running the routine matters

There is agreement that the ties will not be completely severed.

33.2.3.5.6 > 40 - Converging toward the exit

One gets the support of those who also want to leave.

33.1.2.3.5.6 > 54 - Not condoning violence

One withdraws into oneself so as not to have to do things that one does not like.
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33.4.5.6 > 15 - Ignoring some benefits

One is deprived of one's best assets because others are not aware of their merits.

33.1.4.5.6 > 36 - Stopping to be intrusive

One thinks showing common sense by agreeing to withdraw.

33.2.4.5.6 > 46 - Seeming true to life

One picks up tunes that are not without reminding others that one has already heard.

33.1.2.4.5.6 > 11 - Getting bogged down

One goes to great lengths to get out of the trap one fell into.
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33.3.4.5.6 > 2 - Obeying without conditions

One does what others ask to be forgiven.

33.1.3.4.5.6 > 24 - Exiling oneself so as not to get
caught

One begs the others to leave before the danger returns.

33.2.3.4.5.6 > 7 - Getting off track

One got lost trying to do the best one could.

33.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 19 - Causing an incident

One splashes one's entourage under the guise of clumsiness.
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34 - Concentration

One does not let their thoughts derail.

34.1 > 32 - Requesting a break

One stops to rest because the supports cannot endure any more.

34.2 > 55 - Ousting a rival

One quickly organizes so that the other does not return.

34.1.2 > 62 - Preferring to leave

One is backing away from such a determination.
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34.3 > 54 - Waiting for the right time

One hols on until others go out.

34.1.3 > 40 - Calming one's supports

One approves a solution to relieve the pain.

34.2.3 > 51 - Forcing one's way

One does what others don't want to see.

34.1.2.3 > 16 - Ignoring prejudices

One goes merrily along and does well.
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34.4 > 11 - Being very careful

When one hesitates they consult their friends.

34.1.4 > 46 - The best treatment

One prepares as well as one can the return of those who are resting.

34.2.4 > 36 - Becoming cumbersome

One sends the others shopping so that one can finish one's work in peace.

34.1.2.4 > 15 - Dragging one's feet

One pays lip service to one's allies.
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34.3.4 > 19 - Denying the evidence

One refuses to see the harm that others have done.

34.1.3.4 > 7 - Being tolerant

One allows those who think otherwise to express their difference.

34.2.3.4 > 24 - Refusing any agreement

One moves forward so that others will not be able to make any concessions.

34.1.2.3.4 > 2 - Turning coat

One has started by pleasing others but later has distressed them.
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34.5 > 43 - Turning back

One abandons one's flaws with confidence.

34.1.5 > 28 - Showing curiosity

One wiggles around to see what's behind all this.

34.2.5 > 49 - Sharing the blame

One carries within oneself a share of responsibility that others have refused to say.

34.1.2.5 > 31 - Recovering one's potential

One retrieves the means one had before.
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34.3.5 > 58 - Getting banned

One is being oppressed by some malicious people.

34.1.3.5 > 47 - Finding amiss details

One finds many anomalies in the papers one is inspecting.

34.2.3.5 > 17 - Realizing one's mistake

One comes to wonder how one got here.

34.1.2.3.5 > 45 - Forcing others to turn back

One paralyzes the movement of others by making waves.
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34.4.5 > 5 - Withstanding the shock

One applauds those who are not stunned by the concussions.

34.1.4.5 > 48 - Returning the favor

One is delighted to be able to help those to whom one owes a debt

34.2.4.5 > 63 - Talking about one's dreams

One monopolizes the general attention with one's bedtime stories.

34.1.2.4.5 > 39 - Foreseeing an assault

One tames the most vulnerable to protect them from those who want to exploit them.
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34.3.4.5 > 60 - Wanting to get out of  a hornet's nest

One moves mountains so as not to bear the choice of others.

34.1.3.4.5 > 29 - Acting on one's own

One complicates things when one doesn't want to do exactly as others say.

34.2.3.4.5 > 3 - Teaching humility

One moves ahead of those who want to be always right.

34.1.2.3.4.5 > 8 - Renewing the contract

Others want one to be part of their organization.
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34.6 > 14 - Getting left behind

One does not have the strength to continue so one stops.

34.1.6 > 50 - Benefiting in spite of oneself

One has scruples despite the absence of mistakes.

34.2.6 > 30 - Recovering one's means

One finds oneself at ease after being put in an embarrassing position.

34.1.2.6 > 56 - Celebrating the martyrs

One fervently cultivates the memory of those who have given their lives to others.
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34.3.6 > 38 - Abandoning surveillance

One takes off after the others have disappeared.

34.1.3.6 > 64 - Taking back the previous models

One completes one's offer with old songs.

34.2.3.6 > 21 - Hiding one's mistakes

One pretends not to know the real reason for one's failures.

34.1.2.3.6 > 35 - Welcoming novelty

One borrows ideas from others to make them one's own.
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34.4.6 > 26 - Closing with much fanfare

One closes the session with a resounding speech.

34.1.4.6 > 18 - Changing one's line of defense

One learns to do extra work so that one is not recognized as an actor.

34.2.4.6 > 22 - Welcoming one's partners

One merges with those who are best able to complete what one brings.

34.1.2.4.6 > 52 - Continuing anyway

One is managing to move one's project forward against all odds.
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34.3.4.6 > 41 - Ignoring threats

One thinks one is making a great deal but one didn't take into account the extra costs.

34.1.3.4.6 > 4 - Taking the mask off

One claims having only sympathy for those one hates.

34.2.3.4.6 > 27 - Doing a test run

One must prove oneself before one can hold the helm.

34.1.2.3.4.6 > 23 - Preparing a charm offensive

One strings pearls to make a necklace designed to seduce others.
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34.5.6 > 1 - Continuing anyway

One is doing their best to make things advance.

34.1.5.6 > 44 - Learning patience

One has to have patience to endure an endless wait.

34.2.5.6 > 13 - Weighing the pros and cons

One thinks before going to tell others in which direction one wants to go.

34.1.2.5.6 > 33 - Presenting one's work

One steps back so that others can understand what it is all about.
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34.3.5.6 > 10 - Losing one's benefits

One notices that the only trump cards one has in one's hands are disappearing.

34.1.3.5.6 > 6 - Dismissing looters

One does not allow thieves to run for high office.

34.2.3.5.6 > 25 - Crying out one's despair

One feels sorry for oneself when others do not want to listen to reason.

34.1.2.3.5.6 > 12 - Defending one's guests

One must prevent others from exploiting the weakness of one's associates.
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34.4.5.6 > 9 - Getting back to the basics

One feels more sensations when one stops deviating from the subject.

34.1.4.5.6 > 57 - Agreeing to discuss

One succeeds in obtaining concessions to put an end to a period of unrest.

34.2.4.5.6 > 37 - Stopping to ramble

One deprives one's opponents of a major asset.

34.1.2.4.5.6 > 53 - Calming one's ardor

One makes life easier for one's neighbors by not waking them up when they are resting
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34.3.4.5.6 > 61 - Giving in for love

One resolves to make other concessions so as not to lose a very important market.

34.1.3.4.5.6 > 59 - Following the line

One strictly follows the instructions given by one's superiors.

34.2.3.4.5.6 > 42 - Preventing the best from winning

One tackles others so one can stay in the race.

34.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 20 - Making a summary

One recapitulates for those who do not know the rules.
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35 - Discovery

Answers come naturally.

35.1 > 21 - Being suspicious of the most active

One asks others if they need help before taking initiatives.

35.2 > 64 - Coming to lend a helping hand

One agrees to continue alone when a relative comes to one.

35.1.2 > 38 - Conquering one's audience

One demonstrates talent so that others are captivated.
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35.3 > 56 - Being considerate

One accepts to examine what the others want to show.

35.1.3 > 30 - Wanting to explain

One summarizes one's action in a few simple words.

35.2.3 > 50 - Being overloaded with work

One catches ailments that one would have liked to avoid.

35.1.2.3 > 14 - Finishing on time

One manages to fulfill one's commitments because one had planned well in advance what would
have to be done.
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35.4 > 23 - Becoming a goner if the others were to
learn

One conceals oneself to escape from difficulties.

35.1.4 > 27 - Feigning indifference

One hides one's plans so that others fear nothing.

35.2.4 > 4 - Hiring a valuable assistant

One passes easily a test that others are struggling to face.

35.1.2.4 > 41 - Rereading the manual

One thinks about taking precautions before it's too late.
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35.3.4 > 52 - Making a U-turn

One resolves to promote one's former enemies.

35.1.3.4 > 22 - Being ambushed

One believes to be showing common sense when one has been deceived by malicious people.

35.2.3.4 > 18 - Punting the issue

One discharges oneself on others of some of one's obligations.

35.1.2.3.4 > 26 - Losing focus

One finds a particular interest in something trivial.
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35.5 > 12 - Resuming work

One is getting organized to repair.

35.1.5 > 25 - Demonstrating civic-mindedness

One has received many lost people to put them back on the right track.

35.2.5 > 6 - Wanting to stand out from the crowd

The others squirm to be recognized.

35.1.2.5 > 10 - Standing up

One contact one's brothers in arms to ask them to support a new cause.
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35.3.5 > 33 - Freeing up the space

One concludes one's research by clearing the access roads.

35.1.3.5 > 13 - Playing tricks on one's enemies

One employs a winning strategy to convince one's opponents that they are not yet strong enough.

35.2.3.5 > 44 - Succeeding

One applauds those who have risen to the challenge.

35.1.2.3.5 > 1 - Stepping into the unknown

One goes before the others to defend them.
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35.4.5 > 20 - Getting scammed gloriously

One remains perplexed at the creativity shown by the miscreants.

35.1.4.5 > 42 - Enlarging one's domain

One has planned to make extensions to accommodate all one's guests.

35.2.4.5 > 59 - Offering a remedial

One is doing one's presentation again for those who weren't there.

35.1.2.4.5 > 61 - Passing through the defenses

One takes the time to ensure that the others have not yet raised the alarm.
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35.3.4.5 > 53 - Being charged with treason

One attends to the court for stories that one would have liked to make people forget.

35.1.3.4.5 > 37 - Losing virginity

One is courting a person who intends to betray their vows of celibacy.

35.2.3.4.5 > 57 - Working without taking a break

One congratulates one's relatives for their tireless activity.

35.1.2.3.4.5 > 9 - Wiping the slate

One spares one's relatives from unwelcome admonitions.
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35.6 > 16 - Refraining from action

When others don't like it, one abstains.

35.1.6 > 51 - Stuttering excuses

One corrects oneself because what one has said does not correspond to reality.

35.2.6 > 40 - Federating energies

One hangs one's portrait to show others who is the leader.

35.1.2.6 > 54 - Fostering business relationships

One notices that the others did not work in the public interest.
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35.3.6 > 62 - Straightening things up

One makes up for one's shortcomings with a stunning finale.

35.1.3.6 > 55 - Waiting in fear

One holds one's breath because the others are in peril.

35.2.3.6 > 32 - Curbing one's ambitions

One postpones the start of an important project.

35.1.2.3.6 > 34 - Leaving one's mark

One is reflected in an image that others will keep in memory.
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35.4.6 > 2 - Provoking a reaction

One shows no hesitation to encourage others to leave the group of those who are hiding.

35.1.4.6 > 24 - Driving those with the most voracious
appetite away

One favors those with modest needs.

35.2.4.6 > 7 - Lacking of energy

One is disturbed by a system that is in poor condition.

35.1.2.4.6 > 19 - Gaining in importance

One understands quickly and well after others have shown the interest of the whole.
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35.3.4.6 > 15 - Ostracizing

One increases the distress of others when one refuses to talk to them.

35.1.3.4.6 > 36 - Demonstrating sincerity

One manages to convince others of one's good faith.

35.2.3.4.6 > 46 - Doing one's part

One keeps one's word so as not to have to regret it afterwards.

35.1.2.3.4.6 > 11 - Counting one's chickens before they
hatch

One tells others what one plans to do in case of success.
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35.5.6 > 45 - Returning after the disaster

One expects a resumption of the activity being cared for.

35.1.5.6 > 17 - Sycophanting

One flatters the egos of others to obtain an undeserved favor.

35.2.5.6 > 47 - Summarizing

One starts over from the beginning to be able understand.

35.1.2.5.6 > 58 - Seeking to rise

One talks with the angels to ask them for help.
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35.3.5.6 > 31 - Being invited to stay longer

One is trapped by the kindness of others.

35.1.3.5.6 > 49 - Resuming the tradition

One resurrects an old custom that the elders had talked about.

35.2.3.5.6 > 28 - Dropping the least talented persons

One prefers to say goodbye to those who have been disappointing.

35.1.2.3.5.6 > 43 - Dilapidating one's wealth

One is in trouble because of one's habit of doing everything possible to ensure that others are well
received.
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35.4.5.6 > 8 - Coming to give a surprise

One regards their allies as being able to make sudden appearances.

35.1.4.5.6 > 3 - Transitioning smoothly

One helps others kindly so that they accept the hospitality they were offered.

35.2.4.5.6 > 29 - Swelling with rage

One thinks one can remain calm while anger is overflowing.

35.1.2.4.5.6 > 60 - Grabbing the tail

One makes a catch when others neglect their backs.
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35.3.4.5.6 > 39 - Pretending the impossible

One impresses one's colleagues with fairy tales.

35.1.3.4.5.6 > 63 - Giving one's road map

One unveils one's course of action for the coming years.

35.2.3.4.5.6 > 48 - Restricting disclosure

One is smothering a case that can embarrass a lot of people.

35.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 5 - Hurrying up

As one understands, others have the possibility to act quickly.
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36 - Adversity

One isolates oneself to correct the situation.

36.1 > 15 - Getting blocked

One loses one's ability to act, but is protected. One accepts the constraints and goes through
uncertain times, stressful for one's friends.

36.2 > 11 - Seeking salvation in the fight

One has received a wound that will encourage one to help.

36.1.2 > 46 - Collecting debris

One is still gluing back pieces of what was broken.
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36.3 > 24 - Putting one's finger on it

One had retreated but while looking for supplies one finds the issue.

36.1.3 > 2 - Saying incredible things

One has said the truth, but others have not accepted it.

36.2.3 > 19 - Resuming one's course

One returns to one's path after having turned away to help others.

36.1.2.3 > 7 - Defending one's interests

One engages those who want to reduce the choices to which one had access.
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36.4 > 55 - Having heard enough

One sees the other coming so one leaves to get help.

36.1.4 > 62 - Calling in sick

One makes others believe that one is not there.

36.2.4 > 34 - Staying on guard

One must pay attention to what others say.

36.1.2.4 > 32 - Introducing

One brings in one's neighbors to invite them for a drink.
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36.3.4 > 51 - Tightening the screws

One makes a pincer attack onto one's enemies in a pliers so that they can't make any more moves.

36.1.3.4 > 16 - Shocking to get a reaction

One aspires to do more fear than harm.

36.2.3.4 > 54 - Finishing one's corrections

One has corrected some weaknesses, but this is not enough in the eyes of the opponents.

36.1.2.3.4 > 40 - Putting to fire and the sword

One compensates for one's lack of affection with appalling acts.
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36.5 > 63 - Saving time

One does not unveil oneself to help others.

36.1.5 > 39 - Taking it upon oneself

One resists the stigma triggered by unnatural acts.

36.2.5 > 5 - Talking in a vacuum

One is trying to ask, but others do not want to listen.

36.1.2.5 > 48 - Advancing one's own case

One sends gifts to those one considers capable of sorting out the situation.
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36.3.5 > 3 - Becoming a mercenary

One sells their time to collect wounds.

36.1.3.5 > 8 - Resuming old habits

One is preparing to return to those whom one had left.

36.2.3.5 > 60 - Staying to care for survivors

One is recovering from an attack that is still affecting the entire region.

36.1.2.3.5 > 29 - Being forced into a corner

One pretends to be able to do feats, so the others ask for explanations.
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36.4.5 > 49 - Snitching

One reports to others everything that others have said about them.

36.1.4.5 > 31 - Doing a favor

One takes good note of the willingness of others to succeed in reaching an agreement.

36.2.4.5 > 43 - Protecting one's opponents

One receives orders contrary to one's interests.

36.1.2.4.5 > 28 - Losing patience

One has lost hope of convincing so one goes away.
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36.3.4.5 > 17 - Repeating the words of the most
learned

One is putting forward a theory that distracts the guests.

36.1.3.4.5 > 45 - Taking the essentials

One returns to town to make some basic purchases.

36.2.3.4.5 > 58 - Searching for the secret code

One moves elements to find the right combination.

36.1.2.3.4.5 > 47 - Suppressing suicidal urges

One contacts one's friends to ask them for help.
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36.6 > 22 - Fleeing disaster

One sees the other rising so one quickly gets out of reach.

36.1.6 > 52 - Losing enthusiasm

There was a time when one had faith and could do better works.

36.2.6 > 26 - Letting others guess what has to be done

One perpetuates a tradition that others would have liked to see disappear.

36.1.2.6 > 18 - Sharing one's suffering

One agrees to talk to ease one's pain.
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36.3.6 > 27 - Chasing out the infidels

One is eager to criticize those who have displeased the sovereign.

36.1.3.6 > 23 - Mincing one's words

One specifies to one's children the details of their story.

36.2.3.6 > 41 - Being part of the management

One takes care of the business of one's leaders.

36.1.2.3.6 > 4 - Coming at home

One can go to a host who can tell what to do.
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36.4.6 > 30 - Selling one's hide dearly

One would rather be shot down in flames than let others take command.

36.1.4.6 > 56 - Warning before one leaves

One hugs one's friends before one leaves.

36.2.4.6 > 14 - Finding an agreement in principle

We agree with those who are calling for the end of fighting.

36.1.2.4.6 > 50 - Declining an invitation

One reiterates one's commitment so that others will no longer have any doubts.
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36.3.4.6 > 21 - Getting the attention of the judges

One catches sight of those who have found defects that are difficult to justify.

36.1.3.4.6 > 35 - Curbing one's belligerent mood

One corrects one's excesses by refraining from harming others.

36.2.3.4.6 > 38 - Vacuum cleaning

One slaughter's one's opponents with expeditious methods.

36.1.2.3.4.6 > 64 - Resting

One can take a nap to compensate for all the sleep one has lost.
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36.5.6 > 37 - Adopting a contradictory position

One plays a card that will make one's opponents angry.

36.1.5.6 > 53 - Pleasing, despite everything

One must act even if it may go wrong.

36.2.5.6 > 9 - Turning tail

One takes cover to avoid attacks.

36.1.2.5.6 > 57 - Worsening the situation

There is no meeting when the weather is stormy.
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36.3.5.6 > 42 - Patenting one's invention

One receives valuable information by letting oneself be dominated.

36.1.3.5.6 > 20 - Requesting a reassessment

One can see the possibility of granting a wish.

36.2.3.5.6 > 61 - Leaving to heal one's wounds

One would make too much effort if one took up the challenge.

36.1.2.3.5.6 > 59 - Losing privacy

One shudders with horror at the thought that others can see and hear everything.
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36.4.5.6 > 13 - Losing contact

One wanted to do what others say, but has been hampered by unforeseen circumstances.

36.1.4.5.6 > 33 - Surrendering without conditions

One weakens in the face of the difficulty one has to face.

36.2.4.5.6 > 1 - Moving away from the danger

One thinks that they will be making the experiment in the distance.

36.1.2.4.5.6 > 44 - Pretending to be unhappy

One feigns a contrite attitude so as not to give the impression that one has betrayed others.
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36.3.4.5.6 > 25 - Performing dishonest calculations

One rigs the accounts so that others don't notice one's negligence.

36.1.3.4.5.6 > 12 - Making do with limited means

Others refuse to cooperate, so one undertakes to remedy the situation without help.

36.2.3.4.5.6 > 10 - Coming to put a damper

One gets a lot of interference because the others got involved in the problem.

36.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 6 - Debriefing

One has planned to withdraw in order to assess the risks.
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37 - Relatives

One nurtures their relationships by maintaining contact.

37.1 > 53 - Bridling the youth

One warns a relative against going further.

37.2 > 9 - Stopping the discussion

One does not choose the incompetent.

37.1.2 > 57 - Avoiding toxic relationships

One compromises one's success by not helping those who matter to others.
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37.3 > 42 - Curbing one' s ardor

When one sees that their relatives are becoming restless, one asks them to ensure that others will
not be disturbed.

37.1.3 > 20 - Daring to try

One is about to set an example for all those who hesitate.

37.2.3 > 61 - Preparing continuity

One is taken into account by those who identify potential assistants.

37.1.2.3 > 59 - Showing one's commitment

One does one's best to calm down one's neighbors.
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37.4 > 13 - Tightening the belt

One only buys what they need.

37.1.4 > 33 - Striking a balance

One can tell others that one loves them without forgiving them.

37.2.4 > 1 - Correcting rounding errors

One can take as example those who have tried.

37.1.2.4 > 44 - Seducing with talent

One has class despite one's skimpy outfit.
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37.3.4 > 25 - Wanting to come out of one's shell

One finds many flaws in a personality that one has previously worshiped.

37.1.3.4 > 12 - Being overcome by reality

One accumulates trouble because one has been negligent.

37.2.3.4 > 10 - Delegating authority

One establishes a rule so that one doesn't have to decide every time.

37.1.2.3.4 > 6 - Returning in the same condition

One pays attention to the objects one borrows from others.
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37.5 > 22 - Reuniting with family

One goes to one's relatives.

37.1.5 > 52 - Encouraging overbidding

One competes with the most elegant to obtain the right to marry.

37.2.5 > 26 - Making enemies of one's best allies

One ditches one's old friends to avoid falling under their influence.

37.1.2.5 > 18 - Stopping disputes

One catches up by being careful not to disturb others.
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37.3.5 > 27 - Extracting the juice

Everyone is crowding around those who have taken the greatest celebrities off their pedestals.

37.1.3.5 > 23 - Encouraging initiatives

One will know what to do so that others are not forced to abandon.

37.2.3.5 > 41 - Revealing one's secrets

One confides in those one trusts.

37.1.2.3.5 > 4 - Comforting with sweetness

One spends magnificent moments with those one loves.
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37.4.5 > 30 - Pampering one's friends

One receives one's guests in a sumptuous way and with impeccable style.

37.1.4.5 > 56 - Nuff said

One considers that one has been clear enough so one does not say anything anymore.

37.2.4.5 > 14 - Beautifying oneself

One is presentable to receive one's guests.

37.1.2.4.5 > 50 - Being amazed

One pinches one's right arm to make sure one is not dreaming.
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37.3.4.5 > 21 - Hiding one's disappointment

One compliments one's elders for not having to justify one's lack of enthusiasm.

37.1.3.4.5 > 35 - Thirsting for justice and equity

One returns to those who said what they thought was right.

37.2.3.4.5 > 38 - Falling back on one's legs

One regains one's poise after being scorned.

37.1.2.3.4.5 > 64 - Misplacing one's possessions

One hurries up so one loses something on the way.
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37.6 > 63 - Recalling to oneself

One is called by one's relatives so one joins them.

37.1.6 > 39 - Ensuring one' s legacy

One is running into difficulties if they do not take care of the others.

37.2.6 > 5 - Being part of the elite

One has taken part in an important discovery that others did not see coming.

37.1.2.6 > 48 - Supporting one's clan

One embraces values that are recognized by one's friends.
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37.3.6 > 3 - Obscuring one's disputes

One does not tell to others so as to not be embarrassed.

37.1.3.6 > 8 - Practicing detachment

One invites those who are not free to release themselves from their ties.

37.2.3.6 > 60 - Settling for leftovers

One picks up crumbs so as not to leave empty-handed.

37.1.2.3.6 > 29 - Submitting one's resignation

One regains freedom after telling others what to do.
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37.4.6 > 49 - Diversifying one's acquisitions

One wants to ignore the fact that one has deficiencies to correct.

37.1.4.6 > 31 - Packing up one's things

One takes back all one's belongings so as not to let others use them.

37.2.4.6 > 43 - Daring the devil

One courts death to have something to tell.

37.1.2.4.6 > 28 - Presenting the bill

One enters into tribulation because others are not able to understand what one needs.
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37.3.4.6 > 17 - Making way for young people

One agrees to give ground so that close ones can move in.

37.1.3.4.6 > 45 - Using steamroller tactics

One crushes one's enemies as one goes along.

37.2.3.4.6 > 58 - Catering to every whim

One considers the desires of one's relatives as orders.

37.1.2.3.4.6 > 47 - Renewing one's commitment

One must tell every day to one's relatives that one loves them.
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37.5.6 > 36 - Turning one's back on problems

One coos gently as the world collapses.

37.1.5.6 > 15 - Honoring tradition

One copies one's conduct on the example given by the elders.

37.2.5.6 > 11 - Receiving one's flock

One cheers one's old friends when they return to the right path.

37.1.2.5.6 > 46 - Relieving oneself from cravings

One lets streams flow to water the flower beds.
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37.3.5.6 > 24 - Getting ready to leave

One spends peaceful days waiting for the end.

37.1.3.5.6 > 2 - Showing one's attachment

One is going to make progress by submitting.

37.2.3.5.6 > 19 - Reproaching an overconfidence

One reprimands those who have shown weakness when it was necessary to defend themselves
steadfastly.

37.1.2.3.5.6 > 7 - Continuing with fans

One is preferred to those who do not show much interest in contacting further.
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37.4.5.6 > 55 - Neglecting nothing

One reminds others that they have a vested interest in doing their best.

37.1.4.5.6 > 62 - Fearing containment

One chases after a bird that only wants to fly away.

37.2.4.5.6 > 34 - Questioning oneself

One returns after long months of dithering and doubting.

37.1.2.4.5.6 > 32 - Demonstrating by example

One takes one's opponents' statements at their word so that they realize their stupidity.
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37.3.4.5.6 > 51 - Returning to fight

One sees another frequently to keep on fighting together.

37.1.3.4.5.6 > 16 - Being overtaken by one's past

One is alarmed by practices one has engaged in before.

37.2.3.4.5.6 > 54 - Being used as a doormat

One will be able to please one's neighbors.

37.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 40 - Knowing how to improvise

One works quickly and well despite the absence of instructions.
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38 - Misunderstanding

One must revisit a misunderstanding if one wants to dispel it. If needed, one can seek advice. One
may abandon the small differences.

38.1 > 64 - Showing patience

Friends who have left will come back and derogatory people will calm down if one stays quiet.

38.2 > 21 - Recovering faith

One meets an acquaintance who had moved away.

38.1.2 > 35 - Calming down

Others return to explain what they want.
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38.3 > 14 - Complying with requirements

One has to satisfy the requests before being accepted.

38.1.3 > 50 - Pressuring

One is confused because the others thought that one would give them blows in case of refusal.

38.2.3 > 30 - Criticizing excessive language

One regrets comments that others have condemned.

38.1.2.3 > 56 - Being frozen

One's teeth chatter because of the cold.
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38.4 > 41 - Wanting to change of scenery

One asks for help to leave one's entourage in order to overcome the difficulties.

38.1.4 > 4 - Paying the price for a lack of friendliness

One remembers sometimes having not been well received.

38.2.4 > 27 - Letting go

Others will appreciate that one exercises discretion.

38.1.2.4 > 23 - Being overburdened

One bends under the weight of a large number of items.
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38.3.4 > 26 - Making a scene

One prepares other swearwords than those that others already know.

38.1.3.4 > 18 - Disagreeing

One understands better when the others are talking.

38.2.3.4 > 22 - Feeding one's illusions

One begins to understand the reasons for the failure when one discovers under what circumstances
the attempt was made.

38.1.2.3.4 > 52 - Meeting public expectations

One is propelled to the top of sales because one has captured the signs of the times.
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38.5 > 10 - Giving another chance

The other ends the separation so one can join them.

38.1.5 > 6 - Making a statement

One receives one's guests to announce an unexpected event.

38.2.5 > 25 - Beating the bushes

One tracks down the last enemies by means of ground reconnaissance.

38.1.2.5 > 12 - Making it difficult

One knows how others can have so many enemies.
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38.3.5 > 1 - Covering the issue

One is going to take all of it to try to understand.

38.1.3.5 > 44 - Getting a slap on the wrist

One is fined for breaking the rules.

38.2.3.5 > 13 - Following others' example

One acclimates by imitating one's surroundings.

38.1.2.3.5 > 33 - Proposing a toast

One drinks to the health of those who have left.
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38.4.5 > 61 - Losing the link

One annoys one's elders by not proving them right every time.

38.1.4.5 > 59 - Deciding to leave

One knows only one alternative to that which one has chosen.

38.2.4.5 > 42 - Admitting defeat

One easily surrenders so as not to have to explain oneself further.

38.1.2.4.5 > 20 - Warning in advance

One wants to speak one's mind so that others are not baffled.
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38.3.4.5 > 9 - Announcing one's decision

One has come to tell others what one is going to do.

38.1.3.4.5 > 57 - Being retaken

One surrenders again because the enemy has returned.

38.2.3.4.5 > 37 - Preparing for winter

One knits a pullover to protect oneself from the cold.

38.1.2.3.4.5 > 53 - Anticipating criticism

One is going to clean up so as not to have to worry about the slanderers.
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38.6 > 54 - Changing one's mind

One wanted to keep the other one away, and then holds back because the latter comes to ask
friendly questions.

38.1.6 > 40 - Enjoying controversy

One finds the contradictions to their taste.

38.2.6 > 51 - Relieving pain

One puts a poultice on still fresh wounds.

38.1.2.6 > 16 - Noticing a slight tremor

One is amused by the loss of a worthless object.
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38.3.6 > 34 - Making oneself known

One makes one's mark so that others understand what it is all about.

38.1.3.6 > 32 - Pulling together

One refrains from doing more than some to avoid destabilizing them.

38.2.3.6 > 55 - Relying on randomness

One determines one's next action by rolling dice.

38.1.2.3.6 > 62 - Looking for a solution

One contacts those who can tell us what to do.
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38.4.6 > 19 - Joining the lead group

One catches up with those who have left in advance so as not to leave them alone in the face of the
unknown.

38.1.4.6 > 7 - Defending one's point of view

One had a great time listening to one's lawyers.

38.2.4.6 > 24 - Going shameless

One ruins the atmosphere by showing signs of failure to others.

38.1.2.4.6 > 2 - Refusing pretenses

One tries to believe what others say but they can't succeed.
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38.3.4.6 > 11 - Avoiding debate

One uses an appointment as a pretext for not having to explain.

38.1.3.4.6 > 46 - Targeting those one had to defend

One admits to having had incestuous intercourse.

38.2.3.4.6 > 36 - Lamenting the lack of communication

One has lost all hope of being understood, so one just bows one's head.

38.1.2.3.4.6 > 15 - Rewarding performance

One promotes one's best people so that others understand the meaning of their commitment.
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38.5.6 > 58 - Being satisfied with what one has
obtained

One sits back and thinks of all those who have not been so lucky.

38.1.5.6 > 47 - Asking for extra time

One will be done soon, but the others don't want to wait any longer.

38.2.5.6 > 17 - Presenting delusional ideas

One makes assumptions that others do not take seriously.

38.1.2.5.6 > 45 - Triggering a chain reaction

One commits a fatal mistake by trying to fight one's enemies.
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38.3.5.6 > 43 - Agreeing on the disagreement

One manages to tell others what they have not understood.

38.1.3.5.6 > 28 - Taking matters in hand

One does more than one's share to compensate for the lack of willingness of others.

38.2.3.5.6 > 49 - Not giving evidence

One is consistent with those who feel the scam coming.

38.1.2.3.5.6 > 31 - Recidivating

One resumes making difficulties because the others have not kept their word.
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38.4.5.6 > 60 - Bringing up to date

One colors one's drawings to obtain a more vivid image.

38.1.4.5.6 > 29 - Recalling memories

One will talk about what one has done with those who can clear the air.

38.2.4.5.6 > 3 - Accepting to house the poor

One is making efforts so that the weakest are accepted.

38.1.2.4.5.6 > 8 - Having a free hand

One sets oneself apart from their partners to have a clear field.
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38.3.4.5.6 > 5 - Holding compromising information

One supposes that the evidence is sufficient to confound those who claim possessing the truth.

38.1.3.4.5.6 > 48 - Asking for expert help

One explains the complications to those who know what one is talking about.

38.2.3.4.5.6 > 63 - Triggering an implosion

One touches the nerve centre so one can expect chain reactions.

38.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 39 - Resuming conversation

Both talk again despite the difficulties to get along.
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39 - Uncertainty

Solving a difficulty requires a patient study. If one fails, one will receive help after showing that one
has done one's best.

39.1 > 63 - Requesting an evaluation

Others resist because one did not check, so one asks a mediator to review one's work.

39.2 > 48 - Rowing like a galley slave

Many difficulties to feed others.

39.1.2 > 5 - Having good feedback

One sends more friends to those one trusts.
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39.3 > 8 - Selling favors

Others want one to come back.

39.1.3 > 3 - Recruiting qualified people

One is looking for experts to find solutions.

39.2.3 > 29 - Getting the last customers out

One advances to thwart those who want to hold the line.

39.1.2.3 > 60 - Reducing sails

One stabilizes the situation by promising others to stop.
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39.4 > 31 - Making one's friends hang around

Others are not there so one has to wait for them.

39.1.4 > 49 - Having nothing to complain about

One cannot find any report that would contradict what others have just said.

39.2.4 > 28 - Spending one's days making efforts

One works hard to receive a meager livelihood.

39.1.2.4 > 43 - Having a solid alibi

One listens to the most able demonstrating that they are innocent.
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39.3.4 > 45 - Complaining to management

One antagonizes stupidly because the others didn't want to be diplomats.

39.1.3.4 > 17 - Not letting oneself be carried away by
enthusiasm

One loses confidence despite encouraging signs.

39.2.3.4 > 47 - Studying with masters

One corrects one's ignorance by learning from eminent professors.

39.1.2.3.4 > 58 - Savoring the morsel

One keeps in the mouth what others have spit out.
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39.5 > 15 - Helping at the right time

Problems that cannot be solved alone, one receives a visit when one needed it.

39.1.5 > 36 - Ending the nightmare

One is constantly reviewing painful images.

39.2.5 > 46 - Smuggling in

One cheats with the authorities to pay less taxes.

39.1.2.5 > 11 - Pacing one's support

One calculates what one will do so that others are not disappointed.
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39.3.5 > 2 - Taking a step back in order to move
forward

One organizes oneself to work around the blockages.

39.1.3.5 > 24 - Craving for tranquillity

One no longer frequents people who are too inclined to cause incidents.

39.2.3.5 > 7 - Request air support

One is going to the court to get some backup.

39.1.2.3.5 > 19 - Ending one's fall

One follows with amazement the collapse of one's values.
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39.4.5 > 62 - Being exhausted working overtime

One returns with difficulty because the fatigue is great.

39.1.4.5 > 55 - Not accepting blind terror

One refuses to comply with unfair orders.

39.2.4.5 > 32 - Not taking the hint

One receives words full of double meanings that one stubbornly does not want to interpret.

39.1.2.4.5 > 34 - Having the means

One envies those who have the opportunity to realize their dreams.
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39.3.4.5 > 16 - Restoring discipline

One claps one's hands to encourage others to do the right thing.

39.1.3.4.5 > 51 - Pleading indulgence

One makes a prayer to obtain uncertain benefits.

39.2.3.4.5 > 40 - Creating a diversion

One deceives others because one wants to get rid of them.

39.1.2.3.4.5 > 54 - Busting

One gets the evidence one had hoped for through a combination of circumstances.
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39.6 > 53 - Calling back those who have left

One asks friends who distanced themselves to come back.

39.1.6 > 37 - Placing on a pedestal

One pays great attention to a single person and treats them with the utmost deference.

39.2.6 > 57 - Calling it a day

One finishes before falling asleep for good.

39.1.2.6 > 9 - Silencing dissonant voices

One expresses doubts before being silenced.
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39.3.6 > 20 - Giving specific instructions

One is about to tell others what they need to know to be considered sufficiently qualified.

39.1.3.6 > 42 - Drumming

One knocks on the door because the others do not respond.

39.2.3.6 > 59 - Hanging around

One feels like the time is passing slowly because the others are in no hurry to return.

39.1.2.3.6 > 61 - Turning against one's audience

One gets angry with those who do not make the slightest effort.
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39.4.6 > 33 - Having made an error of judgment

When reuniting with former companions, one realizes that they have always been loyal.

39.1.4.6 > 13 - Retracting one's statement

One backpedals to not have to answer questions that would be embarrassing for one's friends.

39.2.4.6 > 44 - Putting an end to it

One finds that the mischief has gone as far as one could allow.

39.1.2.4.6 > 1 - Inquiring before complying

One asks others what they have decided before partnering with them.
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39.3.4.6 > 12 - Apologizing for having shocked

One must overcome his contradictions if one wants to have the opportunity to move forward.

39.1.3.4.6 > 25 - Sending decoys

Everyone scatters to lose those who follow.

39.2.3.4.6 > 6 - Disappointing one's admirers

Others notice that one is reluctant to follow them.

39.1.2.3.4.6 > 10 - Knowing how to be appreciated

One places one's best assets forward for others to notice.
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39.5.6 > 52 - Realizing one's loneliness

One stops getting carried away because the others are gone.

39.1.5.6 > 22 - Delegating chores

One facilitates the empowerment of one's partners by leaving them to face less difficult problems
alone.

39.2.5.6 > 18 - Disapproving a dishonest compromise

One refuses to make common cause with those who have spent their time denigrating what one
has done.

39.1.2.5.6 > 26 - Being ruthless towards cheaters

One plots something cruel so that others will regret lying.
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39.3.5.6 > 23 - Being a  flip-flopper

One changes one's mind depending on one's interlocutors.

39.1.3.5.6 > 27 - Hearing only bits and pieces

One hopes having understood what others have said.

39.2.3.5.6 > 4 - Seeing nothing but perfection

One assumes that others are unfailingly faithful to their duties.

39.1.2.3.5.6 > 41 - Boasting of inaction

One complicates one's problems by refusing to make efforts without encouragement.
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39.4.5.6 > 56 - Sparing no effort

One declares one's love despite a great difference in age.

39.1.4.5.6 > 30 - Remaking the world

One returns to these distant shores which have known countless invaders.

39.2.4.5.6 > 50 - Not having received the message

One is surprised that others have not yet come to help.

39.1.2.4.5.6 > 14 - Finding the solution

One solves a problem that others are unable to understand.
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39.3.4.5.6 > 35 - Not caring about the opinion of others

One contemplates one's work without knowing if others will appreciate it.

39.1.3.4.5.6 > 21 - Not wanting to take the blame

One refuses to admit mistakes that one does not think having committed.

39.2.3.4.5.6 > 64 - Not fearing unpopularity

One characterizes one's determination by being bold.

39.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 38 - Enduring indifference

One continues to report even though others are not paying attention.
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40 - Amending

One makes progress by abandoning what limited them.

40.1 > 54 - Wanting to lose one's constraints

One wants to free oneself, it is a good decision.

40.2 > 16 - Defending one's rights

One is asked to find the answers before it is too late.

40.1.2 > 51 - Making patience one's weapon of choice

One waits until others take decisions before acting.
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40.3 > 32 - Forgiving slight mistakes

When one neglects, one gives to others.

40.1.3 > 34 - Admitting that one should have been
there

One knows the reasons of one's forfeiture.

40.2.3 > 62 - Making a spectacle of oneself

One shimmies much more often than one's competitors because one wants to attract the attention
of the judges.

40.1.2.3 > 55 - Building one's reputation

One plans a stunt without anyone else being informed.
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40.4 > 7 - Getting rid of a friend who has become
embarrassing

Doors will open if one deviates from an unnecessary convenience.

40.1.4 > 19 - Ruling by terror

One exclaims in front of so much brutality.

40.2.4 > 2 - Asking why

One needs to ask better questions before one can meet.

40.1.2.4 > 24 - Setting the tone

One snaps fingers to signal a change of tempo.
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40.3.4 > 46 - Agreeing to comment on one's work

Others are disappointed because one did not want to explain.

40.1.3.4 > 11 - Enjoying difficult tasks

One does one's duty while not being reluctant at all.

40.2.3.4 > 15 - Stop quarreling

One can easily harmonize once a compromise has been found.

40.1.2.3.4 > 36 - Sweeping the resistances

One turns against those who wanted to oppose the break-up.
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40.5 > 47 - Achieving one's goals

Only a capable person can show the solution.

40.1.5 > 58 - Calling for a ceasefire

One separates the rebels and the official troops to have them respect a truce.

40.2.5 > 45 - Cutting in the deep

One studies the feasibility of an amicable separation.

40.1.2.5 > 17 - Giving all the details

One presents to one's friends a more exhaustive version of what really happened.
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40.3.5 > 28 - Making the dead speak

One can make others say what one wants when they are absent.

40.1.3.5 > 43 - Contemplating one's mistake

One recognizes deep down inside that others have said the truth.

40.2.3.5 > 31 - Faltering increasingly

One staggers when one's supports become brittle.

40.1.2.3.5 > 49 - Demoralizing one's audience

One knows the solution but the others do not want to hear it.
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40.4.5 > 29 - Abandoning one' s support

One reflects on everything one has done to help those who have left without leaving an address.

40.1.4.5 > 60 - Defending one's borders

When one is smart, one does not let disorder set in.

40.2.4.5 > 8 - Dominating by speech

One can end up believing what the others say when they express themselves skillfully.

40.1.2.4.5 > 3 - Plundering the planet's resources

One digs into nature reserves to feed those who are not yet free from the need for comfort.
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40.3.4.5 > 48 - Detaching oneself from old interests

One regains freedom after having been conquered.

40.1.3.4.5 > 5 - Assuming one's responsibilities

One will be able to do what is necessary to avoid regretting having acquired rights.

40.2.3.4.5 > 39 - Complying with the established rule

One refuses to satisfy unusual requests.

40.1.2.3.4.5 > 63 - Behaving

One has respect for those who can take everything one has.
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40.6 > 64 - Unlocking the situation

Once prepared, one can solve problems in time.

40.1.6 > 38 - Giving the best of oneself

The weakest don't come because others have given them a better welcome.

40.2.6 > 35 - Keeping one's diary

One takes one's plans to always have them on hand.

40.1.2.6 > 21 - Streamlining one's projects

One summarizes one's action in a few well-chosen terms.
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40.3.6 > 50 - Rehearsing tirelessly

One cultivates one's talent by doing daily exercises.

40.1.3.6 > 14 - Avoiding the police

One emancipates oneself from those who want to control everything.

40.2.3.6 > 56 - Still water runs deep

One is careful not to underestimate the potential of one's opponents.

40.1.2.3.6 > 30 - Getting on with the job

One respects the will of one's superiors by not taking their decisions lightly.
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40.4.6 > 4 - Preparing for revenge

One prepares bitter gifts for those who did not surrender to the arguments submitted to them.

40.1.4.6 > 41 - Keeping calm

One pleases one's relatives because one does not give in.

40.2.4.6 > 23 - Distinguishing between good and evil

One receives more dishonest proposals than sincere offers.

40.1.2.4.6 > 27 - Serving foreign interests

One embraces a cause that others have not wanted to support.
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40.3.4.6 > 18 - Being attacked unexpectedly

One begins by being assaulted and then the others realize their mistake.

40.1.3.4.6 > 26 - Stepping down

One introduces one's true descendants to one's old customers.

40.2.3.4.6 > 52 - Being encouraged to continue

One makes another attempt because the others want one to get there.

40.1.2.3.4.6 > 22 - Ensuring compatibility

One applies loosely a regulation that has become obsolete.
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40.5.6 > 6 - Preventing others from fulfilling their
dreams

One experiences difficulties to free oneself from remorse.

40.1.5.6 > 10 - Not wanting to interfere

One keeps away from those who want to walk without being recognized.

40.2.5.6 > 12 - Defending one's backyard

One prefers to help those with whom they agree.

40.1.2.5.6 > 25 - Weaving a cocoon

One prepares real plasters to protect those at risk of injury.
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40.3.5.6 > 44 - Suspecting a lack of attention

One realizes that others are not going to do what they have been asked to do.

40.1.3.5.6 > 1 - Lacking preparation

One has done the best they could but it is not enough.

40.2.3.5.6 > 33 - Consolidating the wall

One is rebuilding to be able to face the next wave.

40.1.2.3.5.6 > 13 - Abdicating

One tells one's friends when one can't do what they wanted.
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40.4.5.6 > 59 - Building subscriber loyalty

One is soothed at the sight of a majestic work.

40.1.4.5.6 > 61 - Being relieved of a great weight

One is breathing a little better now that the others are gone.

40.2.4.5.6 > 20 - Going with one's instincts

One must part with a sense of embarrassment.

40.1.2.4.5.6 > 42 - Rooting out the evil

One is totally involved so that others would act quickly.
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40.3.4.5.6 > 57 - Taming with sweetness

One prepares more snacks for others to regain strength.

40.1.3.4.5.6 > 9 - Just saying no

One can contradict others without having to demonstrate.

40.2.3.4.5.6 > 53 - Being convinced of one's success

One should necessarily be selected since one has met all the criteria and the others have not been
as skilled.

40.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 37 - Requesting a transfer

One brings up ancient prayers from the past.
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41 - Removing

One loses one's support and abandons. Accepting the constraints will arouse sympathy.

41.1 > 4 - Reducing one's commitment

When one imposes oneself, one has to stop.

41.2 > 27 - Refusing to impose oneself

The difficulty would be too great if one accepted.

41.1.2 > 23 - Monopolizing

One calls those who prevail to exercise more discretion.
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41.3 > 26 - Losing one's place

In a trio, one goes away.

41.1.3 > 18 - Being afraid of one's shadow

One does not open the door to strangers.

41.2.3 > 22 - Fearing confrontation

One talks constantly for reassurance.

41.1.2.3 > 52 - Posing as leader

One stops telling others what to do because they are getting tired of it.
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41.4 > 38 - Bouncing back

One was giving up, then has reacted and others come to help.

41.1.4 > 64 - Making barbed comments

One plants banderillas to arouse the anger of others.

41.2.4 > 21 - Refusing a pardon

One remembers those who have harmed those one loves.

41.1.2.4 > 35 - Demanding more comfort

One finds something to complain about when the situation does not comply with one's wishes.
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41.3.4 > 14 - Asking for receipts

One manages to make others understand that they must not leave without warning in advance.

41.1.3.4 > 50 - Staying home

One comforts oneself with those who have stayed.

41.2.3.4 > 30 - Getting marginalized

One takes away from others all their attractions.

41.1.2.3.4 > 56 - Restoring

One is succeeding incapable people who have ransacked magnificent works.
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41.5 > 61 - Stopping leniency towards the needy

One wants to encourage the weakest to come back to fix their mistakes.

41.1.5 > 59 - Deploying one's charms

One bends over dangerously so that others can see everything.

41.2.5 > 42 - Staying at a distance

One protects one's relatives from the noxious effects that one may have triggered.

41.1.2.5 > 20 - Circumventing the legislation

One is facing a crisis caused by a breach of the common rule.
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41.3.5 > 9 - Seeking other sources

One becomes suspicious when others do not share all their information.

41.1.3.5 > 57 - Living above one's means

One surrenders because one lacks resources.

41.2.3.5 > 37 - Revealing one's true nature

One indulges in their desires so as to be more comfortable.

41.1.2.3.5 > 53 - Introducing

One supports one's companions to help them overcome the most difficult obstacles.
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41.4.5 > 10 - Withdrawing its ambassadors

Others understand when one is not willing to talk.

41.1.4.5 > 6 - Forecasting bad weather

Others want one to receive a lesson in humility.

41.2.4.5 > 25 - Not tolerating harassment

One is opposed to the establishment of a tradition that others contest.

41.1.2.4.5 > 12 - Grovelling

One calms the anger of others by giving in to them at all levels.
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41.3.4.5 > 1 - Not betraying one's principles

One is trying to seduce others with doubtful proposals.

41.1.3.4.5 > 44 - Showing one' s loot

One presents to one's family the things one has taken from others.

41.2.3.4.5 > 13 - Staying until the end

One plans to end one's commitment as soon as the others leave.

41.1.2.3.4.5 > 33 - Pardonning

One has shown others that one wants to forget about their shortcomings.
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41.6 > 19 - Providing support

Others come to help.

41.1.6 > 7 - Closing the case

One withdraws one's complaint because the others did not want to hear it.

41.2.6 > 24 - Back to the garage

One returns because of a damage that needs repair.

41.1.2.6 > 2 - Asking for trust

One thinks that one can continue without checks.
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41.3.6 > 11 - Saving the day

One returns to repair what others have damaged.

41.1.3.6 > 46 - No longer being able to advance

One soaks one's feet in a hot bath to soften them.

41.2.3.6 > 36 - Getting turned on

One receives blows because the others got carried away.

41.1.2.3.6 > 15 - Selling a defective product

One completes one's offer with a large discount.
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41.4.6 > 54 - Staying at work

One is dealing with a boring subject when one should be playing with relatives.

41.1.4.6 > 40 - Announcing sad news

One experiences great grief when learning of the loss of a relative.

41.2.4.6 > 51 - Testifying for the prosecution

One goes after one's friends to make some deeply felt remarks.

41.1.2.4.6 > 16 - Not insisting

One is careful not to stun others.
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41.3.4.6 > 34 - Giving explanations

One talks to those who were not lucky enough to be selected.

41.1.3.4.6 > 32 - Being summoned

One receives one's guests to make them understand what one wants to discuss.

41.2.3.4.6 > 55 - Mocking the losers

One moons at those who have been beaten up.

41.1.2.3.4.6 > 62 - Striking off losers

One is killing another to win the right to live another day.
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41.5.6 > 60 - Entering the game

One has enjoyed doing what others have ordered.

41.1.5.6 > 29 - Driving out predators

One refuses to let those who often create difficulties come.

41.2.5.6 > 3 - Insuring risks

One takes upon oneself to do what others have declined to perform.

41.1.2.5.6 > 8 - Returning to the battlefield

One would like to stop there but the others are reluctant to recognize their defeat.
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41.3.5.6 > 5 - Checking background

One must learn to do what it takes to avoid being caught off guard.

41.1.3.5.6 > 48 - Being discouraging

One prefers to tell others to keep quiet rather than hear them tell sordid stories.

41.2.3.5.6 > 63 - Selling one's body

One is desperately trying to make advances to the least attractive.

41.1.2.3.5.6 > 39 - Taking charge

One takes control of the fate of others so that they no longer have to worry.
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41.4.5.6 > 58 - Slandering

One finds that others' attitudes has been appalling.

41.1.4.5.6 > 47 - Warming up the atmosphere

One is joking despite the seriousness of the situation.

41.2.4.5.6 > 17 - Suffering the consequences of a
divorce

One loses one's place despite all the efforts to keep it.

41.1.2.4.5.6 > 45 - Being jealous

One feels hatred towards those who succeed better than others.
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41.3.4.5.6 > 43 - Spying

One transmits important and secret information to one's allies.

41.1.3.4.5.6 > 28 - Denouncing criminals

One may be moved by comments made by one's detractors.

41.2.3.4.5.6 > 49 - Getting one's breath back

One calms down when learning that others will not come.

41.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 31 - Having a disinterested attitude

One ends up doing more for others than for oneself.
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42 - Progressing

Looking for what can be improved.

42.1 > 20 - Increasing the difficulty

One is encouraged to progress without help.

42.2 > 61 - Favoring mutual agreement

Others suggest that one meets with their representative before one decides to join forces.

42.1.2 > 59 - Letting oneself be carried away

One believes that one will be able to progress without effort if one leaves it to those who are the
most enterprising.
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42.3 > 37 - Showing scars

The difficulties faced by one will be useful when they will be explained.

42.1.3 > 53 - Take into account arguments contrary to
one' s interests

An amicable solution can be found if the others agree to hold back their tears.

42.2.3 > 9 - Sharing a common cause

One supports one's friends so that they are recognized.

42.1.2.3 > 57 - Showing a sense of initiative

One values those who have given up their certainties to dare to measure themselves against the
unknown.
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42.4 > 25 - Being dissatisfied

When one needs something else one can recognize it.

42.1.4 > 12 - Supporting dissidents

One has respect for those who have suffered because of their principles.

42.2.4 > 10 - Receiving an invitation

One tells friends when one has been chosen.

42.1.2.4 > 6 - Joining the movement

One admits that others are better placed to succeed.
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42.3.4 > 13 - Teaching protocol

One shows the newcomers everything they need to learn to be able to fulfill their promises.

42.1.3.4 > 33 - Switching sides

One turns coat because one felt that the others were next to nothing.

42.2.3.4 > 1 - Staying away from the flame

One is going to be torched if they keep coming closer to the fire.

42.1.2.3.4 > 44 - Confirming an intuition

One returns to those who have given the impression of being seduced.
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42.5 > 27 - Demonstrating accuracy

When one is competent, one doesn't show hesitation.

42.1.5 > 23 - Seeking high-ranking support

One hangs out with the most competent to take them to bed.

42.2.5 > 41 - Giving space

One makes room for one's supports so that they can feel comfortable.

42.1.2.5 > 4 - Offering a wide range

One presents various solutions so that the audience can see their pros and cons.
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42.3.5 > 22 - Being overloaded

One is overwhelmed by the weight of a building one wanted to support.

42.1.3.5 > 52 - Getting caught in a spiral

One is paralyzed by fear so others can do as they please.

42.2.3.5 > 26 - Taking more than one should receive

One takes part of the hoard, hoping that the others will not notice.

42.1.2.3.5 > 18 - Exploiting the disadvantaged

One accuses one's opponents of unfairness in their decisions.
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42.4.5 > 21 - Developping one's artistic sense

One cultivates one's affection by admiring the works that others have invented.

42.1.4.5 > 35 - Staying mired

One gets more bogged down by trying to free oneself.

42.2.4.5 > 38 - Making a ruthless selection

One finds something deeply harmful in the surrounding atmosphere.

42.1.2.4.5 > 64 - Condemning the lack of manners

One will come by to talk about someone who misbehaved.
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42.3.4.5 > 30 - Giving false results

One fiddles data to make it say what one wants.

42.1.3.4.5 > 56 - Changing style

One undresses to wear more fitting clothes.

42.2.3.4.5 > 14 - Not letting oneself fall asleep

One agrees that it is necessary to stay on course with vigor, without being relented by the softness
of one's entourage.

42.1.2.3.4.5 > 50 - Dismissing the least resistant

One shakes the coconut tree in the hope of making something fall.
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42.6 > 3 - Wanting too much

When one asks others to accept without having prepared anything, one becomes a target.

42.1.6 > 8 - Fine-tuning one's work

One needs to work more and reduce one's free time.

42.2.6 > 60 - Dealing with the youngest

One targets newcomers.

42.1.2.6 > 29 - Undoing an ancient law

One revokes an agreement that no longer has any reason to be.
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42.3.6 > 63 - Raising head

One recovers the hope that one had lost despite other disappointments.

42.1.3.6 > 39 - Clearing mine fields

One crosses a forest made of ambushes and traps.

42.2.3.6 > 5 - Sharing the secret with friends

One warns one's relatives when one is about to act in a spectacular way.

42.1.2.3.6 > 48 - Keeping secrets about one's
experiences

One does not present one's recipe to others when it does not  always work.
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42.4.6 > 17 - Losing credibility

One abandons one's best allies to join one's enemies.

42.1.4.6 > 45 - Losing support

One is working with difficulty because of an unexpected incident.

42.2.4.6 > 58 - Losing sight

One remembers that before one had common bonds, which have become more relaxed over time

42.1.2.4.6 > 47 - Condemning violence

One remains quiet despite the constant attacks.
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42.3.4.6 > 49 - Congratulating the winners

One toasts to the health of those who have made remarkable achievements.

42.1.3.4.6 > 31 - Recycling a proverb

One retrieves an old saying to turn it into a modern slogan.

42.2.3.4.6 > 43 - Abandoning one's investigation

One can work with others if one trusts them.

42.1.2.3.4.6 > 28 - Denouncing a lie

One reveals a secret that has allowed others to be one step ahead.
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42.5.6 > 24 - Reconsidering one's decision

One gets informed in order to be able to repair the link with others.

42.1.5.6 > 2 - Being turned down

One will fight if one gives in to all the desires.

42.2.5.6 > 19 - Avoiding old loves

One pretends not to recognize a familiar face.

42.1.2.5.6 > 7 - Resuming work

One can start making efforts to rectify the situation.
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42.3.5.6 > 36 - Being under permanent control

Sometimes one tries to escape, but the others are far too vigilant for one to succeed.

42.1.3.5.6 > 15 - Wanting to keep one's audience
breathless

One recognizes the advantage that one would have in not showing one's hand too early.

42.2.3.5.6 > 11 - Being opportunistic

One moves forward with those who are capable of doing great things.

42.1.2.3.5.6 > 46 - Wanting to impose decisions

One is bursting with impatience, so one becomes embarrassing.
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42.4.5.6 > 51 - Lacking in seriousness

One jokes, but the others are not in the mood to laugh.

42.1.4.5.6 > 16 - Giving a boost

One gathers courage to overcome the last obstacles.

42.2.4.5.6 > 54 - Not shooting an ambulance

One stops hurting those who come to rescue.

42.1.2.4.5.6 > 40 - Interfering with conflicts to resolve
them

One preaches peace in a world in the throes of battle.
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42.3.4.5.6 > 55 - Hiding the dust under the rug

One does everything possible to make others feel welcome.

42.1.3.4.5.6 > 62 - Getting fooled

One is going to be conned if one keeps being so gullible.

42.2.3.4.5.6 > 34 - Fleeing danger

One takes refuge with those who are competent to intervene.

42.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 32 - Returning to the subject

One resumes speaking after a spectacular event.
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43 - Revelation

The case must be clearly stated, shouting is dangerous. Explain the situation to your entourage.
Avoid any brutality, do not turn away.

43.1 > 28 - Reducing one's footprint

There is a risk of rupture by displaying one's preferences. One must keep a low profile.

43.2 > 49 - Worrying about one's lack of abilities

One cannot satisfy the demands when one is not ready.

43.1.2 > 31

One believes one is making science progress when not doing anything innovative.
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43.3 > 58 - Purifying

One abandons the least important.

43.1.3 > 47

One remembers their friends when one is in trouble.

43.2.3 > 17

One tries to please those who can resolve a dispute.

43.1.2.3 > 45

One follows protocols that one has designed before.
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43.4 > 5 - Losing autonomy

When one cannot find a solution to a problem, one lets oneself be guided.

43.1.4 > 48

One invokes unlikely excuses to explain this malfunction.

43.2.4 > 63

One is wrong if they thought that others would help them to succeed effortlessly.

43.1.2.4 > 39

One allocates large sums of money to expenditure items.
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43.3.4 > 60

One is amazed because the others did not come to help.

43.1.3.4 > 29

One falls in love with a lonely person.

43.2.3.4 > 3 - Defending one's position

One disputes the arguments put forward by one' s opponents.

43.1.2.3.4 > 8 - Declining an invitation

One explains to the extremists how their brutality condemns them.
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43.5 > 34 - Defaulting

Others return because one didn't want to continue.

43.1.5 > 32

One is caught in a turmoil that will be short-lived.

43.2.5 > 55

One is caught off-guard because of the strength of the attack.

43.1.2.5 > 62

One does not pretend to have knowledge of what no one knows.
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43.3.5 > 54

One serves others to extract information from them.

43.1.3.5 > 40

One compares what one has achieved with what others have said they have done.

43.2.3.5 > 51

One uses soft soap to flatter the ego of one's superiors.

43.1.2.3.5 > 16

One is conveying words that are not innocent.
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43.4.5 > 11 - Volunteering

One steps forward to show one's conviction.

43.1.4.5 > 46

One looks pretty quiet despite the blows of fate one has just suffered.

43.2.4.5 > 36 - Forgetting one's misery

One contributes to have a good time.

43.1.2.4.5 > 15

One follows the most qualified to maintain cohesion.
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43.3.4.5 > 19

One accumulates references so that others understand.

43.1.3.4.5 > 7 - Questioning witnesses

One has come to seek evidence to be right about those who do not wish to take the risk of a
confrontation.

43.2.3.4.5 > 24

One makes others envy when one shows what one has received from one's benefactors.

43.1.2.3.4.5 > 2 - Obeying injunctions

One starts by doing what the others have said.
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43.6 > 1 - Ducking

It is imprudent to avoid questions when one doesn't want to be embarrassed.

43.1.6 > 44

One stops in between to fill one's belly.

43.2.6 > 13

One gets frustrated because others do not respond to the requests made to them.

43.1.2.6 > 33

One has made several attempts to end a life of suffering.
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43.3.6 > 10 - Unveiling one' s conquest plan

One is seeking to make better proposals to be able to convince one's partners.

43.1.3.6 > 6 - Requiring another demonstration

One evidence is not enough when confronted to seasoned opponents.

43.2.3.6 > 25

One specifies one's intentions to those who ask to know them.

43.1.2.3.6 > 12 - Diagnosing the failure

One can tell others what is wrong as it stands.
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43.4.6 > 9 - Fearing negative criticism

One does one' s best because one would like to be appreciated.

43.1.4.6 > 57

One would rather not say anything than explain it wrong.

43.2.4.6 > 37

One is tested positive because the others have been suspicious.

43.1.2.4.6 > 53

One dips one's biscuit in a liquid still warm.
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43.3.4.6 > 61

One suffocates in a heavy atmosphere so one goes out for some fresh air.

43.1.3.4.6 > 59

One gets a slap in the face because one has tried to do things that others reserve for their close
relations.

43.2.3.4.6 > 42

One must make efforts to work without respite.

43.1.2.3.4.6 > 20

One rejects the distinctions that come from hard work in the service of a common cause.
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43.5.6 > 14

One consults one's friends to get a different opinion from one's own.

43.1.5.6 > 50 - Being inclined to party

One can always find something to entertain oneself when one is jovial by nature.

43.2.5.6 > 30

One tolerates comments that others will take very seriously.

43.1.2.5.6 > 56

One holds a truce with the enemy to pick up the killed and injured.
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43.3.5.6 > 38

One is fooled by those who take advantage of one' s love for them.

43.1.3.5.6 > 64

One does not return to what others have done because one does not want to compromise the
reconciliation process.

43.2.3.5.6 > 21

One could have understood if one had taken the time to listen to what others had to say.

43.1.2.3.5.6 > 35

One revises one's plans according to the results already obtained.
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43.4.5.6 > 26

One rigs the results in the hope that worrying information will disappear.

43.1.4.5.6 > 18

One claims without caution that the others have committed an unforgivable fault.

43.2.4.5.6 > 22

One makes one' s entourage feel guilty by telling them how they failed.

43.1.2.4.5.6 > 52

One has a total score too high not to arouse suspicion.
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43.3.4.5.6 > 41

One finds many ways to hurt others.

43.1.3.4.5.6 > 4 - Cultivating relationships

One takes advantage of the opportunity to have been right before everyone else.

43.2.3.4.5.6 > 27

One avoids seeking trouble from those who have the means to take retaliatory measures.

43.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 23

One tries a final mediation before engaging in real hostilities.
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44 - Invitation

One must not abuse hospitality.

44.1 > 1 - Avoiding inconvenience caused by lack of
attention

One asks a relative to be quiet.

44.2 > 33 - Protecting one' s privacy

One shows behind the scenes only to those who ask and are invited.

44.1.2 > 13

One can understand the meaning of the ideas without adhering to them.
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44.3 > 6 - Having great ambition

One does not move toward the danger without verifying and being prepared.

44.1.3 > 10

One expects others to be cautious about attractive proposals.

44.2.3 > 12

One is drawn into a dangerous case.

44.1.2.3 > 25

One can spend one's time crying or can resolve to turn the page.
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44.4 > 57 - Lacking of consideration

One is too weak to manage everything but has neglected those who could help, so one may return
to them.

44.1.4 > 9

One is working to correct one's lack of finesse.

44.2.4 > 53 - Attacking the weakest

One goes after those who have the least assets to damage others.

44.1.2.4 > 37

One is patching up old jalopies to give them a new youth.
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44.3.4 > 59

One stops checking to keep calm.

44.1.3.4 > 61

One is an expert at making one's presence felt by those who did not have the presence of mind to
watch their backs.

44.2.3.4 > 20

One will report on one's projects to those who are competent to evaluate them.

44.1.2.3.4 > 42

One finds something to do when others don't want one to stop.
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44.5 > 50 - Brooding one's nest

One protects those who are not yet ready with patience, until one is satisfied.

44.1.5 > 14

One foresees endless bickering if concessions are not made.

44.2.5 > 56

One turns off the light before one takes off all one's clothes.

44.1.2.5 > 30

One studies the art and style of seducing the most learned.
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44.3.5 > 64

One only takes a moment of others' attention.

44.1.3.5 > 38 - Not saying what one has planned

One senses a change that others are struggling to hide.

44.2.3.5 > 35

One covers one' s body with a warm blanket.

44.1.2.3.5 > 21

One listens carefully to the speech of those who are trying to sell snake oil.
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44.4.5 > 18

One declines to comment on the failure of an attempt to seduce the most qualified.

44.1.4.5 > 26

One is compiling a large amount of data in order to identify trends.

44.2.4.5 > 52

One occupies a distinguished position in a very special field.

44.1.2.4.5 > 22

One suppresses a strong desire to give in to one's impulses.
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44.3.4.5 > 4

One elaborates  on the content of what one has done before and then presents specific proposals.

44.1.3.4.5 > 41

One feels fortunate not having been able to hurt others.

44.2.3.4.5 > 23

One sees one's supports again to exchange news with them.

44.1.2.3.4.5 > 27

One offers one's condolences to those who have lost a relative.
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44.6 > 28 - Rejecting any agreement

One asks one's relatives to wait because one is not ready.

44.1.6 > 43 - Moving away from the worst

One removes one's assets to contain the resentment.

44.2.6 > 31

One surrenders to so much expertise.

44.1.2.6 > 49

One makes up for one's clumsy speech with spectacular effects.
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44.3.6 > 47 - Engaging late

The answer is prepared late because one has accepted the rupture with the most experienced.

44.1.3.6 > 58

One wants to go inside at any cost so one lets others take whatever they want.

44.2.3.6 > 45

One keeps one's tongue in one's mouth so as not to provoke envy.

44.1.2.3.6 > 17

One feels that one has shown enough elegance not to be turned away.
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44.4.6 > 48

One misbehaves, without paying attention to what others say.

44.1.4.6 > 5

One sends one's ancestors feelings of love, mingled with respect, tenderness and sincerity.

44.2.4.6 > 39

One enjoys seeing one's friends triumph over all obstacles.

44.1.2.4.6 > 63

One is led to tell others what one would like to do later.
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44.3.4.6 > 29

One works effortlessly not to let others think that one is doing nothing.

44.1.3.4.6 > 60

One stagnates until one can go for the nouba.

44.2.3.4.6 > 8

One is present when others do not want to make extra efforts.

44.1.2.3.4.6 > 3 - Helping the weakest

One thinks of others by accepting to give them what they want.
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44.5.6 > 32

One stops in the middle of the night to rest after great efforts.

44.1.5.6 > 34

One believes knowing things that others are unaware of when one should be questioning the
seriousness of the information one has received.

44.2.5.6 > 62

One presents ideas that make others dirty.

44.1.2.5.6 > 55

One expects more from others so one gives them something as an offering.
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44.3.5.6 > 40

One ends with a somewhat trashy jingle containing a few rather coarse words.

44.1.3.5.6 > 54

One takes one's time to untie knots that others have tied lightly.

44.2.3.5.6 > 16

One manages to make others understand that they must be wary of overly seductive ideas.

44.1.2.3.5.6 > 51

One grieves a significant loss without worrying about what one reveals to others.
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44.4.5.6 > 46

One visits many countries before settling permanently.

44.1.4.5.6 > 11

One can see that one's guests want to participate.

44.2.4.5.6 > 15

One is following the request of a neighbor who wants to improve their daily life.

44.1.2.4.5.6 > 36

One dips one's bread in a sweet and sour drink.
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44.3.4.5.6 > 7

One brings in those one believe are capable of doing what one wants.

44.1.3.4.5.6 > 19

One cultivates a certain ability not to do exactly what others have planned.

44.2.3.4.5.6 > 2

One will be able to enjoy burying the old quarrels.

44.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 24

One unintentionally complicates the problem by adopting a casual attitude.
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45 - Group

The responsibility of a group requires foresight, perseverance and availability.

45.1 > 17 - Calling for help

One did not listen to one's friends all the way through, so one will have to get back to them.

45.2 > 47 - Accepting help from outside

When one is close, one does not care about the least important thing and lets oneself be guided.

45.1.2 > 58 - Instilling fear

Others will worry if one continues like this.
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45.3 > 31 - Providing a true welcome

The others ask that one pays attention to newcomers.

45.1.3 > 49

One cannot heal one's wounds until having forgiven others.

45.2.3 > 28

One gets used to seeing others leave their position.

45.1.2.3 > 43

One finds that others are really lacking in manners.
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45.4 > 8 - Making reference

One welcomes one's friends to introduce them to others.

45.1.4 > 3

Others can support a proposal that one has made if one agrees to give them an expression of
gratitude.

45.2.4 > 29

One is more successful than anyone else at making the weakest follow.

45.1.2.4 > 60

One makes many polite comments but is not ready to make a lasting commitment.
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45.3.4 > 39

One greedily swallows beings still alive.

45.1.3.4 > 63 - Waving one's flag with pride

One places their hopes in the certainty that others will eventually understand.

45.2.3.4 > 48

One prepares good arguments to convince one's predecessors to step down.

45.1.2.3.4 > 5

One has been able to make considerable progress thanks to the mobilization of those who joined
the project.
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45.5 > 16 - Continuing nevertheless

The others have left but one can encourage them.

45.1.5 > 51 - Staying longer

One wishes to do everything possible to ensure that others extend their sojourn.

45.2.5 > 40

One places one's pawns in the same way as the world leaders.

45.1.2.5 > 54

One tries to ensure that others will not have the slightest possibility of going back.
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45.3.5 > 62

One arrives earlier than expected to surprise those who claim having faith.

45.1.3.5 > 55

One does not weaken others voluntarily.

45.2.3.5 > 32 - Being among the survivors of the first
assault

One tries to flee before the wave engulfs the rest.

45.1.2.3.5 > 34

One manages to do what one wanted, even though others have done everything possible to slow
one down.
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45.4.5 > 2

One must obey others before being allowed to offer one's services.

45.1.4.5 > 24

One suppresses any harmful thoughts to focus on the points that can be improved.

45.2.4.5 > 7

One is about to rally around those who represent the best alternative.

45.1.2.4.5 > 19

One forces oneself to accept an arrangement that one does not find very practical.
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45.3.4.5 > 15

One gets carried away for trifles.

45.1.3.4.5 > 36

One can meet one' s friends again after having done everything possible to defend them.

45.2.3.4.5 > 46

One speaks about one's most influential teachers again.

45.1.2.3.4.5 > 11 - Starting on time

One will be able to do everything one planned if one starts sufficiently in advance.
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45.6 > 12 - Regretting the good old days

One hopes that those who have left will return to ask for help.

45.1.6 > 25

One consults several people who can tell what it is all about.

45.2.6 > 6

One employs stratagems to maintain cohesion.

45.1.2.6 > 10

One makes up for one's losses by reducing one's lifestyle.
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45.3.6 > 33

One calls those who have pledged to take care of others.

45.1.3.6 > 13

Others can see that one is willing to cooperate.

45.2.3.6 > 44

One sings a popular song to celebrate the success of one's team.

45.1.2.3.6 > 1 - Obeying under duress

One does what others order so as not to be under pressure.
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45.4.6 > 20

One draws attention to the fact that one has not often had disputes with others.

45.1.4.6 > 42

One sets the context so that others understand.

45.2.4.6 > 59

One acts as a stooge so that others may tamper unnoticed.

45.1.2.4.6 > 61

One is late in making decisions because one feels the need to weigh the pros and cons.
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45.3.4.6 > 53

One is talking nonsense because one has not bothered to study one's case.

45.1.3.4.6 > 37

One sneaks in from behind to surprise one's companions.

45.2.3.4.6 > 57

One laments because the others are deprived.

45.1.2.3.4.6 > 9

One endorses those who make useful proposals.
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45.5.6 > 35

One thinks having overcome all the difficulties but others will often ask that one comes back to face
them.

45.1.5.6 > 21

One summarizes one's statement so that the synthesis is accepted by all.

45.2.5.6 > 64

One sensitizes one' s entourage to the necessity of doing what others have asked.

45.1.2.5.6 > 38

One whips one's horses to make them move faster.
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45.3.5.6 > 56

One bangs on the door to get one's friends out.

45.1.3.5.6 > 30

One regains one's enthusiasm after a period of deep resentment.

45.2.3.5.6 > 50

One does not ask for reinforcements when one wants to make one's side lose.

45.1.2.3.5.6 > 14

One recommends to one's friends to visit all the surroundings.
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45.4.5.6 > 23

One dreams while awake, taking care that others do not interfere in the course of events.

45.1.4.5.6 > 27

One is working on a subject so easy that the examiners will be led to rate it more severely.

45.2.4.5.6 > 4

One thinks having rescued those who needed it.

45.1.2.4.5.6 > 41 - Giving one's life

One leaves everything one owns to one's relatives.
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45.3.4.5.6 > 52

One has been through a lot to get here, so one does not want to let oneself be intimidated by little
punks.

45.1.3.4.5.6 > 22

One gives others a taste of the program one has chosen.

45.2.3.4.5.6 > 18

One is particularly interested in the thoughts of one's guests.

45.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 26

One gives credibility to one's stubbornness when the results are starting to show.
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46 - Training

One is guided until one reaches knowledge.

46.1 > 11 - Visiting others

One goes out to find what one cannot get at home.

46.2 > 15 - Getting noticed

If one introduces one's friends, they will be received.

46.1.2 > 36

One beats around the bush without knowing what to do.
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46.3 > 7 - Discharging obligations

The others want to know if one can continue without help.

46.1.3 > 19

One deprives one's guests of any possibility of choice.

46.2.3 > 2

One thinks one can leave even if one has been noticed.

46.1.2.3 > 24

One revives one's old flame in contact with those who lit it.
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46.4 > 32 - Showing one' s background

One is trying to establish an honest relationship.

46.1.4 > 34

One accredits one's friends so that they can move freely.

46.2.4 > 62 - Ensuring that others stay

One asks their relatives to not leave right away.

46.1.2.4 > 55

The plan is proceeding smoothly, although one is convinced that it is not.
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46.3.4 > 40

One closes the door to the ignorant.

46.1.3.4 > 54

One meets well-known people despite the low attendance.

46.2.3.4 > 16

One feels that an important event is about to happen.

46.1.2.3.4 > 51

One repels vigorously those who advance too quickly.
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46.5 > 48 - Advancing step by step

Before continuing, one asks if the stage is completed.

46.1.5 > 5 - Worrying about research disintegration

One is moved by the limited resources devoted to study.

46.2.5 > 39

One thinks they win, but they can only lose.

46.1.2.5 > 63

One drags one's feet because the others are not up to the task.
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46.3.5 > 29

One continues to seek information to make sure that everything has been planned.

46.1.3.5 > 60

One resigns because others are not able to do their job properly enough.

46.2.3.5 > 8

One considers having glimpsed all aspects of the topic.

46.1.2.3.5 > 3 - Following the path traced by one' s
masters

One spends most of one's time putting into practice what one has learned.
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46.4.5 > 28

One testifies ardently on behalf of one's best friends.

46.1.4.5 > 43

One palpates one's muscles to see if they have swollen.

46.2.4.5 > 31

One tries to show off even though emotions are palpable.

46.1.2.4.5 > 49

One degrades oneself by wanting to stay with depraved people.
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46.3.4.5 > 47

One gets shot down by murderous critics.

46.1.3.4.5 > 58

One rams one's enemies so that the waves engulf them.

46.2.3.4.5 > 45

One is tense because of the risks one takes.

46.1.2.3.4.5 > 17

One teaches the proper uses so that others shine in social life.
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46.6 > 18 - Swallowing a bitter pill

One has to return because one will not find anything.

46.1.6 > 26

One explains to those who would like to run away that they will not be able to go very far.

46.2.6 > 52

One hides the most competent so that others return to help.

46.1.2.6 > 22

One pretends to put on a brave face even though one's wounds are apparent.
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46.3.6 > 4 - Protecting one's entourage by mobilizing
them.

One cannot continue to respond to one's close relations so one sends them to help the most
competent.

46.1.3.6 > 41

One stays with those who can no longer move without help.

46.2.3.6 > 23

One is getting old so others do not want to continue their training.

46.1.2.3.6 > 27

One is familiar with one's enemies to soften them up.
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46.4.6 > 50

One bribes influential people to obtain compromising information from them.

46.1.4.6 > 14

One takes care that others are not forced to abandon their studies.

46.2.4.6 > 56 - Showing servility

One looks down when one meets one's superiors.

46.1.2.4.6 > 30 - Having a dry throat

One swallows tons of water to cool one's throat.
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46.3.4.6 > 64

One tackles a real subject to change from tailor-made exercises.

46.1.3.4.6 > 38

One draws on one' s resources despite the shortage.

46.2.3.4.6 > 35

One receives more advice when one does not seem to understand everything.

46.1.2.3.4.6 > 21

One returns a little more so that the others won't notice the break-up.
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46.5.6 > 57

One contests the conclusions that go in the opposite direction of the interests one defends.

46.1.5.6 > 9

One captures information meant for others.

46.2.5.6 > 53

One reduces one's dependence so as not to appear totally under the influence of one's addiction.

46.1.2.5.6 > 37

One must think of those who do not have the chance to have fun every day.
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46.3.5.6 > 59

One fills one's glass while waiting for the end of the adverse weather conditions.

46.1.3.5.6 > 61 - Criticizing those who do not work
tirelessly

One judges harshly any unjustified absence.

46.2.3.5.6 > 20

One applies a simple rule that will allow rapid decision making.

46.1.2.3.5.6 > 42

One finishes at the end of the day to enjoy the night.
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46.4.5.6 > 44

One has done everything according to the rules, although the others have complaints to make.

46.1.4.5.6 > 1

One must do as others do so as not to risk causing mistakes.

46.2.4.5.6 > 33

One refrains from venting in public.

46.1.2.4.5.6 > 13

One becomes less sure of one' s case when others contradict everything one says.
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46.3.4.5.6 > 6

One notes that it would be necessary to take stronger actions.

46.1.3.4.5.6 > 10

One knows what to do to ensure that others are warned.

46.2.3.4.5.6 > 12

One has made a gesture of appeasement that the others did not want to see.

46.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 25

One hugs one's relatives before letting them go to the front line.
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47 - The embarrassment

Circumstances or appearances play against one. Justifying oneself is useless, one will be
understood later.

47.1 > 58 - Being blinded

One abandons one's belongings for a while because one can't see anything.

47.2 > 45 - Recruiting assistants

One did not expect anything when an unexpected visit occurs that will allow one to revise one's
judgment.

47.1.2 > 17

One condemns the barbaric methods of being satisfied with the misfortune of others.
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47.3 > 28 - Being demoralized

One loses one' s means so one must ask for help from those whom one had neglected.

47.1.3 > 43

One is repeating the same mistake despite the good advice one received.

47.2.3 > 31

One is a tough cookie, so one is not afraid of a few scratches.

47.1.2.3 > 49

One finally gets by because the others have found a less tough prey.
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47.4 > 29 - Being kept by one' s sovereign

Before joining others, one has to satisfy the demands of one's benefactors.

47.1.4 > 60

One is overwhelmed by remorse after failing in one's duty.

47.2.4 > 8 - Being bold

One surprises their friends.

47.1.2.4 > 3 - Questioning the most deep-rooted ideas

One can reflect upon the feelings that they hold for the other.
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47.3.4 > 48 - Making a strong impression

One looks at one's opponents scornfully to show them that one is not intimidated.

47.1.3.4 > 5

One sends heir friends what they need to be entertained.

47.2.3.4 > 39

One has sweaty hands because one is afraid of something or someone.

47.1.2.3.4 > 63

One deceives one's friends with false feelings.
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47.5 > 40 - Facing disbelief

One is not believed, but if one shows one's commitment, then one will be listened to.

47.1.5 > 54

One lacks success so one pretends to be suffering.

47.2.5 > 16

One is careful not to look at others when they pretend to be elsewhere.

47.1.2.5 > 51

One has to find a solution before others become aware of the results.
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47.3.5 > 32

One succeeds in making others believe that one has made no wrongful doings.

47.1.3.5 > 34

One is credited to have said things that people do not endorse.

47.2.3.5 > 62

One can surprise their friends by telling them that they cannot stay.

47.1.2.3.5 > 55

One has found several angles of attack but none of them worked.
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47.4.5 > 7 - Meeting after

One informs others that they must return later so that they can be received.

47.1.4.5 > 19

The expected lull is not forthcoming, so one finds other occupations.

47.2.4.5 > 2

One improves to serve others.

47.1.2.4.5 > 24

One tames others by offering them sweets.
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47.3.4.5 > 46

One is too cramped so one enlarges by making an opening.

47.1.3.4.5 > 11

One monopolizes the attention of others because one has lacked clarity.

47.2.3.4.5 > 15

One tries an experiment that endangers one's reputation.

47.1.2.3.4.5 > 36

One lies on the ground when one cannot afford the slightest luxury.
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47.6 > 6 - Suffering one last setback

One does not want to continue but one can succeed.

47.1.6 > 10

One is piling up memories that one will have a hard time to forget.

47.2.6 > 12

One represses a strong desire to rescue one's relatives because one's own life is threatened.

47.1.2.6 > 25

One is too shrewd to accept such foolishness.
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47.3.6 > 44

One looks like one had a few too many drinks.

47.1.3.6 > 1

One can return home for the night.

47.2.3.6 > 33

One finds many similarities with a story that one already knows.

47.1.2.3.6 > 13

One hopes to portray one's friends as family.
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47.4.6 > 59

One grants another chance to those who have failed because of their surroundings.

47.1.4.6 > 61

One works hard to avoid the same fate as others.

47.2.4.6 > 20

One draws new resources to free oneself of aging.

47.1.2.4.6 > 42

One will be able to see shades that no one else noticed.
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47.3.4.6 > 57

One brings together those one had wronged to do them justice.

47.1.3.4.6 > 9

One shows others that one has nothing to hide.

47.2.3.4.6 > 53

One tries to make one's allies understand that they should not advance recklessly.

47.1.2.3.4.6 > 37

One has to finish one's studies before starting work.
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47.5.6 > 64

One hopes that others will not find other mistakes.

47.1.5.6 > 38

One didn't pay attention because the others got flustered.

47.2.5.6 > 35

One has welcomed one's guests very well so they are delighted.

47.1.2.5.6 > 21

One is reluctant at the idea of serving as a replacement.
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47.3.5.6 > 50

One only finds little explanation for the success of a lower-ranking person.

47.1.3.5.6 > 14

One is presenting evidence that is not conclusive.

47.2.3.5.6 > 56

One plants a tree to remember that one has been negligent towards nature.

47.1.2.3.5.6 > 30

One takes refuge in the maternal womb to escape the troubles coming from the outside.
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47.4.5.6 > 4 - Pursuing the interests of research

One moves forward without making assumptions on the outcome they will get.

47.1.4.5.6 > 41

One wishes to surrender to those who have been merciful in the past.

47.2.4.5.6 > 23

Even the most competent don't know everything.

47.1.2.4.5.6 > 27

One tarnishes one's image by lying brazenly to others.
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47.3.4.5.6 > 18

One rarifies one's apparitions in order not to annoy those who follow them.

47.1.3.4.5.6 > 26

One displays a disarming serenity in the middle of a field of ruins.

47.2.3.4.5.6 > 52

One is busy doing as usual so that no one notices what has changed.

47.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 22

One makes efforts so that others understand the importance of one's commitment.
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48 - Organization

One distributes one's action according to a plan.

48.1 > 5 - Withering

One is worn out.

48.2 > 39 - Lacking cohesion

The others don't want to because one needs to get organized before being trusted.

48.1.2 > 63

One drills a hole to siphon all the reserves.
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48.3 > 29 - Starting again from scratch

Progress is not recognized so one is invited to return.

48.1.3 > 60

One will be able to trust others if one observes their behavior.

48.2.3 > 8

One will show others that one is competent if one explains one's method to them.

48.1.2.3 > 3

One concedes to others an easy victory.
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48.4 > 28 - Returning to the source

One has paused to replenish the reserves.

48.1.4 > 43

One opens the eyes of others so that they accept to listen.

48.2.4 > 31

One doesn't pay enough attention to what others say.

48.1.2.4 > 49

One listens to others before taking stock.
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48.3.4 > 47 - Not showing zeal

One takes one's time before arresting wrongdoers.

48.1.3.4 > 58

One lends a hefty amount to one's friends even though one thinks they are unable to repay it.

48.2.3.4 > 45

One fiddles with others until they let their guard down.

48.1.2.3.4 > 17

One increases the duration of one' s interventions to satisfy one' s audience.
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48.5 > 46 - Committing forces

One asks the assistants who are ready to come back to respond to the needs.

48.1.5 > 11

One supports one's friends when they want to help others to progress.

48.2.5 > 15

One sends one's friends to help those who have difficulty to understand.

48.1.2.5 > 36

One makes curious discoveries that one tries to hide.
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48.3.5 > 7

One just follows the instructions step by step.

48.1.3.5 > 19

One targets an element that has become uncontrollable.

48.2.3.5 > 2

One bets on the success of their ideas when they should be more cautious.

48.1.2.3.5 > 24

One characterizes one's impressions by expressing them with learned words.
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48.4.5 > 32

One catches one's breath before pleasing others.

48.1.4.5 > 34

One has understood before everyone else, even if the others have sought the solution.

48.2.4.5 > 62

One knew things were going to happen but did nothing to stop them.

48.1.2.4.5 > 55

One was holding on until some fool came along and messed things up.
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48.3.4.5 > 40

One always finds something to deal with even after having solved all the current cases.

48.1.3.4.5 > 54

One gives presents to others to be accepted.

48.2.3.4.5 > 16

One gets fiery so that others will listen to what one has to say.

48.1.2.3.4.5 > 51

One imagines the profound repercussions that would follow such an event.
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48.6 > 57 - Having contempt for life

One needs to be available to be useful.

48.1.6 > 9

One appropriates what one wanted to show it to one's relatives.

48.2.6 > 53

One draws on one's science to encourage others to do the same.

48.1.2.6 > 37

One has to organize oneself because the opponents are formidable.
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48.3.6 > 59

One quickly puts things in place so as to free up more time.

48.1.3.6 > 61

One is expert in the art of making the less talkative speak.

48.2.3.6 > 20 - Being satisfied with a given word

One supposes that others have nothing to admit.

48.1.2.3.6 > 42

One pretends to have enough wealth so that others open their doors.
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48.4.6 > 44

One enriches one's speech with explicit gestures.

48.1.4.6 > 1

One didn't think that others would be able to accomplish so much progress.

48.2.4.6 > 33

One regains freedom of action after having been oppressed for a long time.

48.1.2.4.6 > 13

One admits that others have not always been as futile as one had claimed.
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48.3.4.6 > 6

One has a glimpse of the solution although it is necessary to clarify further.

48.1.3.4.6 > 10

One pulls oneself together so as not to worry others.

48.2.3.4.6 > 12

One creates a structure that will allow for taking the necessary measures to restore order.

48.1.2.3.4.6 > 25

One makes fake with bits of string.
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48.5.6 > 18

One will be able to indulge oneself by avoiding embarrassing questions.

48.1.5.6 > 26

One bends over backwards to look like those one admires.

48.2.5.6 > 52

One implements a code that will allow to regulate the visits.

48.1.2.5.6 > 22

One loses the desire to continue the fight when others do not want to help those in difficulty.
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48.3.5.6 > 4

One supports a cause that will meet great difficulties in getting the recognition it truly deserves.

48.1.3.5.6 > 41

One is more advantaged by age than by manners.

48.2.3.5.6 > 23

One expresses one's opinions in a moderate way so as not to disturb those most likely to worry
about facts with little consequence.

48.1.2.3.5.6 > 27

One will get a high fever if one persists in working in such dangerous conditions.
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48.4.5.6 > 50

One recalculate one's position because additional parameters should have been taken into account.

48.1.4.5.6 > 14

One associates the oldest with those who are able to apply their knowledge.

48.2.4.5.6 > 56

One pleads with one's guts when one has everything to gain.

48.1.2.4.5.6 > 30

One feels fortunate to have survived such a heat.
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48.3.4.5.6 > 64

One has been here so long that others think one knows everything.

48.1.3.4.5.6 > 38

One takes a breath of fresh air to calm oneself down.

48.2.3.4.5.6 > 35

One cleans up around here so that everything smells clean.

48.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 21

One might have believed what others are saying if one had not had the opportunity to catch them
out before.
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49 - Tidying up

Renewal is necessary when shortcomings are identified and a replacement plan is in place. One will
then have an interest in making the changes. Forget about regrets.

49.1 > 31 - Criticizing harshly

One is bound by constraints so one joins the others.

49.2 > 43 - Requesting more time

One is asked to stop because it is too soon.

49.1.2 > 28

One knits slowly a web that others will try to avoid.
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49.3 > 17 - Lacking of adherence

The others do not support the reforms so one withdraws until the doubts are dispelled.

49.1.3 > 45

One spoils one's things by leaving them abandoned.

49.2.3 > 58

One believed in the possibility of an amicable settlement, but the others did not want to make any
effort to find a common ground.

49.1.2.3 > 47 - Receiving compromising confidences

One detects informations that can change the game.
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49.4 > 63 - Changing of air

One can reform with confidence.

49.1.4 > 39

One gets sunstroke from wanting more light.

49.2.4 > 5

One places their hopes in a solution that others have not wanted.

49.1.2.4 > 48

One has to forego information because the others couldn't stay.
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49.3.4 > 3 - Changing behaviors

One knows that they are going to make waves if one does without the services of those who have
failed them.

49.1.3.4 > 8

The old companions do no favors to the new generation.

49.2.3.4 > 60

One meets many people one knows but few people one really appreciates.

49.1.2.3.4 > 29

One has fun while waiting for judgment.
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49.5 > 55 - Remaking the world

One wants to renew.

49.1.5 > 62 - Not causing harm to those one has
chosen

One praises the merits of one's partners so as not to appear to disparage them.

49.2.5 > 34

One manages to make others look like complete idiots.

49.1.2.5 > 32

One is gullible despite the lack of cohesion of the whole.
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49.3.5 > 51

One is taken to task by those who think that one has made very dangerous deviations.

49.1.3.5 > 16

One believes one is doing the right thing when one should be thinking about the consequences of
one's actions.

49.2.3.5 > 54

One is providing a springboard for young people to make themselves known.

49.1.2.3.5 > 40

One accompanies one's friends to help them get by.
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49.4.5 > 36

One is finishing again ahead of those who thought they were incompetent.

49.1.4.5 > 15

One ousts those who are slow to react to difficulties.

49.2.4.5 > 11

One is received among those who are authorized to give orders.

49.1.2.4.5 > 46

One persists in wanting to hold on despite the adverse winds.
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49.3.4.5 > 24

One collects evidence to demonstrate good faith.

49.1.3.4.5 > 2

One has another version of the facts to present.

49.2.3.4.5 > 19

One becomes like those one criticizes.

49.1.2.3.4.5 > 7

One supports reforms so as to avoid further constraints.
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49.6 > 13 - Regaining one' s freedom

Friends ask that one waits until they are ready before reforming.

49.1.6 > 33

One blacks out the evidence to avoid the penalty one may face.

49.2.6 > 1 - Meeting again after having dealt with the
emergencies

One has understood what are the priorities.

49.1.2.6 > 44

One attempts the heist of the century despite one's lack of professionalism.
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49.3.6 > 25

One is fiddling with threads that one shouldn't touch.

49.1.3.6 > 12 - Receiving unexpected support

One continues to help those who are going through hard times.

49.2.3.6 > 10

One takes ownership of the property of others.

49.1.2.3.6 > 6

One gives strict instructions to prevent one's opponents from communicating.
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49.4.6 > 37

One has made promises that one did not keep.

49.1.4.6 > 53

One parks one's trailer next to the goods one wishes to take.

49.2.4.6 > 9

One specifies one's intentions so as not to have to justify oneself afterwards.

49.1.2.4.6 > 57

One urges one's friends to accept a compromise.
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49.3.4.6 > 42 - Guarding oneself from bad relapses

One expects others to be careful.

49.1.3.4.6 > 20

One meddles in cases that are not worth considering.

49.2.3.4.6 > 61

One succeeds in catching the attention of others by taking unusual risks.

49.1.2.3.4.6 > 59

One suffocates under the pressure of one's entourage so one goes to safety.
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49.5.6 > 30

One prepares one's friends to hear unpleasant news.

49.1.5.6 > 56 - Not going any further

One has to do everything one can to stop the race.

49.2.5.6 > 14

One replaces a close relation because they could not do as well as expected.

49.1.2.5.6 > 50

One is dying to play a nasty trick on one's competitors.
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49.3.5.6 > 21

One sends one's best wishes to those who have decided to follow a dangerous path.

49.1.3.5.6 > 35

One makes things as difficult as one wishes so that no one can find their way around.

49.2.3.5.6 > 38

One finishes one's starter before starting the dish of the day.

49.1.2.3.5.6 > 64

One is present despite the suffering one has experienced.
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49.4.5.6 > 22

Friends are advised not to come until after the events are over.

49.1.4.5.6 > 52

One is caught in the trap for the love of a young foolish girl.

49.2.4.5.6 > 26

One is outraged by comments made in public that go against the most elementary decency.

49.1.2.4.5.6 > 18

One regains possession of one's mind after an evening of excess.
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49.3.4.5.6 > 27

One corrects one's memories by inventing new stories.

49.1.3.4.5.6 > 23

One calculates with enthusiasm the profits one thinks one can obtain.

49.2.3.4.5.6 > 41

One struggles to follow learned demonstrations.

49.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 4

One asks others to give some free time for succeeding in acting as if one had enough employees.
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50 - Involvement

One is called upon to serve others.

50.1 > 14 - Doing recovery

One prepares what others have set aside to make it useful.

50.2 > 56 - Arousing envy

One succeeds better than one's friends because one has gotten supplies.

50.1.2 > 30

One can conceive what others cannot produce.
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50.3 > 64 - Becoming aware of one' s insufficiency

One may ask for help because it is difficult to search without the others.

50.1.3 > 38

One is confronted with one's own contradictions.

50.2.3 > 35

One consults one's relatives to get consistent answers.

50.1.2.3 > 21

One tries to reassure one's relatives by promising not to do it again.
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50.4 > 18 - Causing damage

One has to repair because one broke something.

50.1.4 > 26

One has difficulty acclimatizing because of the negligence of superiors to take measures in
accordance with the requests that one made.

50.2.4 > 52

One thinks one knows what to ask, but others will not be satisfied with pointless questions.

50.1.2.4 > 22

One daydreams instead of working.
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50.3.4 > 4

One gets out of trouble with a bitter taste in the mouth.

50.1.3.4 > 41

One shambles so as not to leave too quickly.

50.2.3.4 > 23

One spends peaceful days waiting to be summoned by those who need backup.

50.1.2.3.4 > 27

One prepares the succession by showing others what one has done.
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50.5 > 44 - Giving of oneself

One is ready to help.

50.1.5 > 1

One feels joy at the thought of being able to meet.

50.2.5 > 33

One gives a discount to bait customers.

50.1.2.5 > 13

One is confronted with a series of questions to which one must answer.
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50.3.5 > 6

One repairs in the hope that things will work one day.

50.1.3.5 > 10

One sorts one's things so as not to have to look for them all the time.

50.2.3.5 > 12

One strives to make more effort so one practices.

50.1.2.3.5 > 25

One finishes on time so as not to be taken off guard.
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50.4.5 > 57

One contemplates one' s feet while waiting for the mistake to be noticed.

50.1.4.5 > 9 - Telling one's discomfort before deciding
one's commitment

One wants to know if the close relations have rejected the extreme choices before committing
oneself to their side.

50.2.4.5 > 53

One is confronted with a cruel dilemma that can only be resolved by a comprehensive study.

50.1.2.4.5 > 37

One stops his presentation when others are not attentive.
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50.3.4.5 > 59

One sends one's opponents to the changing rooms because they didn't know how to behave
properly.

50.1.3.4.5 > 61

One loses one's grip on one' s entourage because of a blunder that has raised doubts.

50.2.3.4.5 > 20

One refuses to let other competitors in until the game is over.

50.1.2.3.4.5 > 42

One must be taken care of to avoid isolation.
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50.6 > 32 - Returning to one' s former position

One can resume work to help one's friends.

50.1.6 > 34

One is increasingly appreciative of small treats.

50.2.6 > 62

One is sorry to have to part with a loyal and experienced collaborator.

50.1.2.6 > 55

One observes differences between the source and the relay.
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50.3.6 > 40

One reunites with one's close relations to give them a proof of love.

50.1.3.6 > 54

One gives one's parents proof of one's correctness by rejecting all forms of corruption.

50.2.3.6 > 16

One increases one's domain to be able to sustain oneself.

50.1.2.3.6 > 51

One asks others to commit themselves by making a choice.
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50.4.6 > 46 - Putting an end to regrets

One addresses the question without interest for the solution.

50.1.4.6 > 11

Before leaving, one has to think about telling one's friends how long one plans to be away.

50.2.4.6 > 15

One drives away a mercenary who wanted to benefit from the opportunity.

50.1.2.4.6 > 36

One is locked up with those who wanted to commit reprehensible acts.
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50.3.4.6 > 7

The others had warned that they would not allow even the slightest negligence.

50.1.3.4.6 > 19

One surrenders so one doesn't have to start the fight again.

50.2.3.4.6 > 2

One will be able to do what others say if one spends as much time as possible on the job.

50.1.2.3.4.6 > 24

One concludes one's interview with an original proposal.
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50.5.6 > 28

One will have a lot to accomplish before others decide to help.

50.1.5.6 > 43

One rushes to tell the others to hush.

50.2.5.6 > 31

One has given too much to get nothing in return.

50.1.2.5.6 > 49

One exhausts one's subject before even taking the time to take a break.
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50.3.5.6 > 47

One is able to take it upon oneself, but hates that others can't do the same.

50.1.3.5.6 > 58

One does not see any mention anywhere that would suggest that it is an incapacitating substance.

50.2.3.5.6 > 45

One visits several places to find a rare pearl.

50.1.2.3.5.6 > 17

One competes in a category reserved for young newcomers.
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50.4.5.6 > 48

It would have been possible to work together if the other had accepted the rules.

50.1.4.5.6 > 5

One will know how to cope with the vagaries of one's time.

50.2.4.5.6 > 39

One has a fetish for something that others hate.

50.1.2.4.5.6 > 63

One padlocks the information one wants to transmit bit by bit.
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50.3.4.5.6 > 29

One disguises one's links to give a respectable image of oneself.

50.1.3.4.5.6 > 60

One is doing as necessary because there are no regulations in place at the moment.

50.2.3.4.5.6 > 8

One borrows from others what is necessary to maintain one's activity.

50.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 3

One discovers unexpected resources by acting at the right time.
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51 - Shock

Something is coming which enables the identification of a problem.

51.1 > 16 - Being caught by surprise

One can laugh after having seen.

51.2 > 54 - Accepting the loss

One does not seek what one has lost.

51.1.2 > 40 - Playing to the gallery with clumsy humour

One dresses up to look different.
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51.3 > 55 - Receiving a shock

One sees the breakup so one leaves.

51.1.3 > 62

One dreams of escape even though one knows that one should not leave before the goal is
reached.

51.2.3 > 34

One makes a summary to explain to others what it is about.

51.1.2.3 > 32

One catches up on idle talk to make it possible.
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51.4 > 24 - Being bogged down

One has to free oneself from others before one can go any further.

51.1.4 > 2 - Losing sight of the general interest

One takes care of the essential instead of disturbing others by seeking to innovate.

51.2.4 > 19

One complains of a strange clumsiness that seemed to have been prepared beforehand.

51.1.2.4 > 7

One can say what one wants to those one attacks.
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51.3.4 > 36

One returns to surprise those who thought one had disappeared.

51.1.3.4 > 15

One has claimed to be aware of facts that never happened.

51.2.3.4 > 11

One is hard hit by the amount of work one has had to face.

51.1.2.3.4 > 46

One gets enthusiastic, so one proves right to those who reveal intimate details.
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51.5 > 17 - Getting pushed around

One holds firm when the tremors begin, accompanies the others and endures them until they stop.

51.1.5 > 45 - Growing plants in fertile soil

One seeds the soil so that it can be harvested later.

51.2.5 > 58

One professes to anyone who wants to hear it that one must not look guilty in order not to be
chucked away.

51.1.2.5 > 47

One presents one's plan even though the others have already made provision for everything.
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51.3.5 > 49

One and those who have taken the liberty to make empty promises are like two peas in the pod.

51.1.3.5 > 31

One has received invaluable help and is striving to preserve it for a long time.

51.2.3.5 > 43

One lets others believe that their chances of winning are almost nil.

51.1.2.3.5 > 28

One tempers one's enthusiasm because others have not been so lucky.
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51.4.5 > 3

One tries to follow the instinct of one' s predecessors in order to be able to do like them.

51.1.4.5 > 8

One thinks to be in a better position than those who claim they can win.

51.2.4.5 > 60

One talks to another again after a long period of silence.

51.1.2.4.5 > 29

One goes straight ahead so as not to be tempted by the distractions that others offer.
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51.3.4.5 > 63

One makes more effort than necessary because one came here to let off some steam.

51.1.3.4.5 > 39

One returns empty-handed because one didn't understand what means to use.

51.2.3.4.5 > 5

Messages are sent to reassure each other.

51.1.2.3.4.5 > 48

One is proud to be able to tell others why one should do it like this.
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51.6 > 21 - Taking refuge in the heights

One has lost the weakest, so one keeps a low profile until they change.

51.1.6 > 35

One is expert at making others say the opposite of what they wanted.

51.2.6 > 38

One guesses what to do, but others want logical reasoning.

51.1.2.6 > 64

One shows a little enthusiasm to not disappoint one's most fervent admirers.
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51.3.6 > 30

One is dying to tell others what one really thinks of them.

51.1.3.6 > 56

One loses one's pursuers by making them take another road.

51.2.3.6 > 14

One tries to understand why others have not yet arrived.

51.1.2.3.6 > 50

One is bustling around those who have planned to get carried away.
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51.4.6 > 27

One asks others what one cannot provide by oneself.

51.1.4.6 > 23

One consults the archives to find a lost document.

51.2.4.6 > 41

One tries to catch the others off guard but they rejoice and respond in a scathing way.

51.1.2.4.6 > 4

One bends to the pressure of their leaders.
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51.3.4.6 > 22

One weighs one' s words before making comments that can be humiliating for one' s interlocutors.

51.1.3.4.6 > 52

One indulges in shenanigans so as not to be regarded as all and sundry.

51.2.3.4.6 > 26

One tumbles preconceived ideas by ending one's sentences abruptly.

51.1.2.3.4.6 > 18

One extends one's study to related fields in order to understand how the whole thing works.
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51.5.6 > 25

One respects one's guests without being used as a house servant.

51.1.5.6 > 12

One resurfaces after a long descent.

51.2.5.6 > 10

One takes leave of those with whom one has shared suffering.

51.1.2.5.6 > 6

One holds back one's allies to make them understand that they must not go any further.
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51.3.5.6 > 13

One challenges the reality of the facts that others claimed to have experienced.

51.1.3.5.6 > 33

One criticizes with great passion the opponents of those one protects.

51.2.3.5.6 > 1

One raises a point to which everybody will agree upon.

51.1.2.3.5.6 > 44

One is still allowed to compete because the judges have chosen to be reckless.
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51.4.5.6 > 42

One complicates the situation to keep the audience on their toes.

51.1.4.5.6 > 20

One imagines seeing things that others cannot understand.

51.2.4.5.6 > 61

One says that others have never had the slightest opportunity to do what one came for.

51.1.2.4.5.6 > 59

One carefully weighs the chances of being able to reach one's goal without any resistance.
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51.3.4.5.6 > 37

One fills out a form to obtain special rights.

51.1.3.4.5.6 > 53

One tells one's life to strangers because they don't know who they are dealing with.

51.2.3.4.5.6 > 9

One shows one's friends what are the difficulties that others have hidden.

51.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 57

One apologizes profusely so as not to have to do more chores.
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52 - Stop

One recognizes that it is time to stop because one needs to feed oneself.

52.1 > 22 - Dropping one's probe

One is not going to see what others are doing, to avoid trouble.

52.2 > 18 - Being attracted irresistibly

The other wants more, one cannot hold them back.

52.1.2 > 26

One pins one's last hopes on a youth whom one has never stopped abusing.
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52.3 > 23 - Losing blood

One asks the most capable when others don't answer.

52.1.3 > 27

One has returned most of the items one borrowed, but some are missing.

52.2.3 > 4

One wishes to be right sometimes so as to win the esteem of one' s entourage.

52.1.2.3 > 41

One is dropped by friends when one was going to do them good.
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52.4 > 56 - Making a stopover

One halts but others continue.

52.1.4 > 30

One returns to one's allies to ask them if they want to continue the fight.

52.2.4 > 50

One avoids making special efforts even though this is a recognized personality.

52.1.2.4 > 14

One slows down those who get involved too quickly.
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52.3.4 > 35

One relies more on the kindness of others than on one's own merits.

52.1.3.4 > 21

One listens to one's heart more than one's reason when it comes to protecting one's relatives.

52.2.3.4 > 64

One senses that another solution would have been more advantageous.

52.1.2.3.4 > 38

One tells others old jokes to fill the silence.
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52.5 > 53 - Hiding one's concern

One does not express doubts so as not to create difficulties.

52.1.5 > 37

One takes care of one's ambition by being careful not to do anything compromising.

52.2.5 > 57

One knows of few cases where others have been satisfied with a given word.

52.1.2.5 > 9

One pretends to be aware of it.
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52.3.5 > 20

One still believes that one should not have given in to pressure.

52.1.3.5 > 42

One knows one's relatives well, so one chooses for them.

52.2.3.5 > 59

One gets out of one's cocoon to face real life.

52.1.2.3.5 > 61

One returns their gifts to others so as not having to justify oneself to them.
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52.4.5 > 33

One recovers faith after having been betrayed several times.

52.1.4.5 > 13

One is invested with a burden too heavy for one's skills.

52.2.4.5 > 44

One abuses others while enjoying it.

52.1.2.4.5 > 1 - Stopping to be recognized

One wants others to notice the progress that one has made.
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52.3.4.5 > 12

One takes the time to prepare before embarking on a risky business.

52.1.3.4.5 > 25

One gets butterflies in the stomach when one learns that the others have left.

52.2.3.4.5 > 6

One is going to be threatened if one keeps doing mistakes.

52.1.2.3.4.5 > 10

One feels that the atmosphere has become heavier after having asked others to stop lying.
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52.6 > 15 - Managing anger

One listens to others before getting carried away.

52.1.6 > 36

One fears having to endure other cruelties.

52.2.6 > 46

One tempers one's ardor by doing spiritual exercises.

52.1.2.6 > 11

One explains to one's close relations what they must do to avoid being left without resources.
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52.3.6 > 2

One must present a huge quantity of offerings to fill the void that others feel.

52.1.3.6 > 24

One increases one's feeling of comfort by letting others take the lead of the operations.

52.2.3.6 > 7

One is aiming to settle a dispute.

52.1.2.3.6 > 19

Each one spies on the other so as not to lose sight of each other.
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52.4.6 > 62

One looks into the eyes of those who pass by chance.

52.1.4.6 > 55

One takes a nap until the others reach an agreement among themselves.

52.2.4.6 > 32

One recaps before starting a new lesson.

52.1.2.4.6 > 34

One is absolutely sure that one has taken all the measures that others wanted.
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52.3.4.6 > 16

One supplements one's diet with appropriate ingredients.

52.1.3.4.6 > 51

One abuses one's subordinates to make them move faster.

52.2.3.4.6 > 40

One gives consent with regrets so as not to sadden others.

52.1.2.3.4.6 > 54

One does not weaken in order not to be seen failing.
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52.5.6 > 39

One shrinks one's perimeter so as not to have any cases of conscience.

52.1.5.6 > 63

One can find anything but what one is looking for.

52.2.5.6 > 48

One advances while promising others to follow their advice.

52.1.2.5.6 > 5

One knows what will happen if one continues to hesitate.
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52.3.5.6 > 8

One shows one's friends another way of doing things.

52.1.3.5.6 > 3

One will discover a solution that others had not considered.

52.2.3.5.6 > 29

One is feverish because the others didn't want to come.

52.1.2.3.5.6 > 60

One concludes one's exercises with fun and games.
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52.4.5.6 > 31

One finds a logical explanation to explain all this disorder.

52.1.4.5.6 > 49

One compensates for one' s lack of success with flawless health practices.

52.2.4.5.6 > 28

One updates one's data according to the new information one has received.

52.1.2.4.5.6 > 43 - Losing freshness

One finds something rotten in what should be impeccable.
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52.3.4.5.6 > 45

One withstands a lot of blows to make one's team win.

52.1.3.4.5.6 > 17

One compares oneself to others to avoid feeling sorry for oneself.

52.2.3.4.5.6 > 47

One takes upon oneself to trust those who have been disappointing before.

52.1.2.3.4.5.6 > 58

One would like to move faster but the others need to rest.
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53 - To associate

One invites their kind to overcome constraints by associating.

53.1 > 37

One stays away until supports calm down.

53.2 > 57

One consults the most able about the problems one might encounter.

53.3 > 20

Before leaving, one asks the others to address their negligence.
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53.1.3 > 42

One gets rid of some flaws in order to be able to join others.

53.4 > 33

One moves away to find a free place.

53.1.4 > 13

One copes the best they can when others give the impression of not paying attention.

53.2.4 > 44

One returns to ask for the best way.
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53.1.2.4 > 1

One will be able to get together to continue.

53.2.3.4 > 6

One prevents others to continue together.

53.5 > 52

When the best don't want, one checks.

53.3.5 > 23

One spends most of their time playing instead of being available to help their relatives.
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53.2.3.5 > 4 - Discovering a secret alliance

One notes links that they had not envisioned.

53.6 > 39

One delays the meeting to arouse curiosity.

53.1.2.6 > 5

One sends their relatives to help those who have requested it.

53.1.3.6 > 3

One continues to hope for improvements in spite of less encouraging signs.
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53.5.6 > 15

When one is almost done, they tell their friends.

53.1.2.5.6 > 11 - Innovating to make oneself better
known

One presents solutions that have not been considered yet.

53.3.5.6 > 2

One pretends to trap their opponents.

53.2.3.5.6 > 7

One makes an effort to be able to employ more workforce.
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54 - Assistance

Protecting one's interests by making oneself useful.

54.1 > 40

One hesitates so they go further.

54.2 > 51

When others don't help, one can leave them.

54.1.2 > 16

One is running out of time, so they let others welcome their guests.
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54.3 > 34

One accepts to assess the skills of the youngest before they give up.

54.4 > 19 - Postponing

One wants to prepare themself.

54.1.4 > 7

One warns their friends of the importance to remain vigilant.

54.1.2.4 > 2

One needs to tell others how they really feel.
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54.5 > 58

One returns after asking others for the answers.

54.2.5 > 17

One thinks that they have received offers that they have considered to be unattractive.

54.2.4.5 > 3

One can pay attention to the steps they have just taken and ask oneself if they have been well
negotiated.

54.3.4.5 > 5

One provides reserves to avoid a shortage.
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54.6 > 38

Others wait until one has finished to prepare before returning.

54.1.4.6 > 4

One goes along with the game by yielding to their guests.

54.1.5.6 > 6

On is caught red-handed.

54.3.5.6 > 1

One is going to take a vow of poverty for some time.
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55 - To manage

One prepares to meet requests. After a study, decisions will be applied and checked. Unreasonable
requests will be ignored.

55.1 > 62

One checks if it is necessary to renew the preparation.

55.2 > 34

Others ask for evidence because one has neglected to bring them, so one hurries to entrust the
matter to the most ables.

55.3 > 51

The weakest abstain because they don't want to bear any more.
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55.1.3 > 16

One pretends to be able.

55.4 > 36

One is called to continue the checks.

55.3.4 > 24

Others want informations that one is not eager to pass on them.

55.1.3.4 > 2 - Wanting to finish in time

One goes before others so as to ask them to wait until the works completion.
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55.1.2.3.4 > 7

One has managed to remake what had disappeared.

55.5 > 49

One expects verifications before changing their mind.

55.3.5 > 17

One has provided for clothing that do not fit the situation.

55.4.5 > 63

One is wasting their time in irrelevant discussions.
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55.2.4.5 > 5

One sends flowers to people they love.

55.3.4.5 > 3 - Knowing when to ask

One can understand the success of those who are not happy with is given to them.

55.6 > 30

One needs preparation to regain their means.

55.1.2.3.4.6 > 4

One presents their latest business to encourage others to associate with them.
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55.2.5.6 > 1

One allows oneself to do what others have not wanted.

55.1.2.3.5.6 > 6

One has done a lot of efforts to finally come up against an impassable obstacle.
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56 - Search

One restores order to find.

56.1 > 30

When one takes a big loss, they must not indulge themself.

56.2 > 50

One meets someone well disposed toward them.

56.3 > 35

One forgets someone close thus loses them.
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56.4 > 52

Defending oneself from others, one sees that it is not going well.

56.2.4 > 18

One may venture in strange places to never return.

56.2.3.4 > 4

One devotes their time experiencing dubious methods.

56.5 > 33

One prepares alternatives if necessary.
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56.1.5 > 13

One prefers not to tell others what they have changed.

56.1.2.5 > 1

One pretends to believe that nothing will remain.

56.2.3.5 > 6

One is dismayed by the abusive language they have heard.

56.4.5 > 53 - Seeking to seduce

One approaches the others smoothly.
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56.2.4.5 > 57

One receives those who have shown that they were capable.

56.6 > 62

It is imprudent to accept without discussion.

56.3.6 > 16

One pretends having forgotten so that others explain.

56.4.6 > 15

One stands firm so that others are not surprised.
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56.3.4.6 > 2 - Asking for trust

One asks others to believe what they have been told.

56.1.3.4.6 > 24

One returns to previous patterns that they had lost.

56.2.3.4.6 > 7

One has managed to find an agreement with those they believed to be warlike.

56.1.2.4.5.6 > 5

One kindly requests others to make efforts to meet the requirements.
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56.1.3.4.5.6 > 3

One bets on intentions when they should ask for clearer evidence.
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57 - Answer

One goes after being approached.

57.1 > 9

One gives the youngest ones some time to finish the preparation. Then, one shows them their
weaknesses and answers their requests for explanation.

57.2 > 53

When the feeding stops, all get organized to exit.

57.3 > 59

One does not show to others to not disturb them.
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57.1.3 > 61

One sends their friends to check that the others do not lie.

57.4 > 44

One prepares explanations for their friends so that they can come back.

57.1.4 > 1

One draws from their reserves to save time.

57.3.4 > 6

One has wanted to do their best to avoid being accused of incompetence.
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57.5 > 18

One must warn others because an unexpected event has occurred and one needs to respond to the
demands on time.

57.2.5 > 52

One wants to associate with the oldest to show the most able that they had not planned everything.

57.3.5 > 4

One shows temerity so as to attract attention.

57.6 > 48

Leaving to not succumb.
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57.1.6 > 5

Others are suspicious because one has avoided doing all that they were asking for.

57.3.6 > 29

The elders softly ask the most able to return so that one is disturbed.

57.2.3.6 > 8

One shares their feelings toward those who had not the will to be courteous.

57.1.2.3.6 > 3

One has accepted to give elements that they were not assured to obtain.
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57.2.4.6 > 31 - Waiting for the next time

One sets prerequisites before accepting an agreement.

57.5.6 > 46

One wants to do things that others are not going to like.

57.3.5.6 > 7

One has been tested by those they believed to be genuine.

57.2.3.5.6 > 2

One finally spends all their time shedding tears.
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58 - Attraction

Wait before committing oneself. A simple proposal is enough. One wants to know what the other
desires before responding.

58.1 > 47

One lacks means but can continue with others.

58.2 > 17

Friends give up when one commits themself reluctantly.

58.3 > 43

One commits themself reluctantly.
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58.2.3 > 49

One makes progress by showing others that one has understood what they want.

58.4 > 60

Profiteers want to limit the response to the most modest demands.

58.2.4 > 3

One does not want others to speak like that so they ask them to be quiet.

58.3.4 > 5

One agrees so as to not suffer the same fate as their companions.
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58.5 > 54

Repel the dangerous impulses.

58.1.3.5 > 32 - No more compromising oneself

One receives benefits that they could have done without.

58.4.5 > 19

One does not return to the trials that others have gone through.

58.1.4.5 > 7 - Regretting having aged

One follows fashions that no longer fit the times.
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58.2.4.5 > 24 - Retracing one's steps

One will make others happy if they get back to them.

58.1.2.4.5 > 2

One knows well the origin of remorse.

58.6 > 10

Loss of feeling.

58.1.6 > 6

One makes room so that others may come.
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58.3.6 > 1

One limits the contacts to protect themself from doubts.

58.1.4.5.6 > 4

One will follow roads that others did not want to take.
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59 - Separation

One endures separation without opposing it by force.

59.1 > 61

One examines the reservations to see if they are in order.

59.2 > 20

One asks their close ones to look at the disorder they have caused.

59.3 > 57

One can return to their close ones because they have looked too far away.
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59.2.3 > 53

One receives proposals which have the merit of being sincere.

59.4 > 6

One asks the most able to call when the preparation will be finished.

59.1.4 > 10

One sends gifts to their friends so that they forgive the wrongs that one may have caused to them.

59.1.3.4 > 1

One can start by believing what others say, later one will have to control.
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59.5 > 4

Others are expecting one to find the answer without help.

59.2.5 > 23

One tells others that one cannot continue like that.

59.6 > 29

When one does not know if they can repair, they move away and refrain from asking the most able
for resources to continue.

59.2.6 > 8

One hurries to prepare a solution to complete the transition.
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59.1.2.6 > 3

Others will come to put an end to what they find unacceptable.

59.1.3.6 > 5

One supports the request from others to be sure to gain their consideration.

59.5.6 > 7 - Finding out what happened in the
beginning

One wants to understand how things have started.

59.2.5.6 > 2 - Raising problems

One does not often agree with others.
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60 - Limit

One does not go further.

60.1 > 29

One stops tiring themself out while waiting until their friends return.

60.2 > 3

One hides their uncertainties to control the situation.

60.3 > 5

One is too weak to feed their group so they prepare to remedy their addiction.
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60.2.3 > 63 - Hoping to defeat one's opponents by
waiting

One waits calmly for the attention of others to wander.

60.4 > 58

One hesitates to ask others to accept the fatigue, so they finish the preparation with the most
capable.

60.5 > 19

One discovers without help a new way to make the necessary, so they are recognized.

60.1.5 > 7

One refers to facts they will regret having mentioned.
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60.1.2.5 > 2

One knows exactly when they must act.

60.6 > 61

High pressure.

60.2.6 > 42 - Revealing one's qualities

One is considered to have received enough incentives.

60.1.4.6 > 6

One is facing unsustainable choices.
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60.3.4.6 > 1 - Getting stuck

One spends most of their time preventing others to move forward.

60.1.5.6 > 4

One will have to defend oneself from those who want to know how one has learned.
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61 - Immobilized

Show patience, one is asked to make progress.

61.1 > 59

Preparing what is necessary but waiting to be asked for it.

61.2 > 42

Receiving a friendly request.

61.3 > 9

When one is attracted, they are sometimes suspicious of the other and resist their advances, then
when one sees that the other does not go astray and endures waiting, one changes their mind and

returns before it is too late, by helping more than necessary.
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61.1.3 > 57

One surprises their friends when one tells them that they accept their whims.

61.2.3 > 37

One asks a friend to come closer.

61.4 > 10

One can rise, provided that they abandon their old habits.

61.1.4 > 6

One can be moved by an imminent loss.
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61.3.4 > 1

One shows examples so that others may understand.

61.5 > 41

When others are waiting for help, and one hesitates, one hides behind their group.

61.1.5 > 4

One wonders what they must do to get others to understand what one wants them to do.

61.3.5 > 26 - Liberating oneself from inattention errors

One does like those who do not make stupid mistakes when they write.
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61.1.3.5 > 18

One learns the basics to get hired.

61.4.5 > 38

One claims having found evidence but has not kept it.

61.2.4.5 > 21 - Showing accuracy

One is looking for solutions to improve their presentation.

61.6 > 60

Others lack confidence because one answered too fast.
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61.1.6 > 29 - Assessing the situation

One goes to see how things evolve.

61.2.6 > 3

One pretends to have misunderstood.

61.3.6 > 5

One arrives in an era that will be conducive to discoveries.

61.1.5.6 > 7

One has been won over by the benevolence of their surroundings.
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61.1.2.5.6 > 2

One tells their relatives that they must find a partner.
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62 - Exit

One checks before going out.

62.1 > 55

One accepts to examine the weakest, in order to know if one must continue with the others until
they are ready.

62.2 > 32

One is departing from the best.

62.3 > 16

One asks the most able to assess the repairs.
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62.4 > 15

One gives way.

62.3.4 > 2

Others will not want one to come back if one does not want to help everyone.

62.2.3.4 > 7

One foresees unfavorable weather with the effect of postponing the execution of orders at a later
date.

62.5 > 31

One fixes an issue by seeking far away help.
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62.1.2.4.5 > 5

One has lived a long time waiting for an unexpected event.

62.1.3.4.5 > 3

One happily spends most of their time with those who have decided to help the most vulnerable.

62.6 > 56

When one goes too far, others withdraw, and one breaks something.

62.1.6 > 30

One has the presence of mind to leave before the situation gets worse.
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62.3.6 > 35 - Deciding to put order

One agrees to tidy up their things while there is still time.

62.2.3.4.6 > 4

One gives all they have so that others are not taken aback.

62.1.2.5.6 > 1

One can start receiving donations.

62.2.3.5.6 > 6

One was able to finish in time before the others got angry.
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63 - Maximum

One can make a few improvements to not see the decline.

63.1 > 39

One asks their close ones to prepare themselves before responding.

63.2 > 5

One does not ask for trust, but obtains it by improving.

63.3 > 3

One is hard at work to solve a problem, it will be painful. The most able will go first.
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63.1.3 > 8

One places oneself as they had planned well beforehand.

63.2.3 > 60

One will want to tell others what one has done.

63.4 > 49

When one meets unexpected difficulties, they rush to check.

63.3.4 > 17 - Returning to one's former loves

One is going to be loved by those who are gone.
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63.5 > 36

Simple will do better than complicate.

63.1.3.5 > 2

One must do as the most competent when they look for a place with others.

63.1.2.3.5 > 7

The others compare the lifestyle that one displays with the resources one has declared.

63.4.5 > 55

One sees little to change.
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63.6 > 37

Others avoid to bring their help, so one continues to improve to repair without them.

63.2.4.6 > 1

One speaks brilliantly of their competences.

63.1.2.3.4.6 > 6 - Wanting to win

One acts as if they were right to pursue the fight.

63.1.2.3.5.6 > 4

One goes to the other to tell them what they think.
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63.4.5.6 > 30

One agrees with their relatives so as to not arouse suspicion.
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64 - Instability

One must show patience and only act knowingly. They are cautious and inform their relatives.

64.1 > 38

One wanted to make reforms without preparation, but those who had been neglected resist and
show their weaknesses, so one repairs them while being guided by the most able.

64.2 > 35

One has gone without help to feed their entourage, but is getting tired so they ask the most able for
the means to return.

64.3 > 50

One must prepare themself before proceeding.
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64.1.3 > 14

One sends their allies to support those who are in trouble.

64.4 > 4

After providing help to get the situation under control, one will be sought again.

64.2.4 > 23

One expresses themself brilliantly to convince others not to resist anymore.

64.2.3.4 > 52

One thinks they have enough elements to clarify the situation.
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64.5 > 6

Because of preparation, one has reached a result, despite the uncertainties.

64.1.5 > 10

When the turmoil stops, others can rest.

64.3.5 > 44

One carries on as if nothing happened despite being in serious trouble.

64.1.3.5 > 1

One pleases those who have nothing to give.
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64.6 > 40

One does not show their hesitations, in order to not discourage their group.

64.1.6 > 54

One possesses evidence that others did not find.

64.2.6 > 16 - Nothing to win in fighting

One has everything to lose by refusing compromises.

64.4.6 > 7

One feels compassion for those who can no longer fight.
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64.2.4.6 > 2

One prepares innovations to liven up their entourage.

64.1.2.4.5.6 > 3 - Knowing when to act

One is going to bear trials that they could have avoided.

64.1.3.4.5.6 > 5

If one agrees to finish faster, others will be inclined to share their emotion in public.

64.2.3.4.5.6 > 39

One collects troubles so one starts talking nonsense.
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